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THE NEW 
RANGE      F FLUSH-MOUNTED TOUCH SCREENS

FUNCTIONS OVERVIEW

TS04
12” colour TOUCH SCREEN 

with graphic maps 

TS03B
5.7” colour TOUCH SCREEN 

with graphic maps

TS03N
5. 7” colour TOUCH SCREEN 

with graphic maps

TS05
TOUCH SCREEN 

15” colour Touch

screen with crystal

front cover
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THE NEW 
RANGE      F FLUSH-MOUNTED TOUCH SCREENS

The new range of touch screens enable energy management and accounting.

The energy saving device item 53AB-ECO can be connected to pulsed output gas/water meter to allow monitoring 

and accounting of water and gas consumption along with electricity.

It also offers the possibility to display the corresponding amount due (not the fiscal amount) in the touch screen 

pages.
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Lighting 

Lighting 

Dimming

Dimming

CONTROLS
Avetouch Home Automation 
A full range of symbols is available 
for special controls.
Every function has its own control

Backlit traditional home automation 
controls
With interchangeable symbols for maxi-
mum flexibility.

Scenarios 
control

Roller shutters  
 control

Roller shutters 
control

Scenarios 
control

FUNCTIONS OVERVIEW

COMF     RT AND ... ENERGY SAVING
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Thermoregulation

THERMOREGULATION
management of multizone
chronothrmostat in combination 
with  TS03.. TS04 and TS05.

Energy saving

SMART 
load management unit
Load control and disconnection (8 lines), accounting of energy, 
water and gas consumptions with corresponding amount due 
displayed on TS04, TS03N and TS03B.

Energy saving
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Tilt-and-turn windowSun blades

Curtain walls

Large size sliding doors

www.metra.eu
+39 030 6819.1

Domina Home Automation system by Ave enables doors, windows, sun blades and roller shutters control 

thanks to the cooperation with Metra spa, Italian leading company in the manufacturing of aluminium do-

ors and windows. The compatibility between these systems allows to create  home automation  “scenarios” 

where doors and windows can be controlled. Just to make an example, the scenario “Quitting” allows clo-

sing all the windows and activates the security in the house.

FUNCTIONS OVERVIEW

BUILDING S    LUTIONS BY METRA 
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MA1570
AveBus receiver for sun blades

MA1571
AveBus receiver for tilt-and-turn window

MA1572
AveBus receiver for sliding doors

New home automation controls for motorised doors and windows.
For commercial information and purchase of products please contact METRA sales network.
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AF339-T
Transponder key

AF442TC44
Reader activator

The burglar alarm system by AVE can also be combined with the Life Touch and Domus Touch series by 

means of a transponder activator enclosed in an AVE Touch series module.

The transponder key AF339-T communicates with the AF442TC44 reader which is installed under the 

glass plate to control AF998EXP-ENG control unit.

The activator is also available in all AVE wiring accessories series.

FUNCTIONS OVERVIEW

INTEGRATED H    ME AUTOMATION
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New ndoor video door-phone system 
with home automation functions and 
“touch” controls 

VSABTC-BL

                 FUNCTIONS:

  • Control of home automation scenarios    

  • Temperature visualization

  • Door opening AveBus

  • Video message recording system 

  • Melody selection

  • Intercom calls

VSABTC-NAL

Outdoor station
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BUS system usually means a group of devices connected to one single communication channel. The main 

function of a BUS is to physically and logically connect the devices and reduce the number of interconnec-

tions and the time required to transfer information from one device to another. Each device, known as ter-

minal, station, node or point, can send and receive electric signals sequentially. These signals are informa-

tion or messages which have been coded through a special protocol (Domina uses the AVEbus proprietary 

“open” protocol). The message receiver is identified by its address which is an integral part of the message.   

A special configuration procedure assign to each device its own address.

The increasing demand for automatic control and management systems in modern  buildings requires, so-

phisticated wiring systems that may interfere with the installation of new functions as well as maintenance 

and updating of  already existing ones, that can often be carried out only with very expensive interven-

tions.

Installing Domina by AVE means to rely on a system that not only offers automation, comfort and commu-

nication functions which are required in a modern house, but also count on an expandable and modular  

system whose basic functions may be expanded according to the needs of ever demanding customers. This 

system is of the  “distributed intelligence” type meaning that each component has one or more functions 

and can communicate with the other components through one single cable (bus line). Using Domina home 

automation system also means to facilitate installation, improve maintenance and expand the existing sy-

stems in a very easy way.

TRADITIONAL CONFIGURATION 

FUNCTIONS OVERVIEW

D    MINA, THE SYSTEM

HOME AUTOMATION CONFIGURATION
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Each Domina bus device has one or more channels; each one is totally independent and can be identified throu-

gh an address which is assigned during programming. Each channel of each single  AVEbus device can be freely 

addressedindependently from the others.

One channel of a control device (Tx) and one actuator device (Rx) having the same address  are  “logically con-

nected” one of an another. The actuator device receives the message sent by the control device and activates the 

load which is physically connected to it.

The address of each channel of the Domina bus devices is made of two alphanumeric characters (according to a 

hexadecimal system from 0 to F).

The control device can be programmed to control one single address associated with  an actuator device, one 

group of addresses associated with several actuator devices or all addresses of the actuator devices. This me-

chanism is programmed and managed according to the address assigned to the control device, where the first 

alphanumeric character of the address represents the group or  “family” of addresses of the actuator devices 

and the second alphanumeric character represents the single actuator device which belongs to that group of 

addresses. Because of the hexadecimal system, there are 16 groups of addresses (families) each composed of 16 

independent addresses (called  “points”).

The channels of the AVEBus devices can be basically addressed in three ways:

                                                                                                                   

• Direct mode (Point – Point): a single channel of a control device (Tx) controls only the channels having the same 

address of one or more actuator devices (Rx).

• By group (multicast): a single channel of a control device (Tx) controls all the channels of the actuator devices 

whose first digit of the address is the same as the second digit of the address of the control device (Tx).

The address of the control device  must always begin with the special value “F” followed by the group of addres-

ses to be controlled. There are 16 groups with a maximum of 16 addresses each.

• General (broadcast): a single channel of a control device (Tx) controls all the channels of the actuator devices 

contained in the system. The address of the control device must be set to “FF”.

Programming is made by connecting the PRAB01 programmer or the BSA-USB interface to the device to give each 

component of the system an address and operational mode in a very simple and intuitive way.

DIRECT ADDRESSING 

DIRECT ADDRESSING 

GENERAL ADDRESSING 

GROUP

TX 1

TX 2

TX 3

TX 4

RX 1

RX 2

RX 3

RX 4

GROUP ADDRESSING
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• Gas leak detectors

• Water leak detectors

• Presence detectors

• Fire alarm repetition 

TECHNICAL ALARMS

SCENARIOS AND SYSTEM MONITORING 

• Possibility to programme multiple commands 

(scenarios).

• Overall system monitoring from touch screen 

and PC by a special software.

• Presence simulation.

• By means of contact interfaces and time pro-

grammer of the touch screen it is possible to 

control watering. 

Domina is the best system to control your home because it is intuitive and easy to install and pro-

gramme, easy to use, it can be expanded and modified at any moment with just few operations.

Domina offers you all home automation, comfort and safety functions to improve the quality of 

your life. Domina: home automation for our life.

CONTROLS AND ACTUATORS 

• On/Off control for lighting

• Light dimming

• Motorised roller shutters and curtains control

 

• Integration with TUTONDO system

• Sound control and adjustment from 

touch screen or local control 

• Local displaying by means of indepen-

dent IP cameras      

• Displaying of IP cameras connected to 

a DVR systems

THERMOREGULATION

ENERGY SAVING

• Possibility to control the heating/cooling 

system in 15 zones with different tempe-

rature ranges from the touch screen.

•  Monitoring of electric, gas and water consum-

ptions

• Displaying of consumptions on touch screen 

(customizable)

ANTI-INTRUSION BURGLAR ALARM SYSTEM

SOUND DIFFUSION

An expandable and programmable which can 

be controlled remotely. Perfectly integrated 

into the system, it can be monitored from the 

touch screen.

EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION                       

WATERING CONTROL

LOAD CONTROL 

WEB SERVER

IP CAM - DVR

Possibility of  remote control of all the fun-

ctions installed by a telephone dialer.                                           

According to consumptions and  programmed 

priorities, electric loads are controlled to avoid 

triggering of the main switch for overloading. 

Possibility of  remote control of all the fun-

ctions installed with direct connection to home 

automation system via web.

FUNCTIONS OVERVIEW 

THE FULL C    NTROL OF YOUR HOME!
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CONTROL DEVICES

FUNCTIONS 
AND 

ACTUATORS

TS03.. TS02-ENG VSABTC-NAL 442ABTC1

TS04

44..ABT1 44..ABT2 44..ABIN 44..AB68 44..ABTM03 44..ABTA 53AB-ECOABINO2

ABR01
44..ABR1
44..ABR1-M
44..ABR1CL
44..ABR2
53ABR4

ABR01
44..ABR1
44..ABR2
53ABR4

ABR01
44..ABR1
44..ABR2
53ABR4
44..ABRTM01
ABRTM

videocameras 
supplied by 
third parties

TS04 
TS03-N
TS03-B

DOMINA

ABR01
44..ABR1
44..ABR1-M
44..ABR2
53ABR4

44..ABDI
+
53DIM010

ABRTM
44..ABRTM01
53ABRTM

44..ABRT01

ABTTINT01

AF998EXP-ENG

SCENARIOS
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This section of the catalogue helps choosing the home automation functions that can be used in 

an electric system. The following pages show which home automation functions are available for 

each single room of the apartment.

Home automation functions are generally selected after studying each single room on a layout 

or after an inspectionon site. The following pages describe which functions are available for each 

room in the apartment.

When examining this standard apartment, one has to consider that the different domotic fun-

ctions and scenarios described for each single room include those which are most often used. Each 

professional can develop new domotic applications by logically associating several devices and 

creating each time a tailored home automation system to meet the customer needs.

The user may also create customized functions called “scenarios” (lists of actions which can be auto-

matically recalled from different points), to enable a better control and management of a home.

The home automation system allows to control all the openings of the apartment (roller shutters, 

sun curtains, doors and motorised windows, skylights, etc.), in particular it is possible to:

- Local manual opening and closing through the corresponding actuators with local control.

- Control of general (or only one group)  opening / closing by a central location.

- Automatic opening and closing at a certain time of the day.

- Automatic opening/closing control depending on sunlight conditions or bad weather.

- Closing when activating the anti-burglar alarm system thus preventing to leave any possible 

access unguarded.

- Opening and closing control by means of scenarios (night scenario, go-out scenario, etc.) for bet-

ter comfort. 

D    MINA, STANDARD APARTMENT

D    MINA, EXTERNAL PERIMETER  

STANDARD APARTMENT AND ROOMS
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1. KITCHEN
2. LIVING-ROOM 

3. BATHROOM 
4. BEDROOM

5. OUTSIDE AREAS

3

4

5

1

2
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D    MINA, KITCHEN

LOAD CONTROL MANAGEMENT

• Electric energy companies have introduced a new system to manage energy costs 

which is based on time periods. Home automation enables a rational management of 

energy through the use of household appliances in the most suitable time periods and 

prevents the main switch from disconnecting because of overloading;

GAS LEAKS

• Close the main gas supply valve to stop leakage;

• Cut electricity off to avoid short circuits and fire;

• Automatically open  windows and skylights to ventilate the room;

• Locally warn the user that a technical alarm is under way;

• Remotely warn the user that a technical alarm is under way;

WATER LEAKS

• Close the main water supply valve to stop leakage;

• Cut electricity off to avoid short circuits;

• Locally warn the user that a technical alarm is under way;

• Remotely warn the user that a technical alarm is under way;

FIRE ALARM REPETITION 

• Using item code AC9C1-IS (addressed output module), the fire alarm repetition can be 

interfaced through the 44..ABTA alarm interface

In the room used as a  kitchen, DOMINA enables the safe control of technical alarms for water and 

gas leaks.  With the home automation system the room is safe and protected against the effects of 

an inadequate management of water or gas leaks.

STANDARD APARTMENT AND ROOMS
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OUR SOLUTIONS

FUNCTIONS

• Technical alarm “water leaks”                                

• Technical alarm “gas leaks”

• Management of energy control and load disconnection

• Light control

• Light dimming 

• Motorised roller shutters/windows control

• Temperature control

• Sound diffusion

• “Dinner” scenario (sets comfort temperature in the kitchen 

and energy saving mode in the other rooms, lighting at 100% 

and safety mode in the other zones of the apartment, etc.)

• Anti-burglar system

• Web-cam
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D    MINA, LIVING-ROOM

DIMMABLE LIGHTS  

• Manual light dimming

• Automatic light dimming by the “relax” scenario

• Activation of accessory lights (such as glass cupboards, shelves with ornaments) in particu-

lar time periods or via the “party with friends” scenario.

THERMOREGULATION

• Management of independent temperature control of each single zone with energy 

saving depending on how the room is used.

MONITORING THE SYSTEM VIA TOUCH SCREEN

• Home automation means above all comfort and thanks to the centralized monitoring 

by Touch screen devices, this is a real advantage for everyday life. These devices enable to 

control  the whole house  and manage all automated equipment and functions of each 

single room, from switching on the lights to video-control via web.

• The Touch Screen devices enable to visually check the inside and outside of your home 

remotely to make sure no one has entered your home or no damages caused by weather 

have occurred.

The home automation system increases comfort in the living-room. This room is usually used for 

several activities and DOMINA enables to manage the room in different ways, such as for a party, a 

dinner with friends or to watch a film or read a book. 

The home automation system allows to save a particular combination of commands or configura-

tions and use a scenario to recall the setting selected for that special occasion. 

ENERGY SAVING

• Monitoring of consumptions

STANDARD APARTMENT AND ROOMS
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OUR SOLUTIONS

FUNCTIONS

• Management of energy control and load disconnection

• Activation of lights

• Activation of dimmable lights

• Motorised roller shutters/ windows control

• Thermoregulation

• Sound diffusion

• System monitoring  via touch screen for control of energy consumptions

• Web video-control

• Anti-intrusion alarm

• “Film watch”, “party with friends”, etc.  scenario

• Radio controls for automation

• Home automation video door entry system
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D    MINA, BATHROOM

INTELLIGENT TIMER 

• Air circulation must be ensured in the bathroom and this can be done by the home 

automation system that enables the automatic control of air circulation and prevents 

any waste of energy.

RELAX SCENARIOS

• Possibility to customize control of multiple commands in order to create a relaxing 

ambience by controlling temperature, lighting and sound diffusion.

ANTI-INTRUSION ALARM

• Protection of the window: if the window is left open, Domina warns the user to avoid 

unexpected events when nobody is at home.

• Scenarios with simulation of presence (possibility to create a sequence of preset com-

mands over the day to simulate the presence of the user and discourage ill-intentioned 

persons).

WATER LEAKS

• Close the main water supply valve to stop the leak;

• Cut the electricity off to avoid short circuits that may damage people;

• Locally warn the user that a technical alarm is under way;

• Remotely warn the user that a technical alarm is under way;

In the bathroom, not only the comfort but also the security level can be increased thanks to home 

automation. By means of scenarios and technical alarms, the room can be always under control.

STANDARD APARTMENT AND ROOMS
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OUR SOLUTIONS

FUNCTIONS

• Management of energy control and load disconnection

• Activation of lights

•Activation of dimmable lights

• Motorised roller shutters/ windows control

• Temperature control

• Sound diffusion

• Anti-intrusion alarm

• “Relax”  scenario
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D    MINA, BEDROOM  

DIMMABLE LIGHTS 

• Manual light dimming

• Automatic light dimming by the “relax” scenario

• Soft activation of lights at wake up time in the morning via the wake-up scenario

THERMOREGULATION

• Management of independent thermoregulation of each single zone with energy sa-

ving depending on how the room is used.

     

SOUND DIFFUSION  

• With the home automation system, it is possible to choose from your bedroom which 

sound source you want to listen to and adjust the sound in order to create the desired 

ambience without moving to the place where the stereo system is installed. This is also 

possible by means of customized scenarios.

ANTI-INTRUSION ALARM

• Protection of the window: if the window is left open, Domina warns the user to avoid 

unexpected events when nobody is  at home.

• Scenarios with simulation of presence (possibility to create a sequence of preset com-

mands over the day to simulate the presence of the user and discourage ill-intentioned 

persons).

IP CAM - DVR

• Displaying of IP video-cameras directly from touch screen (TS05, TS04 and TS03..). 

STANDARD APARTMENT AND ROOMS
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OUR SOLUTIONS

FUNCTIONS

• Light control

• Dimmable light control

• Motorised roller shutters/ windows control

• Temperature control

• Sound diffusion 

• Anti-intrusion alarm

•“Wake-up” and  “night” scenario

• Radio controls for automation
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D    MINA, EXTERNAL AREAS

LIGHTING

• Manual activation of lights

• Automatic activation of lights by time periods or twilight sensor or movement sensor

WATERING

• Manually activate/disconnect each single watering zone directly from touch screen

• Watering the garden using customized programmes and only when required.

• Disconnect the watering system in the case of bad weather to prevent waste of water.

Home automation means not only comfort but also safety and automation to improve the way you 

live in your home. DOMINA enables you to implement different measures to protect your home in 

the case of  an attempted theft. DOMINA also enables to control the external areas automatically 

according to the weather conditions, watering the garden during special time periods and only if 

certain conditions occur.

IP CAM - DVR

• Displaying of IP video-cameras directly from touch screen (TS05, TS04 and TS03..).

ANTI- INTRUSION ALARM

• Protection of the window: if the window is left open, Domina warns the user to avoid 

unexpected events when nobody is at home.

• Scenarios with simulation of presence (possibility to create a sequence of preset 

commands over the day to simulate your presence and discourage ill-intentioned per-

sons).

STANDARD APARTMENT AND ROOMS
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OUR SOLUTIONS

FUNCTIONS

• Light control

• Dimmable light control

• Motorised roller shutters/ windows control

• Anti-intrusion alarm

• Radio controls for automation

• General monitoring of the system

• Web video-control
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Controls and actuators

FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAMS

Switch on the lights, adjust light brightness, open all roller shutters at the same time or close only one, all 

these actions can be made with just one simple control from one or more locations in the house. By instal-

ling suitable controls and actuators it will be possible to control lights and shutters in the whole house all 

at the same time or separately.

1 2 3 4 5

442ABT2 442ABT2 442ABTC1

The picture shows an example where thanks to controls and actuators connected to the bus line 

it is possible to control two lamps in on/off mode, one dimmable lamp and three motorised roller 

shutters. Centralised controls are also provided for lamps and motorised roller shutters.

INSTALLATION EXAMPLE 
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AVEbus

9 10 116 7 8

442ABRT01 442ABRT01 442ABRT01442ABR2 442ABDI

5   Lamp dimmable control               8

8   Dimmer actuator (use with standard adjuster 1-10V)

9    10   11  Local controls for individual roller shutter

1   Centralised light control        6    7

2   Centralised roller shutters  control   9   10  11

3   Lamp control             6

4   Lamp control             7
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Temperature control
Real comfort means ideal temperature in the different rooms of your home and in different situations.

With Domina you can control 15 thermal zones, each with its own weekly temperature programme for win-

ter and summer. The touch screen works like a temperature control unit which communicates with the zone 

thermostats and actuator and valveactuators.

If the thermostat is not connected to the touch screen, as in simple systems without time period control, 

the user can adjust temperature from 5°C to 30°C directly on the thermostat.

The temperature control system includes:

• the touch screen which, by means of a special programme, acts as a temperature control unit                                                                                           

• the zone thermostats which detect room temperature at their installation site;

• the actuators that control the zone valves.

All the devices are connected by means of a bus line as shown in the picture at the side.

The temperature control programmes set on the touch screen enable the user a centralised management 

of 15 thermal zones, while the zone thermostat allows to adjust the temperature locally by means of the 

push-buttons installed on its front panel (offset adjustment +/- 5°C compared to the value set on the touch 

screen).

The communication of the different parts of the system is carried out as follows: the temperature value de-

tected is sent by the thermostat to the touch screen device together with the value of the local adjustment 

set by the user (offset). These two values together with the preset temperature (set-point) are displayed 

on the  touch screen which sends the actuator the commands required to control the thermoregulation 

system (pump valve).

The thermostat can also be set as a master or slave. This characteristic enables to install more than one ther-

mostat in a large room: one master that communicates with the other thermostats set as slave and sends 

the detected average values to the temperature control unit. Thanks to this system, the adjustment values 

can be much more accurate.

FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAMS
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442ABTM03 442ABTM03 442ABTM03

53ABRTM 442ABRTM01 442ABRTM01 442ABRTM01

Zone valves Zone fan-coil Circulation pump

INSTALLATION EXAMPLE 

AveBus

TS04

TS05 TS03B

TS03N
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Technical alarms
Don’t worry: Domina monitors, prevents and stops all the events that may damage your home by indicating 

the place of occurrence on the touch screen and the PC or warning you by SMS or voice message on your 

mobile phone.

A special detector checks the room for gas leaks and stops gas delivery  immediately if the gas concen-

tration exceeds the set limits. Similarly, the water leak detector, which  consists in a probe installed at the 

floor’s level, detects any water leak: when water has reached the probe the detector sends  an optical and 

acoustic signal to warn that  an alarm is occurring while the valve shuts off water supply.

The range of detectors for technical alarms includes the main devices which the electric system of a mo-

dern house requires today:

 • Gas leak detectors

 • Water leak detectors

The gas leak detector  detects the presence of gas in the room where it is installed.

If the gas level exceeds the set limit (factory setting) the detector sends and optical and acoustic signal to 

warn that an alarm is occurring. A special relay installed on the system enables to stop the gas supply by 

closing the corresponding valve when the detector is under alarm. The detector must be installed at about 

30 cm from the ceiling  (for methane)  or 30 cm from the floor (for LPG) and the valve downstream the gas 

meter.

By means of a transmitter, the alarm signal from the detector can be sent to the control/monitoring devices 

(touch screen)  which transfer it on the graphic maps to show its position.

The water leak detector,  which consists  in a probe installed at the floor’s level, detects a water flow cau-

sed by a leak. If water reaches the probe, the detector sends and optical and acoustic signal to warn that an 

alarm is occurring; by means of a special output relay it can also shut off the valve to stop water supply.

Here too, the alarm signal from the detector can be sent, by means of the transmitter of alarm signals, to the 

control/monitoring devices (touch screen) which transfer it on the graphic maps to show its position and 

allow a global and real-time view of the alarms.

FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM
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INSTALLATION EXAMPLE

 

Linea AVEbus  

442ABTA

RG1-M

TS03N

442ABTA

TS04
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Scenarios and monitoring of the system
How nice it would be if our home could wake up with us and we could be released from all those repetitive 

operations such as  open the blinds to let the sun in, turn on heating,  disconnect the burglar alarm, etc.. 

Domina can do all these things by means of the scenarios, a range of multiple commands that manage dif-

ferent set functions at the same time.

When you leave home, for example, you just have to activate the dedicated scenario and Domina will lower 

the roller shutters, switch off the lights and activate the anti-burglar alarm system in the whole house.

The touch screen unit, which is the real heart of the Domina system, allows not only the previously mentio-

ned functions for alarms and temperature control, but also to manage all the system control and actuation 

devices installed in the system itself. From the initial page of the Touch screen device, showing the general 

map of the rooms, the user can select a room where multiple icons indicate all the services installed. Icons 

are real virtual controls which send a command to the actuator when touched.

A virtual control system can thus be created, which is always in line with the system on site.

In this case, it is also possible to load not only the plan of the apartment but also the photographs of the 

rooms where the icons that represent the various commands (lights, motorised roller shutters, etc.) can 

later be positioned.

The commands are sent by touching on the icons  and the alarms are displayed on the Touch Screen moni-

tor  by means of optical and acoustic signals.

Both from traditional command or touch screens scenarios can be easily managed multi-function control 

(for example: command “Going out” to switch off the lights, adjust temperature, activate the anti-burglar 

alarm system, close the roller shutters).

                                                                                                          

Thanks to these devices, installation is extremely simple and quick also in very complex systems where se-

veral applications are required.

TS03N

FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAMS
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INSTALLATION EXAMPLE

AVEbus line 

AF962

RS485 Line

AF963

AFEX8IRE
AF983

AF983
AF907RR

AF968R-DBAF913R-DB

AF53900

AF339-T

AF962AF963

AF998EXP-ENG

442ABRT01 442ABT2 442ABR1 442ABR1

TS04

AF442044
+ 44PV3NAL
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Safety, comfort and energy saving in your home thanks to 
the home automation system 
ENERGY SAVER load control (with and without domotic devices)

Smart consumer unit for load disconnection control (8 power lines), accounting of electric energy, 

water and gas  consumptions with esteemed billing information.

FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAMS

plus
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Touch screen for accounting of 
consumptions 

Water/gas meter 
(pulse counter)

Devices forforcing load 
status

Control unit for load control

Domotic actuator

Load 1 Load 2 Load ... Load 8
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Sound diffusion
Living in your home with the sound that follows you anywheremaking even more pleasent each room is another 

function that Domina system can offer.

Through the Touch screen the user can choose the preferred sound source in each room, adjust the volume, the 

tones, switch on or off the loudspeakers installed in different zones. All this can be done by means of graphic inter-

face,  by selecting the virtual ambience.

All this is possible by connecting all touch screen to a Tutondo sound system control unit and using the several 

functions which the control unit provides.

To complete the system, Ave offers high-performing flush-mounted loudspeakers available in the  Domus and Life 

series, which can be connected directly to Tutondo control unit or used separately in traditional systems.

NOTE: For use and prices, please contact  the sales network.

LAN networkAudio cable 
output 2

Audio cable 
output 1

Tutondo 
Bus

FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAMS

TUTONDO central units
MONDO T
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Video monitoring system 
The video monitoring system equipped with cameras and IP technology enables the house to be constantly under 

control. The number of rooms that can be monitored is practically unlimited.

Domina enables video control either directly on touch screen, or remotely via internet connection.

TS04

Video-controlled 
ZONES

IP CAM

IP CAM

NOTE: For use and prices, please contact the sales network.
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Burglar alarm system 
To feel safe in your house and be relaxed when you are out is possible  thanks to Domina and its burglar 

alarm system which can be activated via the touch screen. The burglar alarm system control unit managed 

by Domina is a modular system, which can be easily interfaced with a wide range of peripheral units and 

expanded to a maximum of 96 detection points. The alarms can also be sent by the telephone line and the 

burglar alarm system can be activated remotely

The wide range of the burglar alarm system is able to meet all ne-

eds for any type of applications thanks to the use of two different 

control units: AF998EXP-ENG and AF948.

The first control unit, AF998EXP-ENG, has 8 inputs which can be 

expanded to 16 by connecting the AFEX8I expansion board to the control unit. By means of a special bus, it 

is also possible to connect two AFEX8I-RE remote expansion modules to reach a total number of 32 inputs 

which the system can control. Also, by connecting the AF907RR radio expansion module, the control unit 

can communicate  with 64 other radio devices, each one individually identifiable. The system can be divided 

in 8 areas, each one individually programmable, and has 8 programmable outputs which can be expanded 

to 32 by means of special modules. The phone dialling device, which can be installed into the control unit, 

enables to comunicate the alarms and to control and activate the 32 outputs remotely.

The control unit can be programmed by connecting a PC via a AFPC01 cable and using the proper configu-

ration software.

By connecting the touch screen to the control unit, it is possible to monitor the room plan and, if an alarm 

occurs, the area in alarm is promptly signalled and a report of all the detected alarms is released. By means 

of a virtual keyboard displayed on the monitor of the touch screen the burglar alarm system can be activa-

ted, disconnected or partially activated.

In small and medium rooms where the use of the touch screen device is not required, the AF948 control unit 

can be installed: it has 4 inputs which can be expanded to 16. To increase the number of inputs here too it 

is possible to connect the AF907RR radio receiver which offers 16 additional radio inputs to the 16 existing 

wired inputs for a total number of 32, which can be subdivided in 3 areas.

FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAMS 
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 AF53900

AF968R-DB AF913R-DB

AF969R-DB

AF45343

AF442044

AF963

AF339

AF963

AF963 AF962AFEX8I-REAF45380

AF983

RS485 line

AF339-T

TS03B

AF907RR

RS232

AF998EXP-ENG
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Communication with 
the outside world

Ave home automation system is not bounded by the house walls. Using the TS03B, TS03N or TS04 touch 

screen with world wide web technology, better known as the internet, it is possible to control the Domina 

functions that would usually be performed at home, via a smartphone, a tablet or a computer.

Through the additional remote service, the Domina system allows the user to monitor any function in the 

house: lighting, temperature control, technical alarms, video-control of cameras. By using any browser the 

user can control the whole house remotely as if he were at home.

By the integrated dialling device of the burglar alarm system by AVE the user can receive by PSTN and GSM 

line all information on the burglar alarm system, the technical alarms and other properly programmed 

signalling. The user can also communicate with the system and control a scenario simply from a mobile 

phone

NOTE: For use and prices, please contact the sales network.

FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAMS
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Installation Notes:
General rules for installation

The general rules for installation are those provided for by the standard in force, in particular those on distances 

with other systems or appliances.

Ducts are generally laid after the other systems such as heating/air conditioning, hydraulic and sanitary systems, 

central vacuum system, etc.

In the case of a floor-mounted heating system, ducts are laid before it and under the heating pipes to prevent 

overheating of cables.

All cables must be installed in compliance with the project instructions of the system and the standards in force to 

guarantee proper insulation between power supply cables and signal cables to prevent disturbances.

Provided that they are not in conflict with the directions above, the following instructions must also be followed:

- cables must be laid in a way to reduce interfereces and disturbances;

- keep the greatest possible distance between interfearing cables (for ex.  EMF, antennas, etc.) and  AVEbus cables 

which must not be subject to interference;

- do not install disturbing cables and cables which must not be subject to disturbance side by side and in case of 

intersection it must be made perpendicularly;

- use twisted and shielded signal wires to limit electromagnetic emissions and increase immunity,  bus cable sup-

plied by AVE S.p.A. item CVAVEBUS;

- Wiring must be carried out properly in compliance with the rules for traditional systems and provided for by the 

current standards.

The sizing of the system must take account of the following:

- The maximum number of domotic devices installed on the bus line must not be greater than C=300 (maximum 

load of the bus line, for sizing refer to table page 101 and the technical sections at www.ave.it);

- the total capacity of the devices connected to the line must not be greater than 150nF (500 devices on the same 

bus line);

- the maximum distance between AVEbus power supply unit and the farthest away device must not be greater 

than 300 m.

Maximum distance 300 m

Note: AVE Spa reserves the right to update and/or change the content of this document without prior notice to the user. 
Please check for updates at www.ave.it.

53ABR4 53BSA 442ABTC1

Maximum distance 300 m
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Topology of connections

Connections among AVEbus elements can be carried out as follows:

- linear structure: there is only one open backbone network, where all elements are connected to;

Use of cable item CVAVEBUS:

- star structure: each element is connected to a central point (1) (connection near the AVEbus power supply unit is 

recommended);

- free structure: combination of all the above-mentioned structures.

In any case, use only the bus cable supplied by AVE S.p.A. item CVAVEBUS.

- loop structure

Note 1: It is recommended that the bus power supply unit item 53BSA is used as star centre.
Note: AVE Spa reserves the right to update and/or change the content of this document without prior notice to the user. 
Please check for updates at www.ave.it

Green + Black pair,
used for AVEbus connection.

Red + Black pair,
used for auxiliary power supply 12Vdc for devices. 

53ABR4

53ABR4

53ABR4

ABR01

ABR01

53BSA

53BSA

53BSA

442ABTC1

442ABTC1

442ABTC1

442ABT1
442ABT2

442ABT1
442ABT2

ABR01
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Installation notes for Domina PLUS Touch Screen 
Wall installation

- The device must be installed on a flush-mounting box installed in the wall in horizontal position 

- Do not expose the device to direct sun light;

- The temperature of the wall where the device is installed must not be greater than 30°C and therefore the areas 

around the device  (both faces of the wall) must be free of heat sources (fan coil units, radiators, chimneys, cooking 

stoves, etc.)

- The temperature of the room where the device is installed must be between 5 and 30°C;

- For proper operation of the Touch Screen device, ducts with diameter 32 mm must be installed to guarantee the 

correct air circulation between the embedded box the device and the room of installation.

- The devices item TS03B and TS03N must be installed using the special spacer frame supplied (a prerequisite for 

product warranty).

Electric installation

The wiring of the device must be from downward and the required connections are the following:

- The AVEbus line (only for  Touch Screen device in server mode) must be connected using the cable item CVAVEbus 

(Green + Black pair);

- the 12Vdc power supply must be connected via a dedicated power supply unit item 53ABAUX12V using a cable 

with proper section according to the distancefrom the power supplier (minimum requirement cable 2x1.5mm², 

according to the standards in force the power supply line must not be longer than 3 m).

In both cases the use of a power supply dedicated line with UPS protection is recommended;

- The Touch Screen devices must be powered between 12 Vdc and 13 Vdc and this voltage must be adjusted  before 

connecting the device when all devices are disconnected.

- The connection to the anti-intrusion control unit item AF998EXP-ENG (by interface item TSINT01) must be made 

from the touch screen device, using dedicated pipes and using the cable item CVAVEBUS. The maximum distance is  

10 m (shield must be connected to the neutral terminal of the battery of the burglar-alarm control unit);

- The LAN connection between all different devices must be carried out with cable and wiring as according to TIA 

/ EIA 568B standard;

The remote assistance service is available throughout the product warranty provided that an internet connection 

is carried out (refer to warranty notes on the commercial catalogue).

Note: AVE Spa reserves the right to update and/or change the content of this document without prior notice to the user. 
Please check for updates at www.ave.it

TS03B – TS03N TS04 TS05

Masonry walls art. BL06 Masonry walls art. BL18TS04 Flush mounting box included
in the packageHollow walls art. BL06CG Hollow walls art. BL18TS04CG
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INSTALLATION DIAGRAM

INSTALLATION DIAGRAM

AF998EXP-ENG 
with special Item 
TSINT01

Touch Screen 
MASTER

Connection

Touch Screen 
SLAVE

Touch Screen 
SLAVE

IP Cam
AXIS

12V dc
12V dc 12V dc

RS232C
MAX 10 m

COM 1

AVEbus

Internet
Router on the market
LAN connection to other touch screens 
and/or IP cameras

Use shielded and twisted 
cable (art. CVAVEBUS)

AVEbus
(art. CVAVEBUS)

LAN (CAT.5)
TIA / EIA 568B

12Vdc 1.5A from dedi-
cated power supply unit 

art. 53ABAUX12V

ATTENTION: 
Power supply of  Touch Screen devices 

must be between 
12,00 Vdc and 13,00 Vdc.

12Vdc 1A from dedicated 
power supply unit  
art. 53ABAUX12V

12Vdc 1A from dedicated 
power supply unit  
art. 53ABAUX12V

 

- Nel realizzazione della linea NETbus, linea bus che collega tra loro tutte le CPU del sistema di gestione 

alberghiera (connettore di colore Blu presente nell’art. 53AR01-485, art. 53AR02-485 e art. AR-NET01), il 

cablaggio deve essere realizzato con tipologia Entra ed esci rispettando le seguenti colorazioni: 

Conduttore Verde (coppia Verde +Nero): da collegare sul morsetto “A” del connettore blu; 

Conduttore Nero (coppia Verde + Nero): da collegare sul morsetto “B” del connettore blu; 

Conduttore Nero (coppia Rosso + Nero): da collegare sul morsetto “GND” del connettore blu; 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Non collegare alla terra dell’impianto elettrico la calza di schermatura del cavo; 

- Sul connettore di colore blu (NETbus) dell’interfaccia di rete art. AR-NET01 e dell’ultima CPU della linea 

bus (art.. 53AR01-485 o art. 53AR02-485) deve essere inserita una resistenza di terminazione linea 

R=120 ohm 1/4W tra i morsetti A e B; 

- Il PC utilizzato per la supervisionare l’impianto di gestione alberghiera deve essere dedicato unicamente 

a tale uso e deve essere protetto da un gruppo di continuità e da relativi software antivirus ecc.  

- Per usufruire del servizio aggiuntivo ti teleassistenza (per modalità di adesione e costi rivolgersi alla rete 

vendita) è necessario che il PC utilizzato per la supervisione sia connesso alla rete internet; 

- Per il collegamento tra il PC di supervisione e le interfacce di rete AR-NET01 utilizzare un cavo CAT.5 con 

la seguente configurazione: 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nota: AVE Spa si riserva il diritto di aggiornare e/o modificare il contenuto del presente documento senza alcun preavviso all’utente, 

prego verificare eventuali aggiornamenti presenti sul sito www.ave.it. 

Connessione 

Coppia Verde + Nero, utilizzata per 
connessione NETbus, conduttore 
Verde segnale “A” e conduttore Nero 
per segnale “B”. 

Coppia Rosso + Nero, utilizzare il 
conduttore Nero per GND. 

Utilizzo del cavo art. CVAVEBUS: 
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TS04
The touch screen DOMINAbus is a monitoring system 
which can be aesthetically combined with all AVE 
accessories.
The device is equipped with AVEbus connection and 
is made using the most recent information technolo-
gies. It allows to manage all the domotic functions of 
the DOMINA system: from a simple action such as 
switching on or off a light to managing the whole 
system via web.  
The application software includes several customiza-
ble pages where the user inserts and configures the 
icons of the application he wants to manage. These 
pages contain a graphic image of the rooms or the 
system that needs to be monitored. This graphic ima-
ge, which is totally customizable, can be a photogra-
ph of the room, a 2D layout or a 3D rendering made 
by the architect or the designer.
Through the touch screens the user can “surf” the 
rooms:
- by means of a general map of the whole house;
- by means of a detailed maps of each room which 
are graphically represented on a page; the user can 
either display all the available functions or select the 
type of function to be displayed by means of a “fun-
ction filter”;

- or by an “easy” menu display with graphic icons used 
for customizations and for managing the system by 
sub-assemblies (lighting, temperature control, burglar 
alarm system, etc).

Technical data
• Touch screen device: 12”
• Flush-mounting box: BL18TS04 / BL18CGS04
(372x258x75) mm (WxHxD)
• Power supply: 12Vdc 1.5A by dedicated line
• Surfing using a pull-down menu and customizable 
graphic maps or easy menu with graphic icons
• Backlit colour display with 800x600 pixel resolution
• Possibility of managing the scenarios by AVEbus
• Virtual simulation of AF983 keyboard and related 
functions 
• Display of technical alarms with information that 
could be helpful for the user to manage the event
• Possibility of managing thermoregulation
• Display of the alarms of the anti-intrusion alarm con-
trol unit item AF998EXP-ENG
• Managing of video-control by means of IP cameras
• Programming by PC

Connections
• Terminal 1: AVEbus positive
• Terminal 2: GND
• Terminal 3: 12V power supply positive
• Terminal 4: GND power supply
• LAN: LAN connection for ethernet service
• RS232C connection for monitoring of anti-intrusion 
system 
• USB: USB connections for data transfer

DOMINAbus 
12” colour touch screen display

FUNCTIONS AND OPERATING MODES

TEMPERATURE 
CONTROL

LIGhTING LIGhTS wITh 
bRIGhTNESS 

CONTROL

ROLLER ShUTTER 
CONTROL

SCENARIOS 
CONTROL

TEChNICAL 
ALARMS

*SOUND DIFFUSION

IP CAM

*REMOTE CONTROL

ANTI-INTRUSION 
ALARM SySTEM

LOAD CONTROLwATERING 
CONTROL

* For use and prices please contact the sales network.
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PATS04ALS Aluminium plate – brushed finishing (colour Allumia)
PATS04ANS Aluminium plate – brushed finishing (Anthracite colour)
PATS04b Technopolymer plate –RAL 9010 white – clear finishing

TS04

PATS04ALS

AF998EXP-ENG control unit with 
special TSINT01 interface

AVEbusRS232C

wIRING DIAGRAM AND EXAMPLE OF USE

Cover plates for TS04

Dimensions: Area Touch 12’’

IP CamerasWeb

Attention: 
For installation refer to the installation notes above.

Note:
In addition to the touch screen devices shown in this catalogue, other devices are available 
on demand. For further information please contact Ave sales network.

TS05 15” colour LCD touch screen for monitoring 
 of domotic system and anti-intrusion   
 alarm system with AF998EXP-ENG control unit.
TS04 12” colour LCD touch screen for monitoring 
 of domotic system and anti-intrusion   
 alarm system with AF998EXP-ENG control unit.
bL18TS04 Special box for masonry walls for installation of TS04
 Dimensions (WxHxD) 372x258x75 mm   
bL18CGTS04 Special box for hollow walls for installation of TS04
 Dimensions (WxHxD) 372x258x75 mm    
TSINT01 Interface for touch screen device. 
 Allows to connect AVE Touch Screens to AF998EXP-ENG
 alarm control unit.   
   

TS05
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TS03N
TS03b
The touch screen device DOMINAbus is a monitoring 
system which can be aesthetically combined with all 
accessories by AVE.
The device is equipped with the AVEbus connection 
and is made using the most recent information tech-
nologies. It allowsto manage all the domotic functions 
of the DOMINA system: from a simple action such as 
switching on or off a light to managing the whole sy-
stem via web.  
The application software includes several customiza-
ble pages where the user inserts and configures the 
icons of the application he wants to manage. These 
pages contain a graphics image of the rooms or the 
system that needs to be monitored. This graphic ima-
ge, which is totally customizable, can be a photogra-
ph of the room, a 2D layout or a 3D rendering made 
by the architect or the designer.
The touch screen enables the user to “surf” the ro-
oms:
- by means of a general map of the whole house;
- by means of a detailed maps of each room which 
are graphically represented on a page; the user can 
either display all available functions or select the type 
of function to be displayed by means of a “function filter”;

- or by means of an “easy” menu display with graphic 
icons used for customizations and for managing the 
system by sub-assemblies (lighting, temperature con-
trol, burglar alarm system, etc).

Technical data
• Touch screen device: 5.7”
• Flush-mounting box: BL06 and BL06CG
• Power supply: 12Vdc by 1A dedicated line
• Surfing using a pull-down menu and customizable 
graphic maps or easy menu with graphic icons
• Backlit colour display with 800x600 pixel resolution 
• Possibility of managing the scenarios by means of 
AVEbus
• Display of technical alarms with information that 
could be helpful for the user to manage the event
• Virtual simulation of AF983 keyboard and related 
functions
• Display of the alarms of the anti-intrusion alarm 
control unit item AF998EXP-ENG
• Possibility of managing thermoregulation
• Managing of video-control by means of IP cameras
• Programming by PC 

Connections
• Terminal 1: AVEbus positive
• Terminal 2: GND
• Terminal 3: 12Vdc power supply positive
• Terminal 4: GND power supply 
• LAN: LAN connection for ethernet service
• RS232C connection for monitoring of anti-intrusion 
system 
• USB: USB connections for data transfer

DOMINAbus 
5.7” colour touch screen display

FUNCTIONS AND OPERATING MODES

TEMPERATURE 
CONTROL

LIGhTING LIGhTS wITh 
bRIGhTNESS 

CONTROL

ROLLER ShUTTER 
CONTROL

SCENARIOS 
CONTROL

TEChNICAL 
ALARMS

*SOUND DIFFUSION

IP CAM

*REMOTE CONTROL

ANTI-INTRUSION 
ALARM SySTEM

LOAD CONTROLwATERING 
CONTROL

* For use and prices please contact the sales network.
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TS03N 5.7” colour LCD touch screen for monitoring 
 of domotic system and anti-intrusion alarm system with 
 AF998EXP-ENG control unit. - Colour: Glossy Black
TS03b As above – Colour: Clear White  
TSINT01 Interface for touch screen. Allows TS03-.. 
 to be connected  to the AF998EXP-ENG control unit.   

TS03N

44PV12bL

44PV12NAL Glass plate – colour: absolute black - glossy finishing - 12(6+6) modules

44PV12bL Glass plate – colour: white RAL9010 -clear finishing 12(6+6) modules

44PA12ALS Brushed natural aluminium plate - 12(6+6) modules

44PA12ANS Brushed anthracite aluminium plate - 12(6+6) modules

Cover plates

AF998EXP-ENG control unit with 
special TSINT01 interface

AVEbusRS232C

wIRING DIAGRAM AND EXAMPLE OF USE Dimensions: Area Touch 5.7’

IP CamerasWeb

Note: remove the inner frame before installing the plates described above

OVERALL DIMENSIONS 

215

18
2

Attention: 
For installation refer to the notes instructions above.

Note:
In addition to the touch screen devices shown in this catalogue, other devices are available 
on demand. For further information please contact Ave sales network.
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TS02-ENG
The TS02-ENG touch screen is an LCD which can be 
operated by simply touching it with a finger or a pen. It 
can be connected to the burglar alarm system via the 
RS232C bus output and to the AVEbus domotic system 
by means of a dedicated output. It enables sending 
commands to the two systems and display the perfor-
med action.

With the TS02-ENG touch screen device the room map 
is available on the display. In the initial page with the 
general map of the rooms the user can select a room 
where all the detectors installed are shown in form of 
an icon. By selecting the icons, a screen is displayed 
with the status of the detector. 
If an alarm occurs, the alarm area will flash on the 
map.
To enable the user to manage the system (connection, 
disconnection, partial connection) a virtual keyboard 
can be recalled at any moment by means of a special 
command.

If connected to the AVEbus system, the touch screen 
allows to control all the domotic functions that can be 
managed through this system: light control, motorised 
roller shutters or curtain control, thermoregulation, 
control of scenarios (that is, the multifunction control 
such as the night command: lights off, night tempera-
ture control, activation of burglar alarm, closing of 

roller shutters).
The TS can be programmed by means of a special SW 
(SFW DOMINA) which allows not only to define the la-
youts but also the programming parameters for com-
munication with AVEbus devices and the Anti-intrusion 
control unit.

Technical data
• Dimensions: 190x130x40
• Monobloc structure for installation on BL06P box
• Installation with dedicated plate of YES series (45PY-
015BB-TS) and Vera series  (45PV15VL-TS)
• Surfing using a pull-down menu and customizable 
graphic maps 
• Backlit monochromatic blue display with 320x240 
pixel resolution 
• Power supply: by means of RS232C (12Vdc) line or 
AVEbus line
• Electrical input: 130 mA when backlighting is off; 230 
mA when backlighting is on.
• Possibility of managing the scenarios AVEbus
• Virtual simulation of AF983 keyboard and related 
functions
• Display of the alarms of the anti-intrusion alarm con-
trol unit 
• Possibility of managing thermoregulation
• Programming by PC 

Connectioi
• Terminal 1: power supply positive
• Terminal 2: RS232C (A) bus
• Terminal 3: RS232C (B) bus
• Terminal 4: power supply negative (GND)
• Terminal 5: AVEbus positive
• Terminal 6: AVEbus negative
• Terminal 7: auxiliary power supply positive (12Vcc)
• Terminal 8: auxiliary power supply negative (GND)

Diagram of Programming cable

DOMINAbus 
5.7” monochrome touch screen display

FUNCTIONS AND OPERATING MODES

TEMPERATURE 
CONTROL

LIGhTING LIGhTS wITh 
bRIGhTNESS 

CONTROL

ROLLER ShUTTER 
CONTROL

SCENARIOS 
CONTROL

TEChNICAL 
ALARMS

*SOUND DIFFUSION

IP CAM

*REMOTE CONTROL

ANTI-INTRUSION 
ALARM SySTEM

LOAD CONTROLwATERING 
CONTROL

A

B

-

-
+

12Vdc 
power 
supply

TS02

235

9 678

14

Yellow

Green

White

RS232C

+
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TS02-ENG 5.7” LCD monochrome  touch screen for monitoring 
 of domotic system and anti-intrusion alarm system with 
 AF998EXP-ENG control unit.

TSINT01 Interface for touch screen. 

 Allows TS02-ENG to be connected  to the AF998EXP-ENG control unit.  
AbTTINT01 Interface for connecting Ave bus to Tutondo sound systems 
 with TS02-ENG.  

TS02-ENG

AVEbusRS232C

45PV15bL-TS

45PV15bL-TS White- clear finish – hard cut

45PV15VO-TS Water green – frosted finish – hard cut

45PV15GO-TS Silver grey – frosted finish – hard cut

45PV15RPL-TS Pompeian red – shiny finish – hard cut

45PV15NAL-TS Absolute black – clear finish – hard cut

45Py015bb-TS Banquise white – Yes plate made of technopolymer

Cover plates

AF998EXP-ENG control unit with 
special TSINT01 interface

wIRING DIAGRAM AND EXAMPLE OF USE Dimensions: Area Touch 5.7’
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VSAbTC-NAL
VSAbTC-bL
The VSABTC-... video-station is an indoor glass video 
door-phone station with hands free technology and 
touch screen commands available in two colours, cle-
ar absolute black and clear white, which perfectly fit 
the Sistema44 series. Because of the  interoperability 
of the AVE devices and the video door entry systems 
B-Twin by Bitron Video, the video door entry system and 
the domotic system AVEbus  can be integrated and so 
become an integral part of the Domina system.
Besides all the classical functions of video door entry 
systems it allows:
- making intercommunicating calls in the apartment or 
outside it  and add up to 32 users by means of the 
telephone book;
- informing that nobody is in.
- if the user is out, setting the video door entry answe-

ring machine through which an audio/video message 
can be recorded;
- interacting with the scenarios function of the Touch 
screen;
- interacting with the domotic function of temperature 
monitoring;
- managing door opening commands from AVEbus 
devices.

Technical data
• Dimensions: 140 x 184 x 56.5 mm
• Monobloc structure for installation on BL05 and BL-
05CG box
• Installation with AVE plates 44P912.../ VS or 
44PV12.../VS
• Backlit colour screen 
• Protection degree: IP40 if installed in its flush-
mounting frame
• Installation can be completed with Ave plates 
44P912.../VS or 44PV12.../VS
• Extractable bus terminals: 2 poles 10A 250V

• Possibility of managing the scenarios AVEbus
• Possibility of interacting with the temperature control

Connections
• Terminal BUS IN: video door entry system bus connec-
tion
• Terminal BUS IN: video door entry system bus connec-
tion
• Terminal BUS OUT: connection to the next video door 
entry system (in and out connection)
• Terminal BUS OUT: connection to the next video door 
entry system (in and out connection)
• Terminal S +: repetition of call (OUT)
• Terminal S -: repetition of call (OUT)
• Terminal P: Floor call (IN)
• Terminal P: Floor call (IN)
• Terminal AVEbus +: AVEbus positive
• Terminal AVEbus -: AVEbus negative

1 – Display

2 – Microphone

3 – Mute call indicator ON (green LED)

4 – Indicator automatic door opening device ON (green LED)

5 – Indicator presence of messages (green LED)

6 – Indicator door open or user out (red LED)

7 – Speakerphone ON/OFF push-button

8 – Door opening push-button

9 – Push-button for surfing, automatic activation, call to switchboard, gate opening, mute ringbell

10 – Menu push-button

Domotic Video door-station

FUNCTIONS

DESCRIPTION OF ThE FRONT SIDE

	 •		Video door entry answering machine	 •		Scenarios control

	 •		Temperature control display 

	 •		Door opening by AVEbus

	 •		Melody selection

	 •		 Intercom calls

1

6

3

8

2

9

4

5

7

10

1  - Display
2  - Microfono
3  -  Indicazione mute chiamata inserito (led verde)
4  - Indicazione apriporta automatico attivo (led verde)
5  - Indicazione messaggi presenti (led verde) 
6  - Indicazione porta aperta o segnalazione di assenza inserita (led rosso)
7  - Pulsante attivazione/disattivazione fonia
8  - Pulsante apriporta
9  - Pulsanti di navigazione, autoinserzione, chiamata a centralino, apertura cancello, mute suoneria
10  - Pulsante di Menu
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VSAbTC-bL Indoor video door entry station with hands free technology 
 and domotic functions – Colour: Clear white

VSAbTC-NAL As above – Colour: Clear absolute Black

VSAbTC-bL

VSAbTC-NAL

44PV12NAL/VS Glass plate – colour: absolute black – clear finish

44PV12bL/VS Glass plate – white RAL9010 – clear finish

44P912AO/VS Metal plate – colour: mat silver

44P912bMC/VS Metal plate – colour: michalized white

44P912GSM/VS Metal plate – colour: metallic dark grey

44P912NAL/VS Metal plate – colour: clear absolute black

44P912PERS/VS Metal plate – paintable surface

Cover plates

44PV12bL

44PA12ALS/VS Natural brushed Aluminium plate, 215x182 (W H) 
44PA12ANS/VS Natural brushed Aluminium plate, anthracite colours, 215x182 (W H)
44PV12NAL/VS Clar Absolute black glass plate, 215x182 (W H)
44PV12bL/VS Clear white RAL9010 glass plate, 215x182 (W H) 
44P912ALS/VS Zama plate, Aluminium colour, 215x182 (W H)
44P912AO/VS Zama plate matt silver colour, 215x182 (W H)
44P912bMC/VS Zama plate, clear michalized white colour, 215x182 (W H)
44P912GSM/VS Zama plate, dark metal grey colour, 215x182 (W H)
44P912NAL/VS Zama plate, cclear absolute black colour, 215x182 (W H)
44P912PERS/VS Zama plate with treated paintable surface, 215x182 (W H)

Note: before installing the plates remove the inner frame.

bL05P Flush mounting box for masonry walls, 168x137x73mm (W H D)
bL05CG Flush mounting box for hollow walls, 144x162x59mm (W H D)

bL05CG

Flush mounting box for VideoStation

Plates for VideoStation
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The control devices (transmitters) of Domina system can be divided into three main groups:
1. with “touch” electronic push-button suitable to any type of command
2. with one or two simple push-buttons suitable to step-by-step command for lighting, activation of scenarios, etc. 
3. with one or two toggle push-buttons suitable for dimming control, roller shutters, door and windows control, etc.

A bus connection enables these devices to control the user points and the actuators connected to it; each control device must be set and logically con-
nected to an actuator which will be chosen according to the user point to be controlled.

After deciding which actuator has to be used and the function to be associated to the control device, the device must be completed with:
1. special glass plate for “touch” control item 442ABTC1;
2. activating element item 44..ELA01 for simple push-button control;
3. activating element item 44..ELA02 for toggle push-button control;
Each activating element or plate can be customized with special symbols (see following examples).

“TOUCh” ELECTRONIC CONTROL wIThOUT CUSTOMIzATION

“TOUCh” ELECTRONIC CONTROL wITh CUSTOMIzATION

2503MG
Flush-mounting box

2503MG
Flush-mounting box

44A03
S44 standard frame 

44A03
S44 standard frame 

442TC13...
Hidden blank inserts supplied 
with the plate

44PVTC0...
“Ave Touch” plates for hidden 
controls

Aesthetical detail of plate colour 
NAL clear absoluteblack

Aesthetical detail of plate colour 
NAL clear absoluteblack

44PVTC0.../P
“Ave Touch” plates for hidden 
controls with windows for cu-
stomizable labels

442AbTC1 
Hidden controls

442AbTC1 
Hidden controls

ETI16 
ETI16GR 
Interchangeable labels for 
customizationETI16 

ETI16GR

Control devices

442TC13...
Hidden blank inserts 
supplied with the plate



TOGGLE PUSh-bUTTON CONTROL

SIMPLE PUSh-bUTTON CONTROL

2503MG
Flush-mounting box 44A03

S44 standard frame 

44..013
Blank inserts

442AbT1
single-channel 
transmitter

44PV3...
“Vera 44” plates for
 traditional controls

Aesthetical detail, 
plate colour V0 water green

Aesthetical detail, 
plate colour V0 Tourquoise green

44..ELA01
single-function activating element

2503MG
Flush-mounting box

44A03
S44 standard frame 

44..013
Blank inserts

442AbT1
1-channel transmitter

44PV3...
“Vera 44” plates for 
traditional controls

44..ELA02
2-function activating element

57

APPLICATION OF IDENTIFICATION LABELS

Remove the central transparent plate Insert the identification label supplied with 
the activating element in the front

Insert the transparent plate frontally

Click

1 2 3

plus
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442AbTC1
The 442ABTC1 device is a single-channel bus 
transmitter with Ave Touch technology which can 
control all the receivers of the AVEbus family by 
simply touching the glass plate. According to the 
operating mode assigned, the most suitable push-
button (with central fulcrum or asymmetric) can 
be installed frontally.

Technical data
• Enclosure: 1 S.44 “hidden module (22.5 w x 45 
h x 46.5 d) mm to complete with a glass plate.
• Protection degree: IP41 if completed with plate 
and installed in the corresponding flush-mounting 
support.
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 
25°C RH 65%

• Operating amb. temp. range: -10°C to +50°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% at 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.
• Auxiliary power supply
 Voltage rating: 12Vac/dc
 Allowed variation: 10.5V ÷ 14V
 Electrical input at 12Vdc: 6.6 mA MAX
 Electrical input at 12Vac: 12 mA MAX
• Possibility to set the operating sensitivity of the 
device: when touching the plate or at 4 mm from 
the plate
• Temporary inhibition for cleaning the plate
• By a slight touch of the finger on the entire front 
side of the device, a command message is sent 
and the status of the associated receiver is signal-
led
• Front LED for identification in the dark:

By putting a hand closer, the LED sends a stronger 
light.
Note: if the led light is dazzling, it is recommended 
that the blue label contained in the set code ETI16 
is applied on the device front side (back of plate).

Connections
• Terminal 1: BUS positive
• Terminal 2: BUS GND
• Terminal 3: auxiliary power supply positive
• Terminal 4: auxiliary power supply GND

Parameter 1
1 Indication of associated receiver status, normally off upon restoration of electric power

2 IIndication of associated receiver status, normally on upon restoration of electric power

Parameter 2
1 Touch sensitivity Minimum level (0mm)

2 Touch sensitivity Maximum level (4mm)

Parameter 3
1 Acoustic feedback disabled     

2 Acoustic feedback enabled     

FUNCTIONS AND OPERATING MODES

Function 1: ON

Function 2: OFF

Function 3: STEP

Function 4: ON + OFF

Function 5: DIMMER

Function 6: ROLLER SHUTTER

Function 7: DOORS / WINDOWS

Function 8: SUN BLADE

Function 9: VENTILATION

Function 10: ON (With indication of associated receiver status)

Function 11: OFF (With indication of associated receiver status)

Function 12: STEP (With indication of associated receiver status)

Function 13: ON + OFF (With indication of associated receiver status)

Function 14: DIMMER (With indication of associated receiver status)

Function 15: ROLLER SHUTTER (With indication of associated receiver status)

Function 16: DOORS / WINDOWS (With indication of associated receiver status)

Function 17: SUN BLADE (With indication of associated receiver status)

Function 18: VENTILATION (With indication of associated receiver status)

AVE Touch 1 channel transmitter
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1

Linea AVEbus 
 art. CVAVEBUS

442AbTC1

442AbTC1 AVE Touch single-channel transmitter
 To use with AVE Touch plate

Parameter 1
1 Indication of associated receiver status, normally off upon restoration of electric power

2 IIndication of associated receiver status, normally on upon restoration of electric power

Parameter 2
1 Touch sensitivity Minimum level (0mm)

2 Touch sensitivity Maximum level (4mm)

Parameter 3
1 Acoustic feedback disabled     

2 Acoustic feedback enabled     

Installation steps

AVEbus line
art. CVAVEbUS

wIRING DIAGRAM AND EXAMPLE OF USE Dimensions: 1 System 44 (22.5 w x 45 h x 46.5 d) “hidden” module

Programming 
push-button

Led status-indicator

DETAILS
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442AbT1
The 442ABT1 device is a single-channel bus tran-
smitter which can control all the receivers of the 
AVEbus family. According to the operating mode 
assigned, the most suitable activating element 
(with central fulcrum or asymmetric) can be in-
stalled on the front side.

Technical data
• Enclosure: 1 System 44 module (22.5 w x 45 h 
x 46.5 d) mm to complete with activating element     
Item 44...ELA01 or 44...ELA02.
• Protection degree: IP41 if completed with plate 
and installed in the corresponding flush-mounting 
support.
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 
25°C RH 65%

Description of the front side
Several optical signals are visible on the front side 
to enable the user to locate the device in the dark 
and, if properly set, they show the status of the 
associated receiver.

Installation of activating element
Once programming has ended, the corresponding 
activating elements must be applied on the front 
side of the device.
• 44...ELA02 for DIMMER, ROLLER SHUTTERS, 
DOORS/WINDOWS and SUN BLADE controls 
• 44...ELA01 for ON, OFF, ON+OFF and STEP 
controls

• Operating amb. temp. range: -10°C to +50°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% at 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.
• Auxiliary power supply
 Voltage rating: 12Vac/dc
 Allowed variation: 10.5V ÷ 14V
 Electrical input at 12Vdc: 15.2 mA MAX
 Electrical input at 12Vac: 14.4 mA MAX

Connections
• Terminal 1: BUS positive
• Terminal 2: BUS GND
• Terminal 3: auxiliary power supply positive
• Terminal 4: auxiliary power supply GND

Parameter 1
1 Indication of associated receiver status, normally off upon restoration of electric power

2 Indication of associated receiver status, normally on upon restoration of electric power

Function 1: ON

Function 2: OFF

Function 3: STEP

Function 4: ON + OFF

Function 5: DIMMER

Function 6: ROLLER SHUTTER

Function 7: DOORS / WINDOWS

Function 8: SUN BLADE

Function 9: VENTILATION

Function 10: ON (With indication of associated receiver status)

Function 11: OFF (With indication of associated receiver status)

Function 12: STEP (With indication of associated receiver status)

Function 13: ON + OFF (With indication of associated receiver status)

Function 14: DIMMER (With indication of associated receiver status)

FUNCTIONS AND OPERATING MODES

1-channel transmitter
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442AbT1

442AbT1 1-channel transmitter

 To complete with activating element 44...ELA01 or 44...ELA02

B
U

S
A

U
X

A
rt

. 4
42

A
B

T1

Linea AVEbus 
 art. CVAVEBUS

SELECTING ThE MOST SUITAbLE ACTIVATING ELEMENTDETAILS

Programming push-button

Led 
status
indicator

Programming 
connector

44..ELA02

44..ELA01

Dimmer control

Light control

Activation of roller shutters

Activation of scenarios

wIRING DIAGRAM AND EXAMPLE OF USE Dimensions: 1 System 44 (22.5 w x 45 h x 46.5 d) module

AVEbus line
art. CVAVEbUS
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442AbT2
The 442ABT2 device is a two-channel bus tran-
smitter which can control all the receivers of the 
AVEbus family. According to the operating mode 
assigned the most suitable activating element 
(with central fulcrum or asymmetric) can be in-
stalled on the front side

Technical data
• Enclosure: 2 System 44 modules (45 w x 45 h 
x 46.5 d) mm to complete with activating element 
Item 44...ELA01 or 44...ELA02.
• Protection degree: IP41 if completed with plate 
and installed in the corresponding flush-mounting 
support.
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 
25°C RH 65%

Description of the front side
Several optical signals are visible on the front side 
to enable the user to locate the device in the dark 
and, if properly set, show the status of the asso-
ciated receiver.

Installation of activating element
Once programming has ended, the corresponding 
activating element must be applied on the front 
side of the device.
• 44...ELA02 for DIMMER, ROLLING SHUTTERS, 
DOORS/WINDOWS and SUN BLADE controls 
• 44...ELA01 for ON, OFF, ON+OFF and STEP 
controls

• Operating amb. temp. range: -10°C to +50°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% at 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.
• Auxiliary power supply
 Voltage rating: 12Vac/dc
 Allowed variation: 10.5V ÷ 14V
 Electrical input at 12Vdc: 13.7 mA MAX
 Electrical input at 12Vac: 14.4 mA MAX

Connections
• Terminal 1: BUS positive
• Terminal 2: BUS GND
• Terminal 3: auxiliary power supply positive
• Terminal 4: auxiliary power supply GND

Parameter 1
1 Indication of associated receiver status, normally off upon restoration of electric  power

2 Indication of associated receiver status, normally on upon restoration of electric power

Function 1: ON

Function 2: OFF

Function 3: STEP

Function 4: ON + OFF

Function 5: DIMMER

Function 6: ROLLER SHUTTER

Function 7: DOORS / WINDOWS

Function 8: SUN BLADE

Function 9: VENTILATION

Function 10: ON (With indication of associated receiver status)

Function 11: OFF (With indication of associated receiver status)

Function 12: STEP (With indication of associated receiver status)

Function 13: ON + OFF (With indication of associated receiver status)

Function 14: DIMMER (With indication of associated receiver status)

FUNCTIONS AND OPERATING MODES

2-channel transmitter
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442AbT2

442AbT2 Two-channel transmitter- to  complete with 
 activating element 44...ELA01 or 44...ELA02

wIRING DIAGRAM AND EXAMPLE OF USE

BUS

AUX Art. 442ABT2
Linea AVEbus 

 art. CVAVEBUS

SELECTING ThE MOST SUITAbLE ACTIVATING ELEMENTDETAILS

Programming push-button

Led status
indicator

Channel 1 Channel 2

Programming 
connector 

Dimensions: 2 System 44 (45 w x 45 h x 46.5 d) modules

44..ELA02

44..ELA01

Dimmer control

Light control

Activation of roller shutters

Activation of scenarios

AVEbus line
art. CVAVEbUS
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44..AbIN
The 44..ABIN device is a transmitter that can send 
the command of two NO contacts, mounted out-
side the device, on two independent channels of 
the AVEbus system.

Technical data
• Enclosure: 1 System 44 module (22.5 w x 45 h 
x 46.5 d) mm 
• Protection degree: IP41 if completed with plate 
and installed in the corresponding flush-mounting 
support.
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 
25°C RH 65%

Connections
• Terminal 1: BUS positive
• Terminal 2: BUS GND
• Terminal 3: auxiliary power supply positive
• Terminal 4: auxiliary power supply GND
• Terminal 5: Ch1 input
• Terminal 6: Ch2 input

Description of the front side
One optical signal is visible on the front side indi-
cating the operating and programming status of 
the device.

• Operating amb. temp. range: -10°C to +50°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% at 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.
• Auxiliary power supply
 Voltage rating: 12Vac/dc
 Allowed variation: 10.5V ÷ 14V
 Electrical input at 12Vdc: 2.2 mA MAX
 Electrical input at 12Vac: 5.8 mA MAX

FUNCTIONS AND OPERATING MODES

Function 1: ON

Function 2: 0FF

Function 3: STEP

Function 4: ON + OFF

Function 5: DIMMER

Function 6: ROLLER SHUTTER

Function 7: DOORS / WINDOWS

Function 8: SUN BLADE

Function 9: VENTILATION

WARNING: The closing time of the contact must be at least 100 ms.

Parameter 1

0
The input, with functions 5 to 9 controls:
ON command (up, open) and OFF command (down, close)
INCREASE and DECREASE commands (light intensity or position)

1

The input, with functions 5 to 9 controls:
Only ON command (up, open)

2

The input, with functions 5 to 9 controls:
Only OFF command (down, close)

2-channel contact interface
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442AbIN

442AbIN 2-channel contact interface –Life Touch series 1
441AbIN 2-channel contact interface –Domus Touch series 1
443AbIN 2-channel contact interface –Allumia Touch series 1

441AbIN

443AbIN

Linea AVEbus 
 art. CVAVEBUS

Contatto da 
eventuale 

pulsante
interruttore

Contatto da 
eventuale 

pulsante
interruttore

MAX 10m
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02

IN 2
IN 1

OVERALL DIMENSIONS46,522,5

45

46,522,5

45

46,522,5
45

46,522,5

45

46,545

45

46,545

45

46,545

45

46,545

45

 Attention:
Contacts must be interfaced using a shielded and twisted cable.

wIRING DIAGRAM AND EXAMPLE OF USE Dimensions: 1 System 44 (22.5 w x 45 h x 46.5 d) module

Ch 2
Ch 1

Contact from
switch
push-button 

From switch or 
NO contact

From switch or 
NO contact

AVEbus line
art. CVAVEbUS
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44..AbTA
The 44..ABTA device is a 1-channel alarm tran-
smitter with two inputs, one (IN input) always 
active and the second one (RESET) can be used 
only for some of the programmable operating 
modes. This device enables the user to detect the 
status of the IN input, send an alarm message (for 
example a “bathroom call”) and at the same time 
control a 44..ABR1 or 44..ABR2 receiver for op-
tical/luminous signal, if any).

Technical data
• Enclosure: 1 System 44 module (22.5 w x 45 h 
x 46.5 d) mm 
• Protection degree: IP41 if completed with plate 

Connections
• Terminal 1: BUS positive
• Terminal 2: BUS GND
• Terminal 3: auxiliary power supply positive
• Terminal 4: auxiliary power supply GND
• Terminal 5: IN input
• Terminal 6: RESET input

Description of the front side
One optical signal is visible on the front side indi-
cating the operating and programming status of 
the device.

and installed in the corresponding flush-mounting 
support.
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 
25°C RH 65%
• Operating amb. temp. range: -10°C to +50°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% at 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.
• Auxiliary power supply
 Voltage rating: 12Vac/dc
 Allowed variation: 10.5V ÷ 14V
 Electrical input at 12Vdc: 2.2 mA MAX
 Electrical input at 12Vac: 5.8 mA MAX

FUNCTIONS AND OPERATING MODES

Function 1: BINARY INPUT

Function 2: N.O. input without memory with sending of ALARM command

Function 3: N.O. input without memory with sending of ON command

Function 4: N.O. input without memory with sending of OFF command

Function 5: N.O. input without memory with sending of STEP command

Function 6: N.O. input without memory with sending of ON+OFF command

Function 7: N.C. input without memory with sending of ALARM command

Function 8: N.C. input without memory with sending of ON command

Function 9: N.C. input without memory with sending of OFF command

Function 10: N.C. input without memory with sending of STEP command

Function 11: N.C. input without memory with sending of ON+OFF command

Function 12: N.O. input with memory with sending of ALARM command

Function 13: N.O. input with memory with sending of ON command

Function 14: N.O. input with memory with sending of OFF command

Function 15: N.O. input with memory with sending of STEP command

Function 16: N.O. input with memory with sending of ON+OFF command

Function 17: N.C. input with memory with sending of ALARM command

Function 18: N.C. input with memory with sending of ON command

Function 19: N.C. input with memory with sending of OFF command

Function 20: N.C. input with memory with sending of STEP command

Function 21: N.C. input with memory with sending of ON+OFF command

Parameter 1
Address 00 Sending of configured command to the same address of the device

Address 01..FF Sending of configured command to the set address

1-channel alarm transmitter
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442AbTA

443AbTA

442AbTA 1-channel transmitter for alarm signals   1
 Life Touch series

441AbTA 1-channel transmitter for alarm signals    1
 Domus Touch seriese

443AbTA 1-channel transmitter for alarm signals   1
 Allumia series

441AbTA

RG1-M 459RA AF44..062 AC9C1-IS

Compatible with:

for detection of gas leaks in the house for detection of water 
leaks 

for detection of 
presence

for fire alarm 
repetition

EXAMPLES OF USE
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Linea AVEbus 
 art. CVAVEBUS

Eventuale contatto da 
pulsante reset

Contatto da 
rivelatore d’allarme

MAX 10m

Dimensioni: 1 modulo Sistema 44 (22.5 l x 45 h x 46.5 p)

Attention:
Contacts must be interfaced using a shielded and twisted cable.

wIRING DIAGRAM AND EXAMPLE OF USE Dimensions: 1 System 44 (22.5 w x 45 h x 46.5 d) module

Contact from reset
push-button 

Contact from 
alarm detector

AVEbus line
art. CVAVEbUS
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44..Ab68
The 44..AB68 device is a passive infrared volumetric 
presence detector which includes a digital pyroelec-
tric sensor and Fresnel lens. It is combined with a 
twilight sensor which can be adjusted by turning the 
potentiometer placed on the front side. 

Technical data
• Enclosure: 1 System 44 module (22.5 w x 45 h x 
46.5 d) mm 
• Protection degree: IP41 if completed with plate and 
installed in the corresponding flush-mounting sup-
port.
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 
25°C RH 65%
• Operating amb. temp. range: -10°C to +50°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% at 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.
• Auxiliary power supply
 Voltage rating: 12Vac/dc
 Allowed variation: 10.5V ÷ 14V
 Electrical input at 12Vdc: 2.5 mA MAX
 Electrical input at 12Vac: 6.9 mA MAX

Connections
• Terminal 1: BUS positive
• Terminal 2: BUS GND
• Terminal 3: auxiliary power supply positive
• Terminal 4: auxiliary power supply GND

Volumetric coverage
• Scanned angle: 150° horiz. – 50° vert.
• No. of sectors: 12 on 2 floors (6+6 scanned sec-
tors)
• Max range: 12 metres
(See fig. page 69)

Description of the front side
One optical signal is visible on the front side indica-
ting the operating and programming status of the 
device.
The device enables the user to adjust the twilight 
sensor through the potentiometer on the front side 
of the device (end of rotation clockwise, twilight sen-
sor disabled with motion detection always active).
The maximum adjustment is 100 lx and the mini-
mum is 1 lx.

Operating modes and parameters
The device has two operating modes:
• Motion sensor and twilight sensor.
• Installation test mode: short timing and twilight 
sensor control disabled to allow the user to position 
and start the device.
Several devices may have the same address to con-
trol the same receiver and several transmitters may 
control the same receiver by the only on and off mes-
sages. The device that controls the same receiver 
must have the same timing. A device can also be 
programmed with a family or broadcast-type address 
to control several receivers at the same time.
The device controls the timing of the associated re-
ceiver by managing the delays between the sending 
of the on message and that of the off message. The 
delay can be set by setting the function of the device 
as shown in table below:

Function 1: 10 s

Time elapsing between sending the actuator activation 
control and the actuator disconnection control with para-

meter 2 set at 1 or 3

Function 2: 20 s

Function 3: 30 s

Function 4: 45 s

Function 5: 1 min

Function 6: 1 min 30 sec

Function 7: 2 min

Function 8: 2 min 30 s

Function 9: 3 min

Function 10: 3 min 30 s

Function11: 4 min

Function 12: 4 min 30 s

Function 13: 5 min

Function 14: 5 min 30 s

Function 15: 6 min

Function 16: 6 min 30 s

Function 17: 7 min

Function 18: 7 min 30 s

Function 19: 8 min

Parameter 1 

0 Maximum coverage distance  of motion sensor  12 m

1 Maximum coverage distance  of motion sensor  11 m

2 Maximum coverage distance  of motion sensor  10 m

3 Maximum coverage distance  of motion sensor  9 m

4 Maximum coverage distance  of motion sensor  8 m

5 Maximum coverage distance  of motion sensor  7 m

6 Maximum coverage distance  of motion sensor  6 m

7 Maximum coverage distance  of motion sensor to 5 m

8 Maximum coverage distance  of motion sensor  4 m

9 Maximum coverage distance  of motion sensor  3 m

10 Maximum coverage distance  of motion sensor  2 m

Parameter 2 

0 Sending  ON command

1 Sending ON and OFF command

2 Sending DIMMER 100% command

3 Sending of DIMMER 0% (OFF) and 100% (ON) command

FUNCTIONS AND OPERATING MODES

1-channel passive infrared transmitter
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46,522,5

45

46,522,5
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46,545

45

442Ab68

443Ab68

442Ab68 LUCE AMICA  passive infrared detector 1

 Life Touch series

441Ab68 LUCE AMICA  passive infrared detector  1
 Domus Touch series

443Ab68 LUCE AMICA  passive infrared detector  1
 Allumia series

441Ab68

VOLUMETRIC COVERAGE

wIRING DIAGRAM AND EXAMPLE OF USE
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Linea AVEbus 
 art. CVAVEBUS

Vista in pianta Vista laterale

Pulsante 
Test/Programmazione

Sensore 
Crepuscolare

Regolazione 
sensore crepuscolare

Dimensions: 1 System 44 (22.5 w x 45 h x 46.5 d) module

OVERALL DIMENSIONS

12

12m12m

Plan view

Twilight sensor

Twilight sensor 
adjustment 

Test/Programming 
push-button

Side view

AVEbus line
art. CVAVEbUS
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44..AbR1
The 44..ABR1 device is a 1-channel bus receiver 
able to control electric loads by means of poten-
tial-free contacts.

Technical data
• Enclosure: 1 System 44 module (22.5 w x 45 h 
x 46.5 d) mm 
• Protection degree: IP41 if completed with plate 
and installed in the corresponding flush-mounting 
support.
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 
25°C RH 65%
• Operating amb. temp. range: -10°C to +50°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% at 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.
• Auxiliary power supply
 Voltage rating: 12Vac/dc
 Allowed variation: 10.5V ÷ 14V
 Electrical input at 12Vdc: 3.4 mA MAX
 Electrical input at 12Vac: 6.5 mA MAX

Connections
• Terminal 1: BUS positive
• Terminal 2: BUS GND
• Terminal 3: auxiliary power supply positive
• Terminal 4: auxiliary power supply BUS
• Terminal 5: relay contact
• Terminal 6: relay contact

Characteristics of controllable electric load
• Noninductive load (cosϕ 1): 10A at 230 Vac
• Incandescent load : 4A at 230Vac
• Inductive load (cosϕ 0.6): 4A at 230Vac
• Power factor correction in fluorescent load: 1A 
at 230Vac

Description of the front side
One optical signal is visible on the front side indi-
cating the operating and programming status of 
the device.

FUNCTIONS AND OPERATING MODES

Parameter 1 = 0,1,2 (delay) Parameter 1=3 (blinking)

Function 1: Instantaneous 0.4 s

Function 2: 1 s 0.6 s

Function 3: 3 s 0.8 s

Function 4: 5 s 1 s

Function 5: 10 s 1.4 s

Function 6: 20 s 1.8 s

Function 7: 30 s 2.4 s

Function 8: 45 s 3 s

Function 9: 1 min 4 s

Function 10: 2 min 6 s

Function 11: 3 min 8 s

Function 12: 4 min 10 s

Function 13: 5 min 16 s

Function 14: 6 min 20 s

Function 15: 7 min 24 s

Function 16: 8 min 30 s

Parameter 2
0 Normally Open Contact upon restoration of electric power

1 Normally Closed Contact upon restoration of electric power

Operating modes and parameters
The receiver operates according to three base 
parameters:
• the delay set on the receiver
• the command received from the transmitter
• parameter 1, which determines the output ope-
rating mode:
- instantaneous
- delayed
- blinking

Parameter 1

0 Delay on ON and OFF

1 1 Delay only on ON

2 2 Delay only on OFF

3 3 Blinking enabling

1-channel actuator
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442AbR1

442AbR1 1-channel actuator  –Life Touch series 1
441AbR1 1-channel actuator  –Domus Touch series 1
443AbR1 1-channel actuator  –Allumia Touch series 1

441AbR1

443AbR1
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230V~
Dalle protezioni previste
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Linea AVEbus 
 art. CVAVEBUS

OVERALL DIMENSIONS46,522,5
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wIRING DIAGRAM AND EXAMPLE OF USE Dimensions:  1 System 44 (22.5 w x 45 h x 46.5 d) module

AVEbus line
art. CVAVEbUS

230V~ 
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44..AbR1-M
The 442ABR1 device is a 1-channel bus receiver 
able to control electric loads by means of poten-
tial-free contacts.

Technical data
• Enclosure: 1 System 44 module (22.5 w x 45 h 
x 46.5 d) mm 
• Protection degree: IP41 if completed with plate 
and installed in the corresponding flush-mounting 
support.
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 
25°C RH 65%
• Operating amb. temp. range: -10°C to +50°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% at 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.
• Auxiliary power supply
 Voltage rating: 12Vac/dc
 Allowed variation: 10.5V ÷ 14V
 Electrical input at 12Vdc: 3.4 mA MAX
 Electrical input at 12Vac: 6.5 mA MAX

Operating modes and parameters
The receiver operates according to four base 
parameters:
• the delay set on the receiver
• the command received from the transmitter
• parameter 1, which determines the output ope-
rating mode:
- instantaneous
- delayed
- blinking
• Parameter 2 which determines management 
upon restoration of electric mains.

Connections
• Terminal 1: BUS positive
• Terminal 2: BUS GND
• Terminal 3: auxiliary power supply positive
• Terminal 4: auxiliary power supply GND
• Terminal 5: relay contact
• Terminal 6: relay contact

Characteristics of controllable electric load
• Noninductive load (cosϕ 1): 10A at 230 Vac
• Incandescent load : 4A at 230Vac
• Inductive load (cosϕ 0.6): 4A at 230Vac
• Power factor correction in fluorescent load: 1A 
at 230Vac

Description of the front side
One optical signal is visible on the front indicating 
the operating and programming status of the de-
vice.

FUNCTIONS AND OPERATING MODES

Parameter 1 = 0,1,2 (delay) Parameter 1=3 (blinking)

Function 1: Instantaneous 0.4 s

Function 2: 1 s 0.6 s

Function 3: 3 s 0.8 s

Function 4: 5 s 1 s

Function 5: 10 s 1.4 s

Function 6: 20 s 1.8 s

Function 7: 30 s 2.4 s

Function 8: 45 s 3 s

Function 9: 1 min 4 s

Function 10: 2 min 6 s

Function 11: 3 min 8 s

Function 12: 4 min 10 s

Function 13: 5 min 16 s

Function 14: 6 min 20 s

Function 15: 7 min 24 s

Function 16: 8 min 30 s

Parameter 2

0 Normally Open Contact upon restoration of electric power

1 Normally Closed Contact upon restoration of electric power

2 Status memory at restoration of electric power

Parameter 1 

0 Delay on ON and OFF

1 Delay only on ON

2 Delay only on OFF

3 Blinking enabling

1-channel actuator 
with status memory
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442AbR1-M

443AbR1-M

441AbR1-M

442AbR1-M 1-channel actuator  –Life Touch series 1
441AbR1-M 1-channel actuator  –Domus Touch series 1
443AbR1-M 1-channel actuator –Allumia series 1
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Device with status memory
It allows restoration of load status as it was prior to power failure
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OVERALL DIMENSIONS

wIRING DIAGRAM AND EXAMPLE OF USE Dimensions: 1 System 44 (22.5 w x 45 h x 46.5 d) module

AVEbus line
art. CVAVEbUS
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44..AbR1CL
The 44-ABR1CL device is a 1-channel bus recei-
ver with local control able to control electric loads 
by means of potential-free contacts.

Technical data
• Enclosure: 2 System 44 modules (45 w x 45 h 
x 46.5 d) mm 
• Protection degree: IP41 if completed with plate 
and installed in the corresponding flush-mounting 
support.
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 
25°C RH 65%
• Operating amb. temp. range: -10°C to +50°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% at 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.
• Auxiliary power supply
 Voltage rating: 12Vac/dc

 Allowed variation: 10.5V ÷ 14V
 Electrical input at 12Vdc: 16.5 mA MAX
 Electrical input at 12Vac: 16.5 mA MAX

Connections
• Terminal 1: BUS positive
• Terminal 2: BUS GND
• Terminal 3: auxiliary power supply positive
• Terminal 4: auxiliary power supply GND
• Terminal 5: relay contact
• Terminal 6: relay contact

Characteristics of controllable 
electric load
• Noninductive load (cosϕ 1): 10A at 230 Vac
• Incandescent load : 4A at 230Vac
• Inductive load (cosϕ 0.6): 4A at 230Vac
• Power factor correction in fluorescent load: 1A 
at 230Vac

Description of the front side
One optical signal is visible on the front side indi-
cating the operating and programming status of 
the device.

Operating modes and parameters
The receiver operates according to three base 
parameters:
• the delay set on the receiver
• the command received from the transmitter
• parameter 1, which determines the output ope-
rating mode:
- instantaneous
- delayed
- with blinking

FUNCTIONS AND OPERATING MODES

Parameter 1 = 0,1,2 (delay) Parameter 1=3 (blinking)

Function 1: Instantaneous 0.4 s

Function 2: 1 s 0.6 s

Function 3: 3 s 0.8 s

Function 4: 5 s 1 s

Function 5: 10 s 1.4 s

Function 6: 20 s 1.8 s

Function 7: 30 s 2.4 s

Function 8: 45 s 3 s

Function 9: 1 min 4 s

Function 10: 2 min 6 s

Function 11: 3 min 8 s

Function 12: 4 min 10 s

Function 13: 5 min 16 s

Function 14: 6 min 20 s

Function 15: 7 min 24 s

Function 16: 8 min 30 s

Parameter 1

0 Delay on ON and OFF

1 Delay only on ON

2 Delay only on OFF

3 blinking enabling

Parameter 2
0 Local control managed in STEP mode

1 Local control managed in ON + OFF mode

Parameter 3
0 Normally Open Contact upon restoration of electric power 

1 Normally Closed Contact upon restoration of electric power

1-channel actuator 
with local control
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442AbR1CL

441AbR1CL

443AbR1CL

442AbR1CL 1-channel actuator with local control  2
 Life Touch series
441AbR1CL 1-channel actuator with local control  2
 Domus Touch series
443AbR1CL 1-channel actuator with local control  2
 Allumia series

wIRING DIAGRAM AND EXAMPLE OF USE
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 art. CVAVEBUS

OVERALL DIMENSIONS
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Dimensions: 2 System 44 (45w x 45 h x 46.5 d) modules

AVEbus line
art. CVAVEbUS
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44..AbR2
The 44..ABR2 device is a 2-channel bus receiver 
able to control electric loads by means of poten-
tial-free contacts.

Technical data
• Enclosure: 2 System 44 modules (45 w x 45 h 
x 46.5 d) mm 
• Protection degree: IP41 if completed with plate 
and installed in the corresponding flush-mounting 
support.
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 
25°C RH 65%
• Operating amb. temp. range: -10°C to +50°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% at 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.
• Auxiliary power supply
 Voltage rating: 12Vac/dc
 Allowed variation: 10.5V ÷ 14V
 Electrical input at 12Vdc: 7.5 mA MAX
 Electrical input at 12Vac: 80.0 mA MAX

Connections
• Terminal 1: BUS positive
• Terminal 2: BUS GND
• Terminal 3: auxiliary power supply positive
• Terminal 4: auxiliary power supply GND
• Terminal 5: Ch1relay contact 
• Terminal 6: Ch1 relay contact 
• Terminal 7: Ch2 relay contact 
• Terminal 8: Ch2 relay contact 

Characteristics of controllable electric load
• Noninductive load (cosϕ1): 10A at 230 Vac
• Incandescent load : 4A at 230Vac
• Inductive load (cosϕ0.6): 4A at 230Vac
• Power factor correction in fluorescent load: 1A 
at 230Vac

Description of the front side
One optical signals are visible on the front side 
indicating the operating and programming status 
of each channel of the device.

Parameter 1 = 0,1,2 (delay) Parameter 1=3 (blinking)

Function 1: Instantaneous 0.4

Function 2: 1 s 0.6

Function 3: 3 s 0.8

Function 4: 5 s 1.0  s

Function 5: 10 s 1.4

Function 6: 20 s 1.8

Function 7: 30 s 2.4

Function 8: 45 s 3.0  s

Function 9: 1 min 4.0  s

Function 10: 2 min 6.0  s

Function 11: 3 min 8.0  s

Function 12: 4 min 10   s

Function 13: 5 min 16   s

Function 14: 6 min 20   s

Function 15: 7 min 24   s

Function 16: 8 min 30   s

FUNCTIONS AND OPERATING MODES

Operating modes and parameters
The receiver operates according to three base 
parameters, which are totally independent for 
each channel:
• the delay set on the receiver
• the command received from the transmitter
• parameter 1, which determines the output ope-
rating mode:
- instantaneous
- delayed
- blinking

Parameter 1

0 Delay on ON and OFF

1 Delay only on ON

2 Delay only on OFF

3 Blinking enabling

Parameter 2
0 Normally Open Contact upon restoration of electric power 

1 Normally Closed Contact upon restoration of electric power

2-channel actuator
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442AbR2

442AbR2 2-channel actuator – Life Touch series 2

441AbR2 2-channel actuator  –Domus Touch seriesh 2

443AbR2 2-channel actuator –Allumia series 2

441AbR2

443AbR2

wIRING DIAGRAM AND EXAMPLE OF USE
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OVERALL DIMENSIONS
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Dimensions: 2 System 44 (45 w x 45 h x 46.5 d) modules

AVEbus line
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44..AbDI
The 44..ABDI device is a dimmer interface betwe-
en the AVEbus line and an analog output which is 
able to control any type of light control device ba-
sed on standard 1 – 10V (10% minimum bright-
ness, 100% maximum brightness). The device is 
also equipped with a relay output for direct control 
of switching on/off operations. The 44..ABDI dim-
mer receiver is suitable for controlling the AVE 
53DIM010 dimmer.

Technical data
• Enclosure: 2 System 44 modules (45 w x 45 h 
x 46.5 d) mm 
• Protection degree: IP41 if completed with plate 
and installed in the corresponding flush-mounting 
support.
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 
25°C RH 65%
• Operating amb. temp. range: -10°C to +50°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% at 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.
• Auxiliary power supply
 Voltage rating: 12Vac/dc
 Allowed variation: 10.5V ÷ 14V
 Electrical input at 12Vdc: 4.7 mA MAX
 Electrical input at 12Vac: 6.5 mA MAX

Connections
• Terminal 1: BUS positive
• Terminal 2: BUS GND
• Terminal 3: auxiliary power supply positive
• Terminal 4: auxiliary power supply GND
• Terminal 5: 1-10V analogue output positive 
• Terminal 6: 1-10V analogue output negative 
• Terminal 7: relay contact 
• Terminal 8: relay contact 

Characteristics of controllable electric load
• Noninductive load (cosϕ 1): 10A at 230 Vac
• Incandescent load : 10A at 230Vac
• Inductive load (cosϕ 0.6): 4A at 230Vac
• Power factor correction in fluorescent load: 4A 
at 230Vac
• Maximum number of controllable electronic 
reactors: no. 100 item 53DIM010

Description of the front side
One optical signal is visible on the front side indi-
cating the operating and programming status of 
the device.

FUNCTIONS AND OPERATING MODES

Parameter 1 
0 Normally Open Contact at restoration of electric power

1 Normally Closed Contact at restoration of electric  power

Parameter 2 1 to 32 Level of analog output at restoration of electric power

Parameter 3 1 to 256 “Ramp” time to reach the level of 1-10V analog output (8ms at 2s)

Function 1: DIMMER

1-channel 
Dimmer Actuator

53DIM010
The 53DIM010 device is a lamp controller for 
incandescent lamps, ferromagnetic transfor-
mers.
Command and control are managed by means of 
input with 1-10V analog interface.
 
Technical data
• Enclosure: 2 DIN modules (35 x 89 x 65) mm 
• Protection degree: IP20
• Supply voltage: 230V ~ 50Hz

Characteristics of controllable electric load
• Incandescent and halogen lamps (40-500 W 
230V~50Hz)
• Ferromagnetic transformers for  low voltage 
halogen lamps (40-300 VA 230V~50Hz).

Connections
• Terminal 1: Dimmed output
• Terminal 2: 230V~ N Line 
• Terminal 3: 230V~ N Line 
• Terminal 4: 230V~ L Line 
• Terminal 5: Jumper input
• Terminal 6: Jumper input
• Terminal 7: 1-10V adjustment negative input 
• Terminal 8: 1-10V adjustment positive input 
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46,522,5
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442AbDI

442AbDI Dimmer actuator. It controls “dimmer”  2
 type commands it receives from transmitters
 Life Touch series

441AbDI Dimmer actuator. It controls “dimmer”  2
 type commands it receives from transmitters
 Domus Touch series

443AbDI Dimmer actuator. It controls “dimmer”  2
 type commands it receives from transmitters
 Allumia series
53DIM010 Dimmer for incandescent and halogen  2DIN
 lamps 40÷500W, toroidal and laminated transformers 
 40÷300VA 230Vac 50Hz – Can be adjusted by means of a 
 10kΩ potentiometer  (not supplied) or by 0÷10Vdc 
 signal from Domina 44..ABDI actuator

441AbDI

443AbDI

wIRING DIAGRAM AND EXAMPLE OF USE

F

OVERALL DIMENSIONS

53DIM010

Dimensions: 2 System 44 (45 w x 45 h x 46.5 d) modules

AVEbus line
art. CVAVEbUS

1-10V 
electronic controller
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44..AbRT01
The 44...ABRT01 deviceis an interface between an 
AVEbus line and two interblocked ON/OFF outputs for 
controlling electrical roller shutter by means of poten-
tial-free relays.

Technical data
• Enclosure: 2 System 44 modules (45 w x 45 h x 46.5 
d) mm 
• Protection degree: IP41 if completed with plate and 
installed in the corresponding flush-mounting sup-
port.
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 25°C 
RH 65%
• Operating amb. temp. range: -10°C to +50°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% at 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.
• Auxiliary power supply
 Voltage rating: 12Vac/dc
 Allowed variation: 10.5V ÷ 14V
 Electrical input at 12Vdc: 18.6  mA MAX
 Electrical input at 12Vac: 18.5 mA MAX

Connections
• Terminal 1: BUS positive
• Terminal 2: BUS GND
• Terminal 3: auxiliary power supply positive
• Terminal 4: auxiliary power supply GND
• Terminal 5: relay contact for ascend command
• Terminal 6: relay contact common 
• Terminal 7: relay contact common
• Terminal 8: relay contact for descend command

Characteristics of controllable electric load
• Noninductive load (cosϕ 1): 10A at 230 Vac
• Inductive load (cosϕ 0.4): 4A at 230Vac

Description of the front side
One optical signal is visible on the front side indicating 
the operating and programming status of the device.

Parameter 1 

1 No delay in relay activation

2 5 s delay in relay activation

3 10 s delay in relay activation

4 15 s delay in relay activation

... ...

9 40 s delay in relay activation

10 45 s delay in relay activation

11 50 s delay in relay activation

12 55 s delay in relay activation

13 60 s delay in relay activation

FUNCTIONS AND OPERATING MODES

Operating modes and parameters
The receiver operates according to two base parame-
ters:
• activation time (full closing or opening of roller shut-
ters) set on the receiver
• delay time of activation of the device relay  set by 
means of parameter 1

Function 1: 5 s

Function 2: 10 s

Function 3: 20 s

Function 4: 30 s

Function 5: 40 s

Function 6: 50 s

Function 7: 1 min

Function 8: 1 min 10 s

Function 9: 1 min 20 s

Function 10: 1 min 30 s

Function 11: 1 min 40 s

Function 12: 1 min 50 s

Function 13: 2 min

Function 14: 2 min 10 s

Function 15: 2 min 20 s

Function 16: 2 min 30 s

Function 17: 2 min 40 s

Function 18: 2 min 50 s

Function 19: 3 min

Function 20: 3 min 10 s

Function 21: 3 min 20 s

Function 22: 3 min 30 s

Function 23: 3 min 40 s

Function 24: 3 min 50 s

Function 25: 4 min

Function 26: 4 min 10 s

Function 27: 4 min 20 s

Function 28: 4 min 30 s

Function 29: 4 min 40 s

Function 30: 4 min 50 s

Function 31: 5 min

1-channel 
roller shutter control actuator
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442AbRT01

442AbRT01 Roller shutter control  actuator with local control 2
 Life Touch series

441AbRT01 Roller shutter control  actuator with local control  2
 Domus Touch series

443AbRT01 Roller shutter control  actuator with local control  2
 Allumia series

441AbRT01

443AbRT01

wIRING DIAGRAM AND EXAMPLE OF USE
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OVERALL DIMENSIONS
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Dimensions: 2 System 44 (45 w x 45 h x 46.5 d) modules

AVEbus line
art. CVAVEbUS
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44..AbTM03

The 44..ABTM03 thermostat is designed to be used 
with home automation systems and AVEbus. If  time 
programming is not required, the thermostat can be 
installed associated with a remote temperature control 
actuator only (44..ABRTM01) for independent opera-
tion. If, instead, time programming is required, this 
same device  can be used associated with a Touch 
Screen which allows the user to choose any type of 
temperature and manage several zones (up to 15) for 
a central operation. The type of operation is automati-
cally identified by the thermostat.
If used in combination with 53ABISO-1 it is possible to 
manage more than 15 thermic zones

Technical data
• Enclosure: 2 System 44 modules (45 w x 45 h x 46.5 
d) mm 
• Protection degree: IP40 if completed with plate and 
installed in the corresponding flush-mounting support.
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 25°C 
RH 65%
• Operating amb. temp. range: -10°C to +50°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% at 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.
• Auxiliary power supply
 Voltage rating: 12Vac/dc
 Allowed variation: 10.5V ÷ 14V
 Electrical input at 12Vdc: 15.0  mA MAX
 Electrical input at 12Vac: 48.0 mA MAX

Connections
• Terminal 1: BUS positive
• Terminal 2: BUS GND
• Terminal 3: auxiliary power supply positive
• Terminal 4: auxiliary power supply GND

Characteristics of temperature control
• Temperature range: 0°C to 40°C
• Regulation range: 5°C to 35°C (independent opera-
tion) ±5°C compared to the set point set on the touch 
screen (central operation)
• Riproducibility error: 0.2°C max
• Consistency: 0.3°C max
•Bias: 0.2°C to 2.5°C adjustable

LCD DISPLAy AND KEybOARD

1. Visible with central operation with Touch screen
2. Visible if keyboard locking is active
3. Visible if set on ON during “summer”
4. Visible if set on ON during  “winter”
5. Visible if night operation function is active
6. Fan-coil unit speed
7. Visible if local forcing set to OFF
8. Visible if anti-freeze protection function is active
9. Indication of unit of measurement

1. Push-button
Press this push-button for  backlight activation and to better read the measured temperature.

2. Push-buttons       and
Press the increase/decrease push-buttons once to display the current set-point with no changes: press the push-buttons 
again to adjust the set-point value.

3. Push-button
Press this push-button once to display the current operating status of the thermostat; press the push-button again to 
select the operating status between ON – Night operation – OFF (the operating status NIGHT and OFF are indicated by 
the symbols:  and OFF). 
Note: when connected to a Touch screem the Night status is inhibited because it must be set from the Touch screen (TS02, 
TS03, TS04 and TS05).

1 2 3 4 5

6

7

8

9

1 2 3

1-channel 
room temperature thermostat
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442AbTM03

441AbTM03

443AbTM03

442AbTM03 Thermostat with display - Life Touch series 2

441AbTM03 Thermostat with display – Domus Touch series 2

443AbTM03 Thermostat with display – Allumia series 2

wIRING DIAGRAM AND EXAMPLE OF USE

BUS

AUX Art. 44..ABTM03

Linea AVEbus 
 art. CVAVEBUS

OVERALL DIMENSIONS

46,545

45

Dimensions: : 2 System 44 (45 w x 45 h x 46.5 d) modules

AVEbus line
art. CVAVEbUS
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44..AbRTM01
The 44..ABRTM01 device is a 1-channel bus actuator 
for thermoregulation which can control the valves by 
means of a potential-free contact.
In thermoregulation systems the control activation de-
pends on the configuration of the hydraulic air-condi-
tioning system and in particular the valve or the pump 
must be controlled by zone, group of zones or  central 
control. Moreover, the solenoid valve can be of several 
types (ON/OFF, OPEN/CLOSE, etc.). The domotic actua-
tor allows to manage all of these functions through an 
advanced configuration of the programming parame-
ters.

Technical data
• Enclosure: System 44 modules (22.5 w x 45 h x 46.5 
d) mm 
• Protection degree: IP41 if completed with plate and 
installed in the corresponding flush-mounting sup-
port.
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 25°C 
RH 65%
• Operating amb. temp. range: -10°C to +50°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% at 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.
• Auxiliary power supply
 Voltage rating: 12Vac/dc
 Allowed variation: 10.5V ÷ 14V
 Electrical input at 12Vdc: 3.4  mA MAX
 Electrical input at 12Vac: 6.5 mA MAX

FUNCTIONS AND OPERATING MODES

Connections
• Terminal 1: BUS positive
• Terminal 2: BUS GND
• Terminal 3: auxiliary power supply positive
• Terminal 4: auxiliary power supply GND
• Terminal 5: relay contact
• Terminal 6: relay contact

Characteristics of controllable electric load 
• Noninductive load (cosϕ 1): 10A at 230 Vac
• Inductive load (cosϕ 0.4): 4A at 230Vac
 
Description of the front side
One optical signal is visible on the front indicating the 
operating and programming status of the device.

Address of zone actuator Description

10 Actuator of thermal zone no. 1

20 Actuator of thermal zone no. 2

30 Actuator of thermal zone no. 3

……… ………

A0 Actuator of thermal zone no. A (10)

B0 Actuator of thermal zone no. B (11)

……… ………

F0 Actuator of thermal zone no. F (15)

1-channel 
thermoregulation actuator

Function 1: Summer/Winter operation with actuation ON/OFF type

Function 2: Summer only operation with actuation ON/OFF type

Function 3: Winter only operation with actuation ON/OFF type

Function 4: Summer/Winter operation with actuation OPEN type

Function 5: Summer only operation with actuation OPEN type

Function 6: Winter only operation with actuation OPEN type

Function 7: Summer/Winter operation with actuation CLOSE type

Function 8: Summer only operation with actuation CLOSE type

Function 9: Winter only operation with actuation CLOSE type
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442AbRTM01

442AbRTM01 Actuator for thermoregulation 1
 Life Touch series

441AbRTM01 Actuator for thermoregulation 1

 Domus Touch series 

443AbRTM01 Actuator for thermoregulation 1
 Allumia series

443AbRTM01

441AbRTM01

wIRING DIAGRAM AND EXAMPLE OF USE 
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AbRTM

The ABRTM device is a 1-channel bus actuator for ther-
moregulation which can control the valves by means of 
a potential-free contact. The device is housed in a com-
pact enclosure which can be mounted anywhere such 
as a junction box or a false ceiling. It can be fixed by 
means of screws and the two fins, which can also be 
cut to reduce its dimensions.
Due to its dimensions, it can be inserted into a blank 
insert of the S44 or S45 series. 
In thermoregulation systems the control activation de-
pends on the configuration of the hydraulic air-condi-
tioning system and in particular the valve or the pump 
must be controlled by zone, group of zones or  central 
control. Moreover, the valve can be of several types (ON/
OFF, OPEN/CLOSE, etc.). The domotic actuator allows 
to manage all of these functions through an advanced 
configuration of the programming parameters.

Technical data
• Enclosure: (54 w x 41 h x 18 d) mm 
• Protection degree: IP20D
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 25°C 
RH 65%
• Operating amb. temp. range: -10°C to +50°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% at 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.
• Power supply from bus line 3,4mA
 
Characteristics of controllable electric load 
• Noninductive load (cosϕ 1): 2A at 230 Vac
• Incandescent load: 2A at 230Vac
• Inductive load (cosϕ 0.6): 2A at 230Vac

Connections
• Terminal 1: BUS positive
• Terminal 2: BUS GND
• Cn1: output contact (white cable)
• Cn2: output contact (white cable)

Description 
An optical signal is visible on the upper side indicating 
the operating and programming status of the device.

1-channel thermoregulation actuator 
for installation on the back of a box

FUNCTIONS AND OPERATING MODES

Address of zone actuator Description

10 Actuator of thermal zone no. 1

20 Actuator of thermal zone no. 2

30 Actuator of thermal zone no. 3

……… ………

A0 Actuator of thermal zone no. A (10)

B0 Actuator of thermal zone no. B (11)

……… ………

F0 Actuator of thermal zone no. F (15)

Function 1: Summer/Winter operation with actuation ON/OFF type

Function 2: Summer only operation with actuation ON/OFF type

Function 3: Winter only operation with actuation ON/OFF type

Function 4: Summer/Winter operation with actuation OPEN type

Function 5: Summer only operation with actuation OPEN type

Function 6: Winter only operation with actuation OPEN type

Function 7: Summer/Winter operation with actuation CLOSE type

Function 8: Summer only operation with actuation CLOSE type

Function 9: Winter only operation with actuation CLOSE type
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AbRTM Actuator for thermoregulation system for installation in the back of a box

AbRTM

wIRING DIAGRAM AND EXAMPLE OF USE
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AbIN02
The ABIN02 device indicates a transmitter which 
can send the command of two NO contactswhich 
are mounted outside the device via two indepen-
dent channels of AVEbus system. The device is 
housed in a compact enclosure which can be 
mounted anywhere, such as a junction boxor a 
false ceiling. It can be fixed by means of screws 
and the two fins, which can also be cut to reduce 
its dimensions.
Due to its dimensions, it can be inserted in a blank 
insert of the S44 or S45 series. 

 
Connections
• Terminal 1: BUS positive
• Terminal 2: BUS GND
• Cn1: Ch1 input (grey cable)
• Cn2: GND (black cable)
• Cn3: Ch2 input (blue cable)
• Cn4: GND (black cable)

Description 
An optical signal is visible on the upper side indi-
cating the operating and programming status of 
the device.

Technical data
• Enclosure: 54 w x 41 h x 18 d mm 
• Protection degree: IP20D
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 
25°C RH 65%
• Operating amb. temp. range: -10°C to +50°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% at 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.
• Power supply from bus line 2,2mA

2-channel contact interface 
for installation in the back of a box

FUNCTIONS AND OPERATING MODES

Function 1: ON

Function 2: OFF

Function 3: STEP

Function 4: ON + OFF

Function 5: DIMMER

Function 6: ROLLER SHUTTER 

Function 7: DOORS / WINDOWS

Function 8: SUN BLADE

Function 9: VENTILATION

ATTENTION: Closing time of contact must be at least 100 ms.

Parameter 1

0

The input, with functions 5 to 9 controls:
ON command (up, open) and OFF command (down, close)
INCREASE and DECREASE commands (light intensity or position)

1

The input, with functions 5 to 9 controls:
Only ON command (up, open)

2

The input, with functions 5 to 9 controls:
Only OFF command (down, close)
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AbIN02

AbIN02 Two-channel contact interface for installation in the back of a box

wIRING DIAGRAM AND EXAMPLE OF USE

INSTALLATION EXAMPLE IN CASE OF RENOVATION

Contatto da 
eventuale 

pulsante /
interruttore

Contatto da 
eventuale 

pulsante /
interruttore

MAX 10m

B
U

S

CH2

CH1

Linea AVEbus 
 art. CVAVEBUS

blank insert

Push-buttonsThe interface is installed 
between the frame/modules and the flush-mounting box

41 54

18

OVERALL DIMENSIONS

Attention:
Contacts must be interfaced using a shielded and twisted cable

AVEbus line
art. CVAVEbUS

From switch or NO 
contact 

From switch or NO 
contact
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AbR01
The ABR01 device is a 1-channel bus actuator 
which can control electric loads by means of a 
potential-free contact. The device is housed in a 
compact enclosure which can be mounted 
anywhere, such as a junction box or a false ceiling. 
It can be fixed by means of screws and the two 
fins, which can also be cut to reduce its dimen-
sions.
Due to its dimensions, it can be inserted in a blank 
insert of the S44 or S45 series. 

Technical data
• Enclosure: (54 w x 41 h x 18 d) mm 
• Protection degree: IP20D
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 
25°C RH 65%
• Operating amb. temp. range: -10°C to +50°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% at 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.
• Power supply from bus line 3,4mA
 
Characteristics of controllable electric load 
• Noninductive load (cosϕ 1): 2A at 230 Vac
• Incandescent load: 2A at 230Vac
• Inductive load (cosϕ 0.6): 2A at 230Vac

Connections
• Terminal 1: BUS positive
• Terminal 2: BUS GND
• Cn1: output contact (white cable)
• Cn2: output contact (white cable)

Description
An optical signal is visible on the upper side indi-
cating the operating and programming status of 
the device.

Operating modes and parameters
The receiver operates according to three base 
parameters:
• the delay set on the receiver
• the command mode received from the transmit-
ter
• parameter 1, which determines the output ope-
rating mode:
- instantaneous
- delayed
- blinking

Parameter 1 = 0,1,2 (delay) Parameter 1=3 (blinking)
Function 1: Instantaneous 0.4 s
Function 2: 1 s 0.6 s
Function 3: 3 s 0.8 s
Function 4: 5 s 1 s
Function 5: 10 s 1.4 s
Function 6: 20 s 1.8 s
Function 7: 30 s 2.4 s
Function 8: 45 s 3 s
Function 9: 1 min 4 s

Function 10: 2 min 6 s
Function 11: 3 min 8 s
Function 12: 4 min 10 s
Function 13: 5 min 16 s
Function 14: 6 min 20 s
Function 15: 7 min 24 s
Function 16: 8 min 30 s

Parameter 1

0 Delay on ON and OFF

1 Delay only on ON

2 Delay only on OFF

3 blinking enabling

Parameter 2
0 Normally Open Contact upon restoration of electric power

1 Normally Closed Contact upon restoration of electric power

FUNCTIONS AND OPERATING MODES

1-channel actuator 
for installation in the back of a box 
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AbR01 1-channel actuator for installation in the back of a box

AbR01

wIRING DIAGRAM AND EXAMPLE  OF USE
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53bSA AF53892b 53AbISO
The 53BSA device is a stabilised power supply unit 
designed to power an AVEbus system. The AVEbus 
system can be powered using on eor two 53BSA 
power supply units in parallel.

Technical data                                               
• Enclosure: 2 DIN modules  (35 x 59 x 90) mm 
• Protection degree: IP40
• Power supply: 230Vac
• Tolerance: -15% + 10%
• Output voltage: 15Vdc 
• Tolerance: ±2%
• Operating temperature: -5°C to 40°

Connections
• Terminal 1-2: bus line (1 positive – 2 GND)
• Terminal 3-4: power supply (230Vac)

Description of the front side
• Green LED “ON”:
    ON: normal operation
    OFF: failure or power failure
• Red LED “limit”:
   Flashing: transmission on bus
   ON: short circuit or bus overloaded
   OFF: normal operation

The AF53892B device  is a stabilised power sup-
ply unit which output voltage can be adjusted by 
means of a special trimmer. By adjusting the ou-
tput voltage it allows charging the lead-acid bat-
teries and can be used as an auxiliary power 
supply unit for anti-intrusion burglar alarm sy-
stems and also as an auxiliary power supply unit 
for AVEbus devices of S44 series. Two AF53892B 
power supply units can be connected in parallel 
and obtain an output current of 2 A.

Technical data                                               
• Enclosure: 2 DIN modules (35 x 90 x 59) mm 
• Supply voltage: 230 Vac
• Allowed variation: 195 to 265
• Power supply frequency: 50-60 Hz
• Output voltage: can be adjusted by means of a 
trimmer (Pt1) from 13 to 18 Vdc
• Rated output current: 1 A 
• Short circuit current: 1.1 A
• Permanent protection against overload and 
short circuit at the output
• Overvoltage or undervoltage protection (160Vac) 
at input
• Safety protection from internal failure on prima-
ry side with T 800 mA fuse
• Protection against internal overtemperature: 
125°C
• Possibility of parallel connection with identical 
power supply unit

The 53ABIS0 device is a galvanic isolator between 
two sections of the domotic system which allows a 
logical communication among the different devices 
installed in the two sections and to expand the line 
length and limit any possible failures.

Technical data                                               
• Enclosure: 1  DIN  module (17.5 x 89 x 66) mm 
• Protection degree: IP20D
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 
25°C RH 65%
• Operating amb. temp. range: -10°C to +50°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% at 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.
• Auxiliary power supply from 10.5 to 19Vcc
• Electrical input 15.2mA

Connections
• Terminal 1: Auxiliary power supply positive (seg-
ment 1)
• Terminal 2: GND (segment 1)
• Terminal 3: BUS positive (segment 1)
• Terminal 4: BUS positive (segment 2)
• Terminal 5: GND (segment 2)
• Terminal 6: Auxiliary power supply positive (seg-
ment 2)

Bus power 
supply unit

Auxiliary 
power supply unit

Line 
isolator

MATCHING CONTROL PANELS, WIRING ACCESSORIES AND DOMOTICA SERIES

Life black colour
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wIRING DIAGRAM 53AbISO
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53bSA Bus power supply unit 2 DIN
53AbISO-1 IProgrammable logic line isolator 1 DIN
53AbISO Line isolator 1 DIN
AF53899 Switching power supply unit. Output voltage 12Vdc. 6 DIN
 Power supply 230Vac. Deliverable current: 2.2A 
53AbAUX12V Switching power supply unit for auxiliary line for home  2 DIN
 automation systems. Output voltage 12Vdc.
 Power supply 230Vac. Deliverable current: 2A 
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53AbR4
The 53ABR4 device is an actuator provided with four 
ON/OFF outputs made with potential-free relay con-
tacts. It must be powered by an auxiliary power 
supply source or 230V ac power line. Outputs can 
also be manually set by means of micro-switches 
placed on the front side.

Technical data
• Enclosure: 4  DIN  modules (70 x 89 x 66) mm 
• Protection degree: IP20 (IP 30D for special enclo-
sures) 
• Auxiliary power supply from SELV source: 
12Vac/dc
• Allowed variation: 17Vdc ÷ 19Vdc
• Electrical input at 12Vdc : 2,5mA(stand-by)
130mA max (4 relays ON)
• Power supply from the 230Vac line
• Allowed variation: 190Vac ÷253Vac
• Electrical input at 230Vac: 15mA (stand-by), 
25mA max (4 relays ON)
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 
25°C RH 65%
• Operating amb. temp. range: -10°C to +50°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% at 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.

Characteristics of controllable electric load 
• Noninductive load (cosϕ 1): 8A at 240 Vac – 5A 
at 30Vdc
• Incandescent load: 8A at 240Vac
• Inductive load (cosϕ 0.6): 5A at 264Vac
• Capacity load: 140µF: 5A at 240Vac

4-channel actuator

FUNCTIONS AND OPERATING MODES

Parameter 1 = With delay Parameter 1= With blinking
Function 1: Instantaneous 0.4
Function 2: 1 s 0.6
Function 3: 3 s 0.8
Function 4: 5 s 1.0  s
Function 5: 10 s 1.4
Function 6: 20 s 1.8
Function 7: 30 s 2.4
Function 8: 45 s 3.0  s
Function 9: 1 min 4.0  s
Function 10: 2 min 6.0  s
Function 11: 3 min 8.0  s
Function 12: 4 min 10   s
Function 13: 5 min 16   s
Function 14: 6 min 20   s
Function 15: 7 min 24   s
Function 16: 8 min 30   s

Parameter 1

0 Delay on ON and OFF

1 Delay only on ON

2 Delay only on OFF

3 blinking enabling

Parameter 2

0 Normally Open Contact upon restoration of electric power

1 Normally Closed Contact upon restoration of electric power

2 Status memory upon restoration of electric power

Connections
• Terminal 1: BUS positive
• Terminal 2: BUS GND
• Terminal 3: Aux. power supply positive
• Terminal 4: Aux. power supply GND
• Terminal 5: 230 V ~ aux. power supply
• Terminal 6: 230 V ~ aux. power supply
• Terminal 7: CH1 contact output 
• Terminal 8: CH1 contact output
• Terminal 9: CH2 contact output
• Terminal 10: CH2 contact output
• Terminal 11: CH3 contact output
• Terminal 12: CH3 contact output
• Terminal 13: CH4 contact output
• Terminal 14: CH4 contact output
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53AbR4

53AbR4 4  independent channel actuator – 8A resistive and incandescent lamps     4 DIN
 4A (cosϕ 0.6) inductive loads 

wIRING DIAGRAM AND EXAMPLE OF USE OF 53AbR4
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53AbRTM
The 53ABRTM device is a 4-channel bus actuator 
for Thermoregulation able to control four valves or 
one valve and a three speed fan coil unit. It is also 
provided with an input for a 53GA91-T probe used 
to measure the delivery temperature to prevent 
starting ventilation when the liquid in the heat ex-
changer has not reached the operating tempera-
ture: if the probe is not connected, the function is 
not performed. The threshold temperature can be 
set both for summer and winter cycle. 
In temperature control systems the control activa-
tion depends on the configuration of the hydraulic 
air-conditioning system and in particular the valve 
or the pump must be controlled by zone, group of 
zones or  central control. Moreover, the valve can 
be of several types (ON/OFF, OPEN/CLOSE, etc.). 
The domotic actuator allows to manage all of the-
se functions through an advanced configuration of 
the programming parameters.

Technical data
• Enclosure: 2 DIN modules (35 w x 89 h x 64.5 
d) mm 
• Protection degree: IP20 (IP30 with the special 
terminal covers supplied).
• Auxiliary power supply from SELV source: 
12Vdc 
Allowed variation: 10.5V ÷ 14Vcc
Electrical input at 12Vdc: 2mA (stand-by) 65mA 
max (4 relays ON)
• Auxiliary power supply from 230Vac line: 
Allowed variation: 190Vac÷ 253Vac
Electrical input at 230V~: 9 mA (stand-by)
12mA~ max (4 relays ON)
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 
25°C RH 65%
• Operating amb. temp. range: -10°C to +50°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% at 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.
 
Electric load controllable from each output
• Noninductive load (cosϕ 1): 1A at 230Vac
• Motor load: 1A at 230Vac 

Connections
• Terminal Aux: SELV auxiliary power supply posi-
tive
• Terminal -: GND 
• Terminal BUS: BUS positive
• Terminal -: GND
• Terminal IN: water probe input
• Terminal EV: valve or Ch1 contact output
• Terminal V1: V1 speed or Ch2 contact output
• Terminal V2: V2 speed or Ch3 contact output
• Terminal V3: V3 speed or Ch4 contact output
• Terminal L: output contacts common and 230V~ 
auxiliary power supply phase
• Terminal N: 230V~ auxiliary power supply neu-
tral

Description of the front side
A series of optical signals is visible on the front 
side indicating the operating and programming 
status of the device.

Function 1:    Summer/Winter operation (ON/OFF valves/fan coil units)
Function 2:    Summer only Operation (ON/OFF valves/fan coil units)
Function 3:    Winter only operation (ON/OFF valves/fan coil units)
Function 4:    Summer/Winter operation (OPEN valves)
Function 5:    Summer only operation (OPEN valves)
Function 6:    Winter only operation (OPEN valves)
Function 7:   Summer/Winter operation (CLOSE valves)
Function 8:   Summer only operation (CLOSE valves)
Function 9:   Winter only operation (CLOSE valves)

FUNCTIONS AND OPERATING MODES

Thermoregulation actuator 
for fan coil units 

Type of command

Fan coil unit modes

Parameter 1 

0 Summer temperature probe disabled

1 Fan operating in summer with Temp.probe < 13°C

           2 Fan operating in summer with Temp.probe < 14°C

... ...

9 Fan operating in summer with Temp.probe < 21°C

10 Fan operating in summer with Temp.probe < 22°C

11 Fan operating in summer with Temp.probe < 23°C

Parameter 2 

0 Winter temperature probe disabled

1 Fan operating in winter with Temp.probe > 31°C

           2 Fan operating in winter with Temp.probe > 32°C

... ...

9 Fan operating in winter with Temp.probe > 39°C

10 Fan operating in winter with Temp.probe > 39°C

11 Fan operating in winter with Temp.probe > 41°

Parameter 3 

1 Only  speed 1 can be enabled

2 Speeds 1 and 2 can be enabled

           3 Speeds 1, 2 and 3 can be enabled
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53AbRTM Actuator for temperature control for fan coil units 2 DIN

wIRING DIAGRAM AND EXAMPLE OF USE 
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53Ab-ECO
The energy saver item 53AB-ECO is a domotic 
device which prevents the activation of the current 
limiting switch for overloading and accounts the 
electric energy consumptions. By accounting water 
and gas consumptions compared with the values 
measured by the temperature probes, it also allows 
to account the heating consumptions.
Through domotic actuators it can control up to 8 
loads or load groups based on the electric current 
requirement measured by the CT. Each one of the 
8 load groups (8 channels of the domotic system) 
must be given a priority to fix its order of  discon-
nection. In case of overload, loads are disconnected 
according to the given order to prevent the current 
limiting switch from activating. 
Loads can be set for activation in predetermined 
time periods selected by means of an optional ex-
ternal time or weekly programmer.

Technical data
• Enclosure: 4 DIN modules
• Size: (LxHxD) 70 x 109 x 64 mm
• Protection degree: IP20 (IP 30D in special enclo-
sures)
• Weather conditions: 0° at +50°C – 2000 m 
a.s.l.
• Rated voltage: 230Vac
• Electrical input at 230Vac: 60mArms

Connections
• Terminal 230Vac (P, N): Phase and Neutral for 
power supply
• Terminal TA (•): CT measure connection (Start of 
winding)
• Terminal TA: CT measure connection (End of win-
ding)
• Terminal TA Tamper: Not used
• Terminal TEMP (T1, GND): Temperature probe 1
• Terminal TEMP (T2, GND): Temperature probe 2
• Terminal (1, 2): Meter input 1 (Water)
• Terminal (3, 4): Meter input 2 (Gas)
• Terminal (5, 6): Meter input 3
• Terminal (7, 8): Meter input 4
• Terminal TIMER (IN, GND): ECO consent input 
• Terminal AVEbus (GND, +)

Function 1: LOAD CONTROL
Function 2: TEMPERATURE Reading
Function 3: PULSE COUNT Reading
Function 4: TEMPERATURE + PULSE COUNT Reading
Function 5: LOAD CONTROL + TEMPERATURE Reading
Function 6: LOAD CONTROL + PULSE COUNT Reading
Function 7: LOAD CONTROL + TEMPERATURE Reading + PULSE COUNT Reading

Parameter 1
10 Maximum capacity of the system 1 KW
… …
100 Maximum capacity of the system 10 KW

Parameter 3
…… Power controlled by 1st actuator
…… Power controlled by ...th actuator          
…… Power controlled by 6th actuator

Parameter 5
0 Direct disconnection

… …
15 5 min overload before disconnection (within the limits of parameter 4)

Parameter 2
…-… Address of 1st actuator disconnected in case of overload
…-… Address of ...th actuator disconnected in case of overload
…-… Address of 8th actuator disconnected in case of overload

Parameter 4
0 Direct disconnection of loads at rated value

… …
15 Direct disconnection of loads with 30% of rated value exceeded

Parameter 6
10 Re-connection of loads with 10% hysteresis
… …
90 Re-connection of loads with 90% hysteresis

FUNCTIONS AND OPERATING MODES

Energy saver for 
Energy Management

Note:
7th and 8th loads are fixed at 2KW
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53Ab-ECO Energy saver for Energy Management                                 4 DIN

53Ab-ECO

EXAMPLE OF USE

PROG

BUS

POWER

SET1
12

3
4
5
6
7
8

NORM EXT
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

AVEBus

AVEGNDINGND

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

CNT1 CNT2 CNT3 CNT4

Sonde temperatura

GNDT1

220Vac

NF

TA Tamper

GNDT2

S
N

VBus

Jumper in 
posizione S

°C Sonde temperatura 
articolo 53GA91-T

Contabilizzatori ad impulsi 
(lettura acqua e/o gas)

Abilitazione 
esterna  

n

n

n

n

230V~
Dalle protezioni 

previste
L N

°C

ON/BUS

230V

1 2 3 4 5 6

BUS
+ - + -

PRG

7 8

CH1 CH2 CH3 CH4

ON

OFF
AUT.

ON

OFF
AUT.

ON

OFF
AUT.

ON

OFF
AUT.

BUS

CH1

9 10

CH2

11 12

CH3

13 14

CH4

AUX
50-60Hz

Art. 53ABR4

L

N

Linea 230V~
per carichi elettrici
Dalle protezioni 
previste

Linea AVEbus 
 art. CVAVEBUS

PROG

BUS

POWER

SET1
12

3
4
5
6
7
8

NORM EXT
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

AVEBus

AVEGNDINGND

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

CNT1 CNT2 CNT3 CNT4

Sonde temperatura

GNDT1

220Vac

NF

TA Tamper

GNDT2

S
N

VBus

PROG

BUS

POWER

SET1
12

3
4
5
6
7
8

NORM EXT
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

AVEBus

AVEGNDINGND

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

CNT1 CNT2 CNT3 CNT4

Sonde temperatura

GNDT1

220Vac

NF

TA Tamper

GNDT2

S
N

VBus

Set the jumper on “S” to enable the function 
“AVEbus power supply” (max deliverable cur-

rent 37mA).
WARNING: do not use in parallel with 53BSA!

230V~
from the required 

protections

Pulse metering devices 
(water and/or gas reading)

External enabling

Jumper in S position

Temperature probes
art. 53GA91-T

Line 230V~ for electric loads 
from the provided protections 

AVEbus line
art. CVAVEbUS
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bSA-USb
The BSA-USB device is an interface allowing a personal 
computer (PC) to be connected to the bus used by the 
devices of Domina series (AVEbus) by means of a USB 
port.
Combined with SFW-BSA software, it allows the user to 
programme and/or check all programmed Domina de-
vices which are installed on the bus. It can also be used 
together with BaSiCa system (2008 or following ver-
sions) to check and/or control an AVEbus-based net-
work.

Technical data
• Desktop enclosure also suitable for wall installation 
or in 3-module flush-mounting box
• Protection degree: IP40
• Power supply: from USB

Connections
• USB standard connector (Type B) for connection to 
a USB port of a personal computer.
• AVEbus cable ending with a 3mm standard jack for 
connection of AVEbus line.

Description of the front side
The BSA-USB interface supplies the user with infor-
mation by LED signals. The LEDs are physically placed 
in different positions as the information supplied is 
completely different. The information supplied by the 
right section  (with two LEDs) concerns the traffic re-
lating to the USB interface while the left section (with 
three LEDs) supplies information on the traffic and the 
status of the AVEbus interface.

EXAMPLE OF USE

PC drive installation
Upon first connection of the BSA-USB interface, the 
installation of the communication drivers  (CDM_Setup) 
is requested between the PC and the BSA-USB inter-
face. These drivers are contained  in the installation CD 
of the SFW-BSA software supplied as a bundle with the 
BSA-USB interface.
The installation process is very simple: by starting the 
CMD Setup file and following the instructions on the 
screen a serial port (called VCOM) is virtually installed 
on the PC which is available every time the BSA-USB 
interface is connected to the computer through the USB 
cable supplied. At the end of the installation process 
communication with the BSA-USB interface is possible 
through the SFW-BSA software (or BaSiCa).

AVEbus interface
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bSA-USb AVEbus-USB interface 
 (supplied with SFW-BSA software compatible with Windows Vista,
 Windows 7 32 or 64 bits) 

53bSA232 AVEbus-RS232 interface 3DIN

bSA-USb

TAbLE FOR SySTEM CONFIGURATION

DEVICE C (2-wIRE bUS) C (4-wIRE bUS)
I[mA] (AUX LINE ELECTRICAL 

INPUT)
Cap [nF]

442AbTC1 Touch transmitter 5,0 0,2 12,0 0,3

442AbT1 1-ch transmitter 3* 0,3 15,2 0,3

442AbT2 2-ch transmitter 3,3** 0,3 13,7 0,3

442AbIN Contact interface 2,7 0,3 2,2 0,3

442AbTA 1-ch alarm transmitter 2,7 0,3 2,2 0,3

442AbR1 1-ch actuator 4,6 0,3 3,4 0,3

442AbR2 2-ch actuator 7,9 0,3 7,5 0,3

442AbR1CL 1-ch actuator with local control 5,8 0,3 16,5 0,3

53AbR4 4-ch actuator for DIN rail bar  0,7 0,3 210 0,3

442AbRT01 Roller shutter actuator with local control 7,3 0,7 18,6 0,3

442AbDI 1-10V dimmer actuator 4,8 0,3 4,7 0,3

442Ab68 LUCE AMICA passive infrared detector 2,4 0,3 15,2 0,3

442AbRTM01 Temperature control actuator 4,6 0,3 3,4 0,3

442AbTM03 Room thermostat 14,0 0,3 15,0 0,3

AbIN02 2-ch contact interface for installation in the back of a  box 2,7 0,3

AbR01 1-ch receiver for finstallation in the back of a  box 4,6 0,3

AbRTM Temperature control receiver for installation in the back of a  box 4,6 0,3

Note: the maximum electrical input is c=300 deliverable by no. 2 item 53BSA in parallel connection
** With two active status signals 
* With active status signal
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PRAb01

PRAB01 device is a portable device used for program-
ming all AVEbus devices such as transmitters and re-
ceivers. With PRAB01, the address and specific opera-
ting mode can be set for each device.

Technical data
• Power supply: 9V/6LR61/MN1604 alkaline battery
• Battery life: 1 year appr. (400 hours)
• Operating amb. temp. range: -10°C to +50°C
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 25°C 
RH 65%
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% at 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.

Description of front side
• L1: green led signalling the status of the device and 
the programming mode; it can display the following 
status:
Short flashing: programmer connected to the bus 
Fixed light: device connected to the bus and program-
ming under way
Led off: programmer not connected to the bus or bus 
voltage not present
• Cn1: connector for interfacing the PRAB01 program-
ming device to AVEbus line
• P1 (CHANNEL SELECTION): allows to display the 
configuration of next channel of the device being pro-
grammed; if the channel displayed is the last one, by 
pressing again the first channel is displayed. Keep it 
pressed to quickly scroll all the channels.
• P2 (FUNCTION SELECTION): it allows to choose the 
function associated with the selected channel among 
all functions compatible with the device being pro-
grammed; if the displayable function is the last settable 
one, by pressing the push-button again the first com-
patible function is displayed. Keep the push-button 
pressed to increase the function number.
• P3 (ADDRESS INCREASE): to increase by one unit the 
address to be associated with one of the selected chan-
nels of the device being programmed; if the selected 
address is the last one, by pressing again the push-
button the first settable address is displayed. Keep the 
push-button pressed to increase the address
• P4 (CONFIGURATION READING): allows to read the 
current configuration of the device to be programmed 
or already programmed.
• P5 (CONFIGURATION WRITING): allows to store the 
new configuration on the device being programmed.
• P6 (ADDRESS DECREASE):  allows to decrease by 
one unit the address to be associated with one of the 
selected channels of the device being programmed; if 
the displayed address is the first one available, by pres-
sing the push-button again the last settable address 
will be displayed. Keep the push-button pressed to 
quickly decrease the address.
• P7 (START/STOP/TEST): allows to start and stop the 
PRAB01 programmer by quickly pressing the push-
button.

Note: if no configuration has been set, the push-buttons for configuration writing, channel and function selection, 
address increment/decrement are not working.

Display reading
The PRAB01 programmer has a display which allows to show, one channel at a time, the configuration of the 
device being programmed or already programmed through 6 figures divided in 2 groups. If no configuration has 
been set, a series of fragments is displayed. When the configuration is received by the device, three groups of 
figures appear on the display:

Note: 
For the available “operating modes” see the section which refers to the device to be programmed.

Acoustic signals
The PRAB01 programmer is provided with a buzzer that makes its use easier by a number of acoustic signals:

• 1 short beep which is sent out when the device is switched on/off
• 2 short beeps meaning that programming has been successful
• 1 long beep, meaning that programming has not been successful or the battery is almost flat (only during 
testing)

Display and battery test
Keep the ON/OFF push-button pressed to check if all segments of the display turn on as well as the battery 
status.

If the measured value is greater than 7V, the following writing appears after the display segments have been 
checked

or the following message is displayed

If the test indicates the battery is flat, this must be immediately replaced

  modo operativo associato al canale (in formato decimale)  

Indirizzo associato al canale (in formato esadecimale) 

numero del canale selezionato (in formato decimale) 

AVEbus programmer

operating mode associated with the channel (in decimal format)

address associated with the channel (in hexadecimal format)

number of selected channel (in decimal format)
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PRAb01 Programmer for AVEbus devices

PRAb01

PROGRAMMING ThE DEVICES USING PRAb01
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The growing demand for expanding electrical systems 
in homes and in the tertiary sector to install new con-
trols or add automation functions often means having 
to undertake masonry work, with all its inconvenien-
ces. Thanks to a series of radio-connected  devices the 
electrical system can be modified to introduce all fun-
ctionalities which modern living increasingly requires, 
with the possibility to control them from any fixed or 

The RT1R receiver for motor control allows the radio-controlled ascent and descent of a roller shutter or curtain by sending the command signal by the TR4 transmitter 
or the AF940R remote control. The picture below shows a mixed application: control of two light sources and one roller shutter.

 
Radio receiver

 
2-way switch

 
REMOTE CONTROL
Black push-button remote control in step by step mode

4-CHANNEL TRANSMITTER
4 channels, inputs 3 and 4 remote control in step by step mode

 
PUSH BUTTON for local control in step 
by step mode

mobile position. This can be done whilst avoiding the 
need to modify the building’s structure.
The need to insert a new control for an existing light 
source can be solved using the R1R receiver. Thanks 
to the output with a potential-free exchange contact, 
it can be installed in place of a 2-way switch and con-
trolled via radio, by a AF940R remote control or a T4R 
transmitter as shown in the picture.

The R1R receiver communicates with all the transmit-
ter devices of the AVE radio range, burglar alarm sy-
stems and volumetric and perimeter detectors. This 
allows the replication of the alarm coming from the 
control panel or from a single detector to one’s liking, 
for example on the opening of a door or the act of a 
person walking through a protected area.

R1RAF979R-Db AF968R-Db AF913R-DbAF926

TX4 R1R

R1RASCEND
DESCEND

1
2
3
4

RT1R

Radio systems

1 and 2 Control with man present
3 and 4 Timed control

AF941R
AF940R
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The transmitter or receiver module can be housed in a special blank end cap of the Domus44, Life44, Allumia or Touch series and fixed on the corresponding frame.

T4R

R1R

RT1R

T4R 4-channel transmitter. It allows the transmission of 4 radio 
 commands to R1R and RT1R receivers.
 • Power supply 230Vac
 • Monofrequency radio transmission (433 Mhz)
 • Commands that can be sent to the R1R receiver:
  -Input 1: ON+OFF (command with man present)
  -Input 2: ON+OFF (command with man present)
  -Input 3: Step by step or timed
  -Input 4: Step by step or timed
 • Commands that can be sent to the RT1R receiver:
  -Input 1: Descend ON+OFF (command with man present)
  -Input 2: Ascend ON+OFF (command with man present)
  -Input 3: Descend in timed mode
  -Input 4: Ascend in timed mode
 • Can be installed on a DR7225 blank cover of the Domus44, 
 VL7204 and Life44 series as well as VT7204 of Allumia series or in a junction box
 • Dimensions: 40x18x33
 • Operating temperature: from -20° to 55°
 • Range: 100 m in open air and 20m inside buildings
R1R 1-channel radio receiver. Thanks to the output with a potential-free changeover 
 contact, it can be installed in place of a normal two-way switch and controlled via radio. 
 It can be used to broaden the normal light points in radio mode. It communicates with the 
 T4R transmitter carrying out the command received. In addition, it communicates with all
  the  transmitting devices of the AVE radio burglar system range (remote controls, keybo 
 ards, detectors and control panels).
 • Power supply 230Vac
 • Monofrequency radio transmission (433 Mhz)
 • Local control (step by step) via external button
 • Programming via button on board
 • Possibility to programme  execution of command as:
  - ON+OFF (command with man present)
  - Step by step
  - Timed
 • Can be installed on a DR7225 blank cover of the Domus44, 
 VL7204 of Life44 series as well as VT7204 of Allumia series or in a junction box
 • Contact range: 1000W/500VA to 230Vac
 •  Dimensions: 40x18x33
 • Operating temperature: from -20° to 55°
 • Range: 100 m in open air and 20m inside buildings
RT1R 1-channel radio receiver for control of roller shutter or curtain motor. 
 Output with 2 interrupted phase interlocked contacts. Communication with the T4R 
 transmitter carrying out the commands received. In addition, communication with all 
 transmitter devices from the AVE radio burglar alarm system range (remote controls,
  keyboards, detectors and control panels).
 • Power supply 230Vac
 • Monofrequency radio transmission (433 Mhz)
 • Local control for sequential ascend/descend activation with man present
 • Programming via button on board
 • Possibility to programme  the fulfilment of the ascend and descend command in a timed  
 mode or in ON+OFF mode (command with man present)
 • Can be installed on a DR7225 blank cover of the Domus44, VL7204 of Life44 
 series as well as VT7204 of Allumia series or in a junction box
 • Contact range: 1000W/500VA to 230Vac
 •  Dimensions: 40x18x33
 • Operating temperature: from -20° to 55°
 • Range: 100 m in open air and 20m inside buildings

INSTALLATION EXAMPLE
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After installing the radio anti-intrusion control panel, the receivers can be controlled remotely as well. It is possible to call the control panel from a remote telephone to 
activate the receivers. This offers the possibility to control the different  electric loads installed in the house by remote control..

R1R

RT1R

RT1R
AF979R-Db

RT1R

Should it be necessary to control a certain number of motors and/or light sources, it is possible to use the AF979R-DB keyboard, which in addition to controlling the 
burglar alarm system, also allows the control of various receivers, identifying them with a numeric code assigned in the programming phase.

R1R

R1R

R1R

ASCEND
DESCEND

ASCEND
DESCEND

ON / OFF

ON/ OFF

ON/ OFF

Radio systems
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T9R

T9R+TRS2

T9R+TRS1

TRS2M

T9R Nine push-button remote control for radio system. 
 It allows to control radio burglar alarm control panels and radio receivers. 
 Dimensions: 41x41x10 mm
TRS1 Desktop support for T9R remote control.  
TRS2 Desktop and wall support for T9R remote control. 
 Can also be installed on a wall by magnetic coupling TRS2M
TRS2M Magnetic coupling for installation of item TRS2 to the wall.

The remote control T9R allows the control of 9 radio receivers. In addition, by a simple programming process it can be used to control a radio burglar alarm control 
panel by push-buttons 1, 2 and 3 and control 6 radio receivers  using the other push-buttons, as shown in the picture.

The burglar alarm control panel and the electric loads can then be controlled just with one single remote control.

INSTALLATION EXAMPLE

ON

OFF

A+b Command for actuators
R1R - RT1R (max 6)
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Sound diffusion

ORDER OF INSTALLATION

TERMINAL bLOCK AND JUMPERThe 44..DS02 device is a stereo volume control and an 
impedance matching device for loudspeakers  made by 
means of an audio transformer. It allows the simulta-
neous control of the volume of a pair of 8 ohm (R and 
L channels) loudspeakers as the standard loudspeakers 
of an Hi-Fi system  or additional loudspeakers for the 
rooms of a house (i.e. AVE 44..AP01 loudspeakers).  
Adjusting  a pair of loudspeakers does not affect the 
volume of other pairs of loudspeakers installed in the 
same system. The system can be prepared to receive 
several loudspeakers and the corresponding volume 
control. Through this device a single-channel multi-ro-
om system can be installed with no need for a sound 
system control panel. It is also particularly suitable for 
sound diffusion and regulation in different rooms to 
create a pleasant atmosphere at a reasonable price. The 
input impedance value of the control can be set to 40 
Ohm or 80 Ohm by the jumper and using the correspon-
ding output terminals. It is also possible to change the 
maximum number of controls which can be connected 
to each channel and therefore the power required by 
each single control.

Technical data
• Enclosure: 3 S44 mod. 
• 6-position audio/stereo volume control: Off, volume 
control 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5.
• Selectable input impedance  80 or 40 Ohms, output 
impedance for loudspeaker from 8 Ohms.
• Power of connectable amplifiers: from 30W to 80W 
on 4 Ohms or from 30W to 40W on 8 Ohms.
• Maximum number of connectable amplifiers (see 
table below):
- In case of amplifiers with  4 Ohms minimum impedan-
ce and prearranged for 80 Ohms (of each single control) 
20 volume controls for a total number of 40 loudspea-
kers can be connected. If prearranged for 40 Ohms, 10 
controls can be connected (for a total number of 20 
loudspeakers).
- In case of amplifiers with  8 Ohms minimum impedan-
ce and prearranged for 80 Ohms (of each single control) 
10 volume controls, for a total number of 20 loudspea-
kers, can be connected. If prearranged for 40 Ohms, 5 
controls can be connected (for a total number of 10 
loudspeakers).
• Audio-type transformers with broad frequency respon-
se and controlled impedance even at low frequency.

Jumper for presetting the impedance value of control (40 Ohms or 80 Ohms)

Note: As already mentioned, the 44..DS02 device is also an impedance matching device which prevents that total impedance connected to the amplifier output line is 
lower than the minimum allowed value. The direct connection of the amplifier to the output lines without a volume control of one pair of loudspeakers has to be avoided 
to prevent overloading of the amplifier and excessive volume of the amplifiers which were connected directly. For a fair distribution of sound in all the rooms and in order 
to avoid overloading of the amplifier each pair of loudspeakers must be equipped with its own sound control (even a pair of standard loudspeakers of an Hi-Fi system).

bL02P
flush-mounting box

44A33
Standard frame
S44

441AP01
Loudspeaker 

44P933..
Cover plate with 
removable frame 

Inner-frame
supplied with 
loudspeaker

Use the 6 module (3+3) plate (Zama / Personal or Vera) with one of the frames supplied with the loudspeaker 
after removing the original frame with central crossbar.

Output 
impedance

Power
[w]

MAX no. of 
loudspeakers 
per channel

Position 
J1

Power (w) 
per loudspeaker

8 Ohm

30
35
40
30
35
40

5

10

40 Ohm

80 Ohm

6
7
8
3

3,5
4

4 Ohm

30
40
60
80
30
40
60
80

10

20

40 Ohm

80 Ohm

3
4
6
8

1,5
2
3
4

AMPLIFIER  CONTROL
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Sound diffusion

441AP01 442AP01

441AP01 Loudspeaker. Designed to be installed in 44A33 frame and BL02P  6 (3+3) - S44
 flush-mounting box. To complete with System 44 plates.
 • Impedance: 8 Ohms
 • Power: 5 W rms
 • Protection against overloading and limit signalled by LED
 • Supplied with two RAL 9010 white inner frames for use with 
 6 mod. (3+3) plates. One inner frames for Zama/Personal 44 
 (44P933.. – 44P033..) plates and one for Vera 44 plates 
 (44PV33.. – 44PA33.. – 44PL33..). The inner frames must be mounted onto 
 the corresponding plate after removing the original inner frames with central crossbar.
 • Domus Touch series.
442AP01 Loudspeaker. Life Touch as above. 6 (3+3) - S44
 • Supplied with polished dark grey inner frames for use with 6 mod. (3+3) plates. 
 One inner frames for Zama/Personal 44 (44P933.. – 44P033..) 
 plates and one for Vera 44 plates (44PV33.. – 44PA33.. – 44PL33..). 
 The inner frames must be mounted onto the corresponding plate after removing 
 the original inner frames with central crossbar.
44CR33CR/AP Chrome-coloured spare inner frames for use with Zama and Personal 44 
 (44P033.. – 44P933..) plates 6 (3+3) with loudspeakers 
 441AP01 and 442AP01.
44CRV33CR/AP Chrome-coloured spare inner frames for use with Vera 44 
 (44PV33.. – 44PA33..) plates 6 (3+3) with loudspeakers 441AP01 and 442AP01.
441DS01     Mono volume control for loudspeakers. Allows volume control 
 of a single loudspeaker (channel R or channel L)  2 - S44
 without affecting the volume of other loudspeakers installed in the 
 same system. 6 position control OFF – 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5
 Domus Touch series.
442DS01     Life Touch series as above.   
443DS01     Allumia series as above.   
441DS02     Stereo volume control for loudspeakers. Allows simultaneous  3 - S44
 volume control of a pair of loudspeakers (channel R or channel L) 
 without affecting the volume of other pairs of loudspeakers installed 
 in the same system. 6 position control OFF – 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5. 
 Supplied mounted on frame. Domus Touch series.
442DS02     Life Touch series as above.
443DS02     Allumia series as above.
AbTTINT01 Interface for connection of AVE bus to Tutondo sound diffusion 
 systems with TS02-ENG.
 • AVEbus input
 • RS232 output for Tutondo systems
 • Possibility to select the sound source for each zone from 
 Touch Screen and adjust volumes and tones.
 Housed in an elegant desktop enclosure
441TT      Adapter for Tutondo control modules. Domus Touch series. 2 - S44
442TT     Life Touch series as above. 
 

441DS01 442DS01

441DS02

442DS02

INSTALLATION EXAMPLE

Amplifier

L

R
40 40 4040

441DS02 441DS02

441AP01 441AP01

+
-
+
-

+      -

+      - +      - +      -+      -

+      -+      - +      -

443DS01

443DS02
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Anti-Intrusion Burglar 
Alarm Systems

AF998EXP-ENG
AF998EXP-ENG is a fully programmable and expanda-
ble control unit. It is equipped with 8 basic inputs ex-
pandable to 16 by connecting  the AFEX81 expansion 
board to the control unit. Two AFEX81-RE remote ex-
pansion modules can also be connected by bus to the 
control unit in order to increase to 32 the total number 
of inputs which can be managed by the system. To 
further increase the number of inputs, the AF907RR 
radio receiver can be connected on the bus to have 64 
radio inputs in addition to the 32 wire inputs for a total 
number of 96. Similarly, the 8 built-in outputs can be 
increased to 32 by connecting three AFEX8U remote 
expansion modules by bus. The inputs can be grouped 
into 8 individually programmable groups (or areas). The 
control unit can manage up to 8 AF983 keypads and 
64 programmable access codes. The keypads and 
codes can be associated with one or more groups of 
inputs so that the system can be managed with pro-

grammable levels of access to the various zones.
The control unit is supplied with a standard factory 
programming allowing it to be used with most sy-
stems.
The system programming can be changed  for custo-
mization purposes by the keyboard or a special pro-
gramme installed on PC, connected to the RS232 serial 
port on the control unit by the AFPC01 cable.
The AF899B board (modem/digital telephone dialler) 
enables the alarms to be transmitted  through the 
switched telephone line in digital format. Finally, by 
installing  the AF899SV4 voice synthesizer board, 
alarms may also be transmitted in voice format. By 
integrating the HAYES module to the AF988B board, 
remote management of the system is possible. The 
touch screen can also be connected to the control unit 
to display the room map in order to control all the are-
as of the system and, if an alarm occurs, the area 

where the alarm has started is promptly signalled  by 
flashing. In addition, by means of a virtual keyboard 
displayed on the screen, the touch screen allows to 
connect, disconnect and partially connect the alarm 
system and ask for a report of all the detected 
alarms.

Thanks to its flexibility, modularity and to the range of 
peripheral units, the AF998EXP-ENG control unit  is the 
ideal solution for advanced residential systems, avera-
ge industrial systems and for all situations with parti-
cular access requirements.

POSSIbILITA’ D’INSTALLAzIONE

 AF53900

AF968R-Db AF913R-Db

AF969R-Db

AF45343

AF442044

AF963

AF339

AF963

AF963 AF962AFEX8I-REAF45380

AF983

RS485 line

AF339-T

TS03b

AF907RR

AF998EXP-ENG
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AF998EXP-ENG Wired programmable and expandable burglar alarm control unit with 8 inputs
  - 8 base programmable inputs
  - Possibility of expanding  to 16 inputs by connecting the AFEX81 board to the control unit.
  - Possibility of expanding  to 32 inputs  with no. 2 remote modules code AFEX81-RE  
  with 8 inputs each
  - Possibility of expanding  to 96 inputs with 64 radio inputs using the AF907RR receiver.
  - 8 base programmable outputs.
  - Possibility of expanding  to 32 outputs with no. 3 remote modules code AFEX8U  
  with 8 outputs each.    
  - Possibility of managing up to 8 independent areas.
  - Up to 8 keyboards (AF983 – AF45380) or touch screen devices and 8 decoders.
 Note: At least 1 AF983 keyboard must be present even if touch screen devices are used.
  - Storage of last 100 events.
  - It can be connected to PC by the RS232 serial port for programming purposes.
  - Remote controlled by the special AF899B board (and HAYES modem).
  - To complete with the AF912 battery and at least one AF983 keyboard
AF983 LCD keyboard for AF998EXP-ENG – AF948 and AF948-C control unit.
 For system management operations. Housed in an AVE module (102x125) for flush- 
 mounted or wall-mounted installations.
AF45380 Keyboard for AF948, AF948-C, AF998EXP-ENG control units.     3 S45
 Allows to connect, disconnect and partially connect the system.
 Flush-mounting or wall-mounted installations (with 45SA03 or 45SY3 box)
 No. 3 leds for area identification
AFEX8I Expansion module with 8 inputs. Connected to the control unit by a special cable, 
 it allows expansion to 16 inputs.
AFPC01 Cable for connecting the AF998EXP-ENG control unit to a PC for local programming 
 operations by the AF998SW programme. 
AF998Sw AF998EXP-ENG Software for control unit programming and remote assistance.
AFEX8I-RE Remote expansion module with 8 inputs.
 Connected to the control unit from a remote station through 3-wire connection, 
 it allows the input expansion.
 A maximum of 2 remote modules can be connected to the system.
AFEX8U Remote expansion module with 8 outputs.
 Connected to the control unit from a remote station through 3-wire connection, 
 it allows the output expansion.
 A maximum of 3 modules can be connected to the system.
AF907RR Radio receiver. It allows connection of radio range detectors.
AF899b Bidirectional digital telephone dialler PSTN  to be connected to the control unit by special cable.
 Note: installed in a AF998EXP-ENG control unit the dialler can only be used with EPROMs  
 3.1 or following versions.
AF899SV4 Voice synthesizer board for AF899B.
 It enables alarm transmission in voice mode.
AFGSM02 GSM module for AF899B telephone dialler. Connected to the AF899B board, 
 enables transmitting the alarms of the AF998EXP-ENG control unit on GSM line. 
 A bidirectional module, it can be called from a remote telephone for control unit  
 connection and disconnection and programmable outputs control. 
 Supplied with special monopole antenna to be installed outside the metal enclosure 
 of the AF998EXP-ENG control unit.
AF128 Wired programmable and expandable burglar alarm control unit with 8 inputs
  - Base features as for AF998EXP-ENG
  - Possibility of expanding  to 16 inputs by the AFEX8I board housed in the control unit.
  - Possibility of expanding  to 128 inputs  with no.  14 modules code AFEX8I-RE-RE  
     with 8 inputs each
  - Possibility of expanding  to 128 outputs with no. 15 modules code AFEX8U    
  - Can be connected to Ave touch screen devices.
  - Multi-system management (up to 8 single systems)
  - Available on demand (for further information contact AVE after-sales service)
TSINT01 Interface for touch screen device. 
 Allows connection of AVE touch screens to the AF998EXP-ENG control unit.

AF998EXP-ENG

AF983

AFEX8I

AFEX8I-RE

AFEX8U

AF45380

AFGSM02
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Anti-Intrusion Burglar 
Alarm Systems

Transponder activator
AVE series can be integrated with the Burglar Alarm 
System.
It is possible to activate, de-activate and partially acti-
vate the system through the transponder key AF339-T 
and the corresponding readers embedded in 1 Sy-
stem44 module (AF442044, AF441044 and 
AF443044) or in 1 System45 module (AF45344) to be 
completed with plates from AVE selection

POSSIbILITy OF INSTALLATION

OVERALL DIMENSIONS

AF983

AF998EXP-ENG

290

36
0

80

AF998EXP-ENG

AF339-T

AF442044 + 44PV3NAL
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plus

Home automation system for class A

Expandable systems

AF339-T Transponder key. 
 Operates with AF45344, AF441044, AF442044, , AF443044, AF442TC44 readers.

AF339 Electronic proximity key. Comunicates with readers AF45343, 
 AF441043,AF442043, AF443043.

AF45343 Decoder for AF339 electronic key.  1 - S45 
 No. 3 leds for identification of system areas – Noir series

AF441043 Decoder for AF339 electronic key.  1 - S44
 No. 3 leds for identification of system areas – Domus Touch series

AF442043 Decoder for AF339 electronic key.  1 - S44
 No. 3 leds for indications of system  area – Life Touch series

AF443043 Decoder for AF339 electronic key.  1 - S44
 No. 3 leds for indications of system  area – Allumia Touch series

AF45344 Transponder key reader. Enables control of  AF998EXP-ENG control unit 1 - S45
 No. 3 LEDS for indications of system’s areas. Noir series 

AF441044 Transponder key reader. Enables control of  AF998EXP-ENG control unit.  1 - S44
 No. 3 LEDS for identification of system areas. S44 Domus Touch series

AF442044 Transponder key reader. Enables control of  AF998EXP-ENG control unit. 1 - S44
 No. 3 LEDS for identification of system areas. S44  Life Touch series

AF443044 Transponder key reader. Enables control of  AF998EXP-ENG control unit. 1 - S44
 No. 3 LEDS for identification of system areas. S44  Allumia Touch series

AF983 LCD keyboard for AF998EXP-ENG control unit housed in 
 AVE module (102x125) for flush-mounting or wall-mounting installations.

AF45343

AF441043

AF45344

AF442043

AF983

AF339-T

AF339

AF443043

AF441044

AF442044

AF443044
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Domina Hotel, one single system      for all hotel applications 

ELEGANCE
The plates are fully customizable and can be configu-
red according to your requirements. The plates can be 
marked with logo, room number and any other indi-
cations for a further touch of elegance and a personal 
and incomparable style.
Plates and devices are available in different materials 
and finishings.

RELIABILITY
The hotel system designed by AVE is not only aesthe-
tically pleasant but also a guarantee of reliability. Each 
room can be monitored by the central computer instal-
led at the reception. In case of failure of the central com-
puter all the devices continue to work, and while waiting 
for the failure to be  repaired only the remote monitoring 
of the rooms is lost. The system is at its best when all 
the devices are working but each device will continue 
to work in case of failure of the other ones. In addition, 
each room in the system, though connected to the 
main network, works as a separate unit to avoid that a 
single failure may cause a general failure of the hotel.

TECHNOLOGY
All products designed by AVE  for  hotel management 
use the contactless Mifare and 125kHz technology. For 
your own safety and for the safety of your customers, ac-
cess cards are totally safe and cannot be cloned. Thanks 
to the possibility to integrate the card with an e-money 
service (not supplied by AVE) you will be able to offer 
your customers a range of totally new services through 
the entry card which will also be used for payments.

INTEGRAZIONE
Domina Hotel System by AVE can be integrated with 
DOMINAplus home automation (touch screen, con-
trols and actuators).
Furthermore by using the dedicated software interface 
can be integrated with the invoicing system “Opera” 
by Micros Fidelio and centralized AC system VRV/VRF 
of “Daikin” and “Mitsubishi”.
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EFFICIENCY and ENERGY SAVING
The continuous monitoring from the reception will 
keep you informed of every event which occurs in 
the hotel and allow you to take the necessary steps 
and limit all inefficiencies. With Domina you can also 
check and manage energy consumptions for sa-
ving purposes. All this means more satisfied cu-
stomers, greater efficiency and less running costs.

COMFORT
The devices for hotel management designed by AVE 
are at the customer’s disposal to offer maximum 
comfort during his stay. The thermostat, simple to use 
and intuitive, enables the customer to control tempe-
rature in the room while through the signalling system  
he can decide when and if he wants to be disturbed. 
The chambermaid will not ring at or open the door 
while the customer is in the room.
By the remote control the customer can activate all 
devices (loads) while sitting comfortably in his chair.

SCALABILITY
The Domina Hotel system by AVE can satisfy 
all needs in terms of costs and performances.
For small hotels the system offers simple and 
cheap solutions to satisfy simple requests.
In hotels of larger size the system can meet ever incre-
asing requirements such as the total online monitoring 
of rooms and all other environments. And for those 
who want to expand… no problem, with few updates 
Domina Hotel by AVE  adapts to the growing struc-
ture, with no need to change what already exists and 
giving you the possibility to preserve your investments.

Domina Hotel, one single system      for all hotel applications 
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A simple touch is enough to realize that all the rest is old
fashioned, outdated, forgotten. Ave Touch is the incre-
dible range giving the most advanced technology a hint 
of physical and tactile elegance. Ave Touch obeys your 
commands and turns your dreams into desires. You can 
touch, hear, look: now your dreams are true.

AVE TOUCH 
sliding plates for covering of socket-outlets 

AVE TOUCH
Signalling with “steplights” function 
interchangeable graphics
customizable with hotel logo

Ave patents no 205 208 209 211 212
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AVE TOUCH 3+3 with outdoor transponder card reader 
can be customized with room number and hotel logo

Customizable customer card for room 
access
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AVE TOUCH signalling 
with interchangeable and customizable symbols. 
can be customized with hotel logo

AVE TOUCH controls with customizable 
and interchangeable symbols 
customizable with hotel logo

Ave patents no 205 208 209 211 212
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AVE TOUCH controls with selectable 
touch sensitivity. Can be customized with 
hotel logo 

AVE TOUCH 
“Wall lined” 
A special box enables to wall-mount the 
device at the wall’s level  and only the be-
autiful surface of Ave Touch is visible.
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We were given the possibility to choose and ap-
preciate. Ave Life 44 complies with this need by 
offering its products a combination of technolo-
gy, design  and sophisticated materials, a real 
joy for our eyes.

LIFE 44 
Removable emergency lamp 
VERA 44 glass plate customizable with hotel logo

LIFE 44
Integration with domotic controls 
and actuators

 
Indoor transponder card reader
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Vera 44 glass plate
Ideal for use with AVE TOUCH devices. 
Can be customized with hotel logo.

The glass plate that makes every room elegant and stylish.

ZAMA 44 metal plate which 
can be painted and customized with  hotel logo.

A precious frame for all but ordinary settings.

LIFE 44 
electronic thermostat
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Steplights
PERSONAL 44 plate customizable with software

Personal 44 has a modern design and can be supplied in several modern colours 
with glint effect. It is also available in a transparent version with customizable gra-
phics and colours. Graphics can be customized also by the final customer by a 
special software freely available on www.ave.it.

Outdoor transponder card 
reader 

Removable emergency lamp
VERA 44 glass plate customizable with hotel logo

Simple and gratifying. With a wide range of colours, prac-
tical and convenient, this is the right solution for a bright 
and cheerful system.

Ave patents no 196 208 209 19145
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Tecnopolimero 44, suitable for all types of ambience, integrates 
all the innovations of System 44

VERA 44 for round box
the ideal solution for reconstruc-
tions customizable with hotel logo 

Shaver socket
VERA 44 glass plate, customizable with hotel logo

Consumer unit 
matched with 
System 44 plates; 
customizable with hotel logo 

Dimmer
TECNOPOLIMERO 44 

plate customizable with hotel logo
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Use of CVAVEBUS cable:            

Green-Black couple used for ARMBUS connection. 
GREEN connector

Red-Black couple used for 12Vdc auxiliary 
power supply  of devices.
BLACK connector

The general rules for installation are provided for by the standards in force, in particular those on distances with other systems or appliances.
Pipes are generally laid after the other systems such as heating/air conditioning, hydraulic and sanitary systems, vacuum system, etc.
In the case of floor-heating heating system, pipes are laid before it and under the heating pipes to prevent overheating of cables.
All cables must be installed in compliance with the installation requirements and specifications and the standards in force to guarantee proper insulation 
between power supply cables and signal cables to prevent disturbances.
Provided that they are not in conflict between the directions above, the following instructions must also be followed:
- Bus cables must be installed in ducts separate from LV ones; 
- Cables must be laid in a way to reduce all disturbances;
- keep the greatest possible distance between disturbing cables (for ex.  EMF, antennas, etc.) and  Bus cables which must not be subject to disturbance;
- do not install disturbing cables and cables which must not be subject to interferences side by side and in case of intersection it must be made perpendicular-
ly;
- use twisted and shielded signal wires to limit electromagnetic emissions and increase immunity, bus cable supplied by AVE S.p.A. item CVAVEBUS;
- Wiring must be carried out in a workmanlike in compliance with the rules for traditional systems and provided for by the current standards.
- When installing the ARMbus line, a bus line connecting the room control unit to all peripheral units of the hotel management system (item 44..GA01-M/T, 
item 44..GA02-M, item 44..GA30-M/T and item 44..GA52-T), wiring must be of the In and Out  type according to the following colours:

Green wire (Green-Black couple): must be connected to terminal “A” of Green connector; 
Black wire (Green-Black couple): must be connected to terminal “B” of Green connector;
Red wire (Red-Black couple): must be connected to terminal “+” of black connector;
Black wire (Red-Black couple): must be connected to terminal “-” of black conenctor;

ARMbus room bus 

Power supply of devices 

RULES FOR INSTALLATION

Installation notes for 
Domina Hotel

Example of Stand-Alone system
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- Do not make knots, rings or coils with the shield near the card readers;
- Do not connect the cable shield to earth but to the GND terminal of the control unit;
- After connecting all wires put the plastic protection of the removable terminal block of the devices back in place and make sure to avoid short circuits 
between the power supply and bus connectors;

- When installing the NETbus line, a bus line connecting all the CPU of the hotel management system (Blue connector of item 53AR01-485, item 53AR02-
485 and item AR-NET01), wiring must be of the In and Out  type according to the following colours:
Green wire (Green-Black couple): must be connected to terminal “A” of Blue connector; 
Black wire (Green-Black couple): must be connected to terminal “B” of Blue connector;
Black wire (Red-Black couple): must be connected to terminal “GND” of Blue connector

- Do not connect the cable shield to earth:
- On the blue connectors (NETbus) of the network interface item AR-NET01 and the last CPU of the bus line (item 53AR01-485 or item 53AR02-485) a line 
termination resistor R=120 ohms 1/4 W must be installed between terminals A and B (supplied with AR-NET01);  
- The PC used for monitoring the hotel management system must be used only for this purpose and must be protected by means of  a UPS system.
- The remote assistance service is available (for application and costs contact the sales network) provided that the PC used for monitoring is connected to the 
internet and has a remote control software installed;
- The connection between the PC for monitoring and the AR-NET01 network interfaces can be made using the CAT.5 cable configured as follows:

Use of CVAVEBUS cable:

Green-Black couple wires used for NETbus connection, Green 
wire  for signal “A” and Black wire for signal “B”

Red-Black couple wires, use the Black wire for GND

 

- Nel realizzazione della linea NETbus, linea bus che collega tra loro tutte le CPU del sistema di gestione 

alberghiera (connettore di colore Blu presente nell’art. 53AR01-485, art. 53AR02-485 e art. AR-NET01), il 

cablaggio deve essere realizzato con tipologia Entra ed esci rispettando le seguenti colorazioni: 

Conduttore Verde (coppia Verde +Nero): da collegare sul morsetto “A” del connettore blu; 

Conduttore Nero (coppia Verde + Nero): da collegare sul morsetto “B” del connettore blu; 

Conduttore Nero (coppia Rosso + Nero): da collegare sul morsetto “GND” del connettore blu; 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Non collegare alla terra dell’impianto elettrico la calza di schermatura del cavo; 

- Sul connettore di colore blu (NETbus) dell’interfaccia di rete art. AR-NET01 e dell’ultima CPU della linea 

bus (art.. 53AR01-485 o art. 53AR02-485) deve essere inserita una resistenza di terminazione linea 

R=120 ohm 1/4W tra i morsetti A e B; 

- Il PC utilizzato per la supervisionare l’impianto di gestione alberghiera deve essere dedicato unicamente 

a tale uso e deve essere protetto da un gruppo di continuità e da relativi software antivirus ecc.  

- Per usufruire del servizio aggiuntivo ti teleassistenza (per modalità di adesione e costi rivolgersi alla rete 

vendita) è necessario che il PC utilizzato per la supervisione sia connesso alla rete internet; 

- Per il collegamento tra il PC di supervisione e le interfacce di rete AR-NET01 utilizzare un cavo CAT.5 con 

la seguente configurazione: 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nota: AVE Spa si riserva il diritto di aggiornare e/o modificare il contenuto del presente documento senza alcun preavviso all’utente, 

prego verificare eventuali aggiornamenti presenti sul sito www.ave.it. 

Connessione 

Coppia Verde + Nero, utilizzata per 
connessione NETbus, conduttore 
Verde segnale “A” e conduttore Nero 
per segnale “B”. 

Coppia Rosso + Nero, utilizzare il 
conduttore Nero per GND. 

Utilizzo del cavo art. CVAVEBUS: 

Note: AVE Spa reserves the right to update and/or change the content of this document without prior notice to the user. Please 
check for updates at www.ave.it
If the system integrates DominaPlus home automation, make reference to installation notes in pages 44 and 45

CAT 5(a)

Ethernet

53AR01-485

AR-NET01

Connection

ARMbus line  (item CVAVEBUS)

NETbus monitoring bus

RULES FOR INSTALLATION

Example of Network system
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Hotel Management 
with MIFARE technology

Room bus line  (item CVAVEBUS)

Hotel management with Stand Alone configuration

Tabella riassuntiva sistema alberghiero Hotel management system summarizing table

Summary table for Hotel System – MIFARE technology

Ranges

MIFARE 
stand-alone

441GA01-M
(DomusTouch)

442GA01-M
(Life Touch)

443GA01-M
(Allumia Touch)

442GA02-M
(AveTouch)

441GA30-M
(Domus Touch)

442GA30-M
(Life Touch)

443GA30-M
(Allumia Touch)

441GA52-T
(Domus Touch)

442GA52-T
(Life Touch)

443GA52-T
(Allumia Touch)

44339CHM-M
(Master)

44339CHU-M
(User)

44339CHU-MB
(User)AR-NET01

53GA72-TM - SFW-ALB04

SCR-ALBM1

external reader Internal reader Thermostat Control unit softwareProgrammer CardInterface

MIFARE 
Network

53AR01-485

53AR02-485

SFW-ALB05

SFW-ALB06

SFW-ALB07

12Vac
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Room bus line (item CVAVEBUS)

Room 101

CAT 5(a)

Room 201

53AR01-485

53AR01-485

AR-NET01

Bus line (item CVAVEBUS)

Hotel management with network  configuration

A dedicated power supply line from UPS is recommended 
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Hotel control unit 
53AR01-485 
53AR02-485

The 53AR01-485 device is a room control unit for 
management of accesses (booking/check-in/
check-out), all functions concerning temperature 
control, alarm management, transit management, 
in addition to all functions for energy saving. Be-
sides management of all room functions, this 
control unit can communicate with the devices 
installed in the room (readers, thermostats, tran-
smitters and receivers for load operation), the 
domotic devices, and it is also able to interface the 
room with the server of the monitoring system.

The 53AR02-485 device is the control unit ma-
naging the common areas (such as corridors) 
whose functions include temperature control, 
alarm control and all functions for energy saving. 
It also manages the access to some areas by me-
ans of readers which are used as common access 
points (max 4 accesses), the control of domotic 
devices, and it is also able to interface the com-
mon area with the server of the monitoring sy-
stem.

Weather conditions
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 
25°C - RH 65%
• Operating temperature range: 0°C ÷ +40°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% @ + 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.

Mechanical features
• Enclosure: 6 DIN bar modules (106 w x 91h x 
58,5 d) mm
• Protection degree: IP40
• Terminal blocks: 4x 8 poles 12A - 250V

Compliance with the standard
• EMC Directive 2004/108/EC
According to harmonized standards EN 50090-2-
2:1996
+A1:2002 + A2:2007
• LV Directive 2006/95/EEC
According to harmonized standards EN 50950-
1:2006

Electrical data
With DC power supply
• Supply voltage: + 12Vdc ±25%
• Power consumption when in standby status 
(@+12Vdc): ≤ 150mA
• Maximum power consumption (@+12Vdc): 
≤ 400mA

With AC power supply
• Supply voltage: + 12Vac ±35%
• Allowed frequency: 50 ÷ 60Hz
• Power consumption when in standby status 
(@ +12Vac): ≤ 300mArms
• Maximum power consumption (@+12Vac): 
≤ 600mArm

DIMENSIONS OF ROOM CONTROL UNIT/COMMON AREAS AND ETHERNET INTERFACE

106 mm
(6 DIN modules)

160 mm
(9 DIN modules)

91 m
m

Hotel Management with MIFARE technology
components for network system
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53AR01-485
53AR02-485

AR-NET01

53AR01-485 Hotel control unit – version for room management
 6 DIN modules

53AR02-485 Hotel control unit – version for common areas
 6 DIN modules

532RP-230 Step-by-step relay with 230Vac coil In 16A power circuit 250Vac 2NO 
 1 DIN module
 To be used as a step-by-step relay for EMF activation

AR-NET01 Ethernet interface for network system
 9 DIN modules

GADS01 Silencing device for AC electrolocks

53AR01-485 TERMINAL BLOCK

Warning: For installation refer to installation notes

Terminal Description

12V Nonpolarized input for power supply 

1 Input reference (GND)

2 Input 0-10V to be used to connect a flooding probe 

3 LOCK RELEASE input 

4 FIRE REPETITION input 

5 DO NOT DISTURB PUSH-BUTTON input

6 DOOR CONTACT input

7 BATHROOM EMERGENCY PULL_CORD input

8 ROOM LIGHT input

9 Input reference (GND)

AVE AVEBus domotic Bus positive

GND Ground  for AVEBus and ArmBus

A Line A of ARMBus room Bus

B Line B of ARMBus room Bus

+12V ARMBus room Bus power supply positive 

GND Ground for AVEBus and ArmBus

A Line A of NETBus monitoring Bus

B Line B of NETBus monitoring Bus

10-11 LV (230Vac) and SELV (<50Vdc) output – ELECTROLOCK -

12-13 LV (230Vac) and SELV (<50Vdc) output – WATER VALVE-

14-15 LV (230Vac) and SELV (<50Vdc) output – DIRECT CONTROL -

16-19 LV output contact pole (230Vac) – ROOM LIGHT –

17-19 LV output contact pole (230Vac) – ACTIVE ALARM –

18-19 LV output contact pole (230Vac) – DIRECT CONTROL –

20-21 LV output (230Vac) for control of  room STEP-BY-STEP RELAY

22-23 LV input for detection of 115/230Vac power presence 

NETBUS

10

 IN 100-230V~

ARMBUSAVE
BUSGND GND

50/60 Hz
12~V

PWR

50/60 Hz

5 1

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 AVE GND A B +12V GND A B
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Monitoring software
SFW-ALB05
SFW-ALB06
SFW-ALB07

The hotel management software designed by AVE 
has been created to ensure full and prompt control 
in hotels where the Domina Hotel system is instal-
led. To make the software even easier and quick 
to use, the number of pages has been minimized 
allowing the new staff members to receive mini-

mum training and be ready to use the system 
very quickly. With AVE software for the Domina 
Hotel system everything is under control. 

GENERAL VIEW

Room monitoring is very simple and intuitive. Each room is represented by a card with a side band which takes different colours depending if the room is 
occuppied, free or not booked, while some icons inside the card give more detailed information. All information one needs to know on the rooms are here 
and there is no need to open other windows. If the hotel has several floors, a menu on the right allows the user to go from one floor to another. In the bigger 
screen the user can choose to display a smaller number of bigger cards or a larger number of smaller cards. Each room can be individually checked to the 
slightest detail. The screen which is dedicated to each room allows to control each single component which is connected to the hotel network and check 
its operating status. Each operating parameter can be changed  by the authorized personnel: heating/cooling temperatures, lights and shutters and even 

Hotel Management with MIFARE technology
components for network system
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SFW-ALB05 Monitoring software for network installations with connection of max. of 20 devices  
 (room and/or common area control units)

SFW-ALB06 Monitoring software for network installations with connection of max. of 50 devices  
  (room and/or common area control units)

SFW-ALB07 Monitoring software for network installations with connection of more than 50   
  devices (room and/or common area control units)

ROOM DETAIL

door opening which can be controlled from the PC.
A room can also have its personal phototograph. Your rooms are all different? No problem, each room can have in its screen the photograph/drawing of 
its real layout. AVE software allows total customization and full control of all facilities.

Hotel Management with MIFARE technology
components for network system
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Hotel Management with MIFARE technology 
Domotics for network system

DOMINA Hotel is not only an advanced system for hotel management which can be perfectly 
matched with the System 44 series, but also represents an important change in the manage-
ment of hotel facilities.
DOMINA Hotel is a guarantee of energy saving, comfort, practicality and design. Thanks to the 
integration of the main domotic functions of DOMINA plus series, the system can offer many ver-
satile and flexible functions to meet the needs of the most demanding hotel facilities and satisfy 
all requirements in terms of ergonomics.

Automatic control of courtesy light 
and manual control of room lights by 
DOMINA plus domotic controls and 
actuators 

Local and/or remote control of mo-
torised roller shutters and curtains 
by DOMINA plus domotic controls 
and actuators.

 

Local and/or remote control of room 
lights and dimming by DOMINA plus 
domotic controls and actuators.

Control of automatic and manual 
technical alarms or status signalling by 
DOMINA plus domotic controls.

Management of room scenarios 
which can be called remotely from 
the monitoring PC or manually by 
DOMINA plus domotic controls.

Management of 4-pipe thermoregulationl 
with automatic control, based on the 
detected temperature and the customer 
presence into the room, of zone valves 
by DOMINA plus domotic actuators. 
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Correspondence between room domotic functions and 
corresponding control devices 

CONTROL DEVICESFUNCTIONS 
AND CORRESPONDING 

ACTUATORS

53AR01-485
53AR02-485

442ABTC1 44..ABT1 44..ABT2 44..ABIN 44..AB68ABINO2

ABR01
44..ABR1
44..ABR1-M
44..ABR1CL
44..ABR2
53ABR4

44..ABTA

44..ABDI
+
53DIM010

ABRTM
44..ABRTM01
53ABRTM

44..ABRT01

LIGHTING ON-OFF
OPEN-CLOSE
CURTAINS AND 
ROLLER SHUTTERS 
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44..ABRTM01
The 44..ABRTM01 device is a thermoregulation actua-
tor which can control valves by a 10A 230V potential-
free contact.

The Domina Hotel system allows to manage 2 thermo-
regulation actuators for controlling the valves of the 
4-pipes air-conditioning system. One actuator configu-
red with address 10 controls the opening and closing 
of the solenoid valve for hot water delivery while the 
other actuator configured with address 20 controls the 
opening and closing of the valve for cold water delive-
ry of the first temperature control zone (and addresses 
30 and 40 for the second zone up to D0/E0 for the 
seventh zone).
The set and detection of room temperature as well as 
the speed control of a fan coil unit (if any) are controlled 
by the room thermostat item 44…GA52-T.

Technical data 
• Enclosure: System 44 modules 
(22.5 w x 45 h x 46.5 d) mm
• Protection degree: IP41 if completed with plate and 
installed in the corresponding flush-mounting box.
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 25°C 
RH 65%
• Operating amb. temp. range: -10°C to +50°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% @ 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.
• Auxiliary power supply
Rated voltage: 12Vac/dc
Allowed variation: 10.5V ÷ 14V
Power consumption @ 12Vdc: 3.4 mA MAX
Power consumption @ 12Vac: 6.5 mA MAX

Connections
• Terminal 1: BUS positive
• Terminal 2: GND
• Terminal 3: auxiliary power supply positive
• Terminal 4: auxiliary power supply negative
• Terminal 5: relay contact
• Terminal 6: relay contact

Characteristics of controllable electric load 
• Noninductive load (cosϕ 1): 10A @ 230Vac
• Inductive load (cosϕ 0.4): 4A @ 230Vac

Description of the front side
An optical signal is visible on the front side indicating 
the operating and programming status of the device.

Hotel Management with MIFARE technology
domotic components for network system

WIRING DIAGRAM

12V DC  2A MAX
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442ABRTM01

442ABRTM01 Temperature control actuator – Life Touch series 2

441ABRTM01 Temperature control actuator – Domus Touch series 2

443ABRTM01 Temperature control actuator – Allumia series 2

53ABRTM Temperature control actuator for fan coil units 2 DIN

ABRTM Temperature control actuator for flush-mounted box

443ABRTM01

441ABRTM01

53ABRTM

ABRTM

DOMOTIC MANAGEMENT OF 4-PIPES THERMOREGULATION

CAT 5(a)

53AR01-485

AR-NET01

NETbus line  
(item CVAVEBUS)

AVEbus line 
(item CVAVEBUS)

Hot water valve 
thermoregulation

Addr. 10

Addr. 20

Cold water valve 
thermoregulation

Armbus line (item CVAVEBUS)
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44..ABTA
The 44…ABTA device is a transmitter for alarm 
signals enabling management of technical alarms 
and call for assistance. The digital input of the 
device can  be set in the normally closed or nor-
mally open modes.
When integrated into the hotel management sy-
stem, this device allows to detect the IN input 
status and send an alarm message  to the room 
control unit (for example a “call for assistance”) 
and at the same time control a domotic actuator 
(53ABR4, 44..ABR1, 44..ABR2 and ABR01) for 
activation of an optical/acoustic signal. All these 
functions can be controlled and followed from the 
monitoring computer.

Combined with Domina Hotel system, the device 
enables the user to control:
- The call for “Assistance” with memory (ID bus 
device 01)
- The technical alarm “Vacuum system” with me-
mory (ID bus device 02)
- The technical alarm “General” with memory (ID 
bus device 03)
- The technical alarm “Vacuum system” without 
memory (ID bus device 04)
- The technical alarm “General 1” without memo-
ry (ID bus device 05)

Connections
• Terminal 1: BUS positive
• Terminal 2: GND
• Terminal 3: auxiliary power supply positive
• Terminal 4: auxiliary power supply negative
• Terminal 5: IN input
• Terminal 6: RESET input

Description of the front side
An optical signal is visible on the front side indi-
cating the operating and programming status of 
the device.

- The technical alarm “General 2” without memory 
(ID bus device 06)
- 8 “Auxiliary” alarms with memory (ID bus device 
30 to 37)
- 8 “Auxiliary” alarms without memory (ID bus de-
vice 38 to 3F)
- 16 status inputs (ID bus device 40 to 4F)
- The devices must be programmed with function 2.

Technical data 
• Enclosure: 1 System 44 module 
(22.5 w x 45 h x 46.5 d) mm
• Protection degree: IP41 if completed with plate 
and installed in the corresponding flush-mounting 
support.
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 
25°C RH 65%
• Operating amb. temp. range: -10°C to +50°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% @ 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.
• Auxiliary power supply
Rated voltage: 12Vac/dc
Allowed variation: 10.5V ÷ 14V
Power consumption @ 12Vdc: 2.2 mA MAX
Power consumption @ 12Vac: 5.8 mA MAX

Hotel Management with MIFARE technology
domotic components for network system

WIRING DIAGRAM
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442ABTA

443ABTA

442ABTA 1-channel transmitter for alarm signals 1
 Life Touch series

441ABTA 1-channel transmitter for alarm signals  1
 Domus Touch series

443ABTA 1-channel transmitter for alarm signals  1
 Allumia series

441ABTA

Attention:
Contacts must be interfaced using a shielded and twisted cable                                 

Hotel Management with MIFARE technology
domotic components for network system

DOMOTIC MANAGEMENT OF TECHNICAL ALARMS

CAT 5(a)

53AR01-485

AR-NET01

NETbus line
(item CVAVEBUS)

AVEbus line 
(item CVAVEBUS)

Call for 
Assistance control

(general) 
technical  alarm control

ARMbus line (item CVAVEBUS)
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44..ABRT01
The 44…ABRT01 device is an actuator for motorised 
roller shutter command with local control through 
which motorised shutters can be managed. The two 
power outputs installed on the device are interlocked 
and potential-free.
When integrated into the hotel management system, 
this device allows to control the motorised roller shut-
ters both by means of a local device and a domotic 
control device installed, for example, near the headbo-
ard. The whole system is visible and controllable from 
the monitoring computer. The room control unit which 
is required for the domotic functions, can also be used 
by means of scenario transmitters to automatically 
open the roller shutters when the customer enters the 
room and close them when the customer leaves the 
room.

By integrating the device into the Domina Hotel system 
it is also possible to control 16 actuators for  motorised 
roller shutter control each with address from 30 to 
3F.

Technical data 
• Enclosure: 2  System 44 modules (45 w x 45 h x 
46.5 d) mm
• Protection degree: IP41 if completed with plate and 
installed in the corresponding flush-mounting sup-
port.
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 25°C 
RH 65%
• Operating amb. temp. range: -10°C to +50°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% @ 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.
• Auxiliary power supply
Rated voltage: 12Vac/dc
Allowed variation: 10.5V ÷ 14V
Power consumption @ 12Vdc: 18.6 mA MAX
Power consumption @ 12Vac: 18.5 mA MAX

Connections
• Terminal 1: BUS positive
• Terminal 2: GND
• Terminal 3: auxiliary power supply positive
• Terminal 4: auxiliary power supply negative
• Terminal 5: relay contact for ascend control 
• Terminal 6: relay contacts common
• Terminal 7: relay contacts common
• Terminal 8: relay contact for descend control

WIRING DIAGRAM

Characteristics of controllable electric load 
• Noninductive load (cosϕ 1): 10A @ 230Vac
• Inductive load (cosϕ 0.4): 4A @ 230Vac

Description of the front side
An optical signal is visible on the front side indicating 
the operating and programming status of the device.

Operating modes and parameters
The receiver operates according to two base parame-
ters:
• execution time (full closing or opening of roller shut-
ters) set on the receiver
• delay of execution time of the device relay  set by 
means of parameter 1

Hotel Management with MIFARE technology
domotic components for network system
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442ABRT01

442ABRT01 Actuator for motorised roller shutter control with local command     2

 Life Touch series

441ABRT01 Actuator for motorised roller shutter control with local command    2
 Domus Touch series

443ABRT01 Actuator for motorised roller shutter control with local command     2
 Allumia series

441ABRT01

443ABRT01

OVERALL DIMENSIONS

46,522,5

45

46,522,5

45

46,522,5

45

46,522,5

45

46,545

45

46,545

45

46,545

45

46,545

45

DOMOTIC CONTROL OF MOTORISED ROLLER SHUTTERS

CAT 5(a)

53AR01-485

AR-NET01

NETbus line
(item CVAVEBUS)

AVEbus line 
(item CVAVEBUS)

Shutter control 1

Addr. 30

Addr. 31

Shutter control 2

ARMbus line (item CVAVEBUS)

Hotel Management with MIFARE technology
domotic components for network system
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442ABT1
442ABT2
442ABTC1

The 442ABT1, 442ABT2 and  442ABTC1 devices 
are domotic transmitters which can control all 
receivers of DOMINA plus family according to 
setting.
When integrated into the Domina Hotel system, 
they allow to control all domotic actuators instal-
led and also to recall the scenarios pre-program-
med in the room control unit:
- “Lights OFF (ID A0 – Function OFF Stop)
- “Lights ON (ID A0 – Function ON Start)
- “Roller shutter closing” (ID A1 – Function OFF Stop)
- “Roller shutter opening” (ID A1 – Function OFF Stop)

44..ABDI
53DIM010

The 44..ABDI device combined with the 53DIM010 
form the domotic actuator kit for dimmer lights to be 
used in the room to obtain light dimming.
When integrated into the Domina Hotel system, they 
enable not only to control 16 dimmer lights (ID bus 
device from 30 to 3F) by means of control devices and 
the scenarios “Lights ON” and “Lights OFF”, but also to 
check and modify the status from  the monitoring com-
puter.

44..ABR.. 
53ABR4
ABR01 

The 44..ABR.., 53ABR4 and ABR01 are domotic actua-
tors for lighting used in the room to obtain additional 
light sources. 
When integrated into the Domina Hotel system, they 
enable to control 16 general  lights (ID bus device from 
30 to 3F) by means of control devices and the scenarios 
“Lights ON” and “Lights OFF”, as well as to control the 
courtesy light (ID bus device from 01 to 04) associated 
with each single outdoor card reader in order to control 
switching on when a valid card is used. All light sources 
are controlled and monitored from the monitoring com-
puter.

DOMOTIC CONTROL OF LIGHTS

CAT 5(a)

53AR01-485

AR-NET01

NETbus line 
(item CVAVEBUS)

AVEbus line 
(item CVAVEBUS)

Domotic control for lighting

Domotic control forlighting

ARMbus line (item CVAVEBUS)

Hotel Management with MIFARE technology 
domotic components for network system
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53ABR4

442ABDI
441ABDI
443ABDI

ABR01

442ABR1CL
441ABR1CL
443ABR1CL

442ABTC1 AVE Touch 1-channel transmitter 1
 To use with  AVE Touch plate

442ABT1 1-channel transmitter 1
 To complete with  44..ELA01 or 44..ELA02 key

442ABT2 2-channel transmitter 2
 To complete with keys

42ABR1CL 1-channel actuator with local control  2
 Life Touch series

441ABR1CL 1-channel actuator with local control 2
 Domus Touch series

443ABR1CL 1-channel actuator with local control 2
 Allumia series

53ABR4 4 independent channel actuator 4 DIN
 8A resistive and incandescent lamps, 4A cosϕ 0.6 inductive loads 

ABR01 1-channel actuator for flush-mounted box

442ABR1 1-channel receiver – Life Touch series 1

441ABR1 1-channel receiver – Domus Touch series 1

443ABR1 1-channel receiver – Allumia series 1

442ABDI Dimmer actuator for “dimmer” commands sent by transmitters 2
 Life Touch series

441ABDI Dimmer actuator for “dimmer” commands sent by transmitters 2
 Domus Touch series

443ABDI Dimmer actuator for “dimmer” commands sent by transmitters 2
 Allumia series

53DIM010 40÷500W incandescent lamps, 40÷300VA 230Vac 50Hz toroidal and 
 laminated transformers  – Can be dimmed by means of a 10kΩ 
 potentiometer (not supplied) or 0÷10Vdc signal 
 from Domina 44..ABDI actuator 

Hotel Management with MIFARE technology 
domotic components for network system
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Hotel Management with MIFARE technology
components for Stand-Alone system

Room control unit                                                
53GA72-TM

The 53AR01-485 device is a room control unit that 
completes the stand-alone hotel system. It can control 
its inputs and outputs autonomously and can also com-
municate with the various slave devices of the same 
hotel range (outdoor reader, indoor reader and room 
thermostat).
The room control unit is provided with four auxiliary in-
puts for detecting the status of potential-free contacts 
and four relay outputs.  It is also provided with an inter-
nal clock  (RTC or REAL TIME CLOCK) with lithium buffer 
battery that enables to manage a clock/calendary which 
is necessary when the card expiry or thermostat night 
saving functions are used.
Two LEDs are present on the front side of the control 
unit:
a green LED (BATT): indicates the power supply status 
of the device. The light is fixed to indicate that the ope-
ration is OK. The LED flashes to indicate that the battery 
of the RTC group has to be replaced (below the minimum 
operating level) or is not present.
A red LED (BUS): indicates the status of serial commu-
nication. It switches on to indicate that at least one de-
vice has been detected on the room bus (polling respon-
se).

Mechanical features
• Enclosure: 4 DIN modules (69.5 w x 89.5 h x 65 d) 
mm
• Protection degree: IP40
• Terminal blocks: 10 poles + 8 poles 12A - 250V
• Programming connector: stereo female jack  
d = 2.5mm

Compliance with the standards
• EMC Directive 2004/108/EC
According to harmonized standards EN 50090-2-
2:1996
+A1:2002 + A2:2007
• LV Directive 2006/95/EEC
According to harmonized standards EN 60950-1:2006

Electric data
With DC power supply
• Supply voltage: + 12Vdc ±25%
• Power consumption when in standby status (@ 
+12Vdc): ≤ 75mA
• Maximum power consumption (@ +12Vdc): ≤ 
200mA

With AC power supply
• Supply voltage: + 12Vca ±30%
• Allowed frequency: 50 ÷ 60Hz
• Power consumption when in standby status (@ 
+12Vac): ≤ 150mArms
• Maximum power consumption (@ +12Vac): ≤ 
300mArms

Weather conditions
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 25°C - 
RH 65%
• Operating temperature range: 0°C ÷ +40°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% @ + 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.
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53GA72-TM

GA-RTC

53GA72-TM Room control unit for stand-alone systems
 4 DIN modules
   
GA-RTC Portable device for date and time programming. 
 Allows replacing a portable PC during update of 
 date and time of room control unit

GADS01 Silencing device for AC electrolocks

TERMINAL BLOCK

Terminal Colour Description

1 Green - Power supply

2 Green “A” RS-485

3 Green “B” RS-485

4 Green + Power supply

7 Green Room Light Input 

8 Green DO NOT DISTURB Input

9 Green Thermoregulation Consent Input

10 Green GND (Inputs reference)

11 e 12 Green Electrolock Control Output

13 Green Room Light Control Output

14 Green Load control Output (EMF)

15 Green Thermoregulation Activation Control Output – NC contact

16 Green Thermoregulation Activation Control Output – NO contact

17 Green Common for terminals 13, 14, 15 and 16
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Hotel Management with MIFARE technology
components for Stand-Alone system

Attention: 
For installation refer to installation instructions
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Hotel Management with MIFARE technology
Common components 

Card programmer 
SCR-ALBM1

Card
44339CHM-M
44339CHU-M

The SCR-ALBM1 device is a MIFARE card pro-
grammer which can communicate with the devi-
ces of the hotel series. It is provided with a USB 
interface (compatible with USB 1.1 and 2.0 spe-
cifications) for direct interfacing with a PC for 
programming the cards and/or all the devices of 
the hotel management system.
The SCR-ALBM1 works if connected to a PC pro-
vided with the specially-supplied card program-
ming software. There are two types of software: a 
user-friendly software for final users and a second 
technical software for installers  and/or technical 
service centres.

Weather conditions
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 
25°C - RH 65%
• Operating temperature range: 0°C ÷ +40°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% @ + 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.

Mechanical features
• Enclosure: 123 w x 30 h x 68 d mm
• Material: ABS (UL 94 HB)
• Colour: Black (RAL 9005)
• Protection degree: IP40
• PC interface: USB 1.1/2.0 (Type B connector)
• ARMBus interface: Stereo jack 2.5 mm

Mode of operation
The SCR-ALBM1 transponder card programmer 
can be used as a simple programmer for cards 
used for MIFARE hotel management, both in 
stand-alone and network mode, or in combination 
with an additional software  (for technicians and/
or installers) as a programming device of all mo-
dules for hotel management. It allows updating the 
management firmware and/or changing the con-
figuration parameters (in the EEPROM) of the va-
rious devices of MIFARE hotel series. It also allows 
traffic monitoring on the room bus (Sniffer) repor-
ting all messages and/or commands stored on the 
bus.

Light signals (led)
• L1 (Red): NOT EXEC
Indicates the last command which was sent was 
not executed properly.
• L2 (Green): EXECUTED
Indicates the last command which was sent was 
executed properly.
• L3 (Yellow): WAIT
Indicates the programmer is free and can receive 
new commands (flashing light) or a previous com-
mand is being completed (fixed light).
• L4 (Yellow): TX
Indicates a communication is under way  from 
SCR-ALBM1 programmer to the PC by USB inter-
face.
• L5 (Yellow) RX 
Indicates a communication is under way  from the 
PC to the SCR-ALBM1 programmer by USB inter-
face.

Electric data
• Supply voltage (DC):
+5Vdc ±10% self-powered through USB port
• Power consumption when in standby status (@ 
+5Vdc): ≤ 50mA
• Maximum power consumption (@ +5Vdc): ≤ 
100mA
• Compatibility USB interface: USB 1.1/2.0

MIFARE cards for hotel management have a 1 KB 
rewritable memory.

44339CHM-M master card
The system requires a Master card is used for all 
operations of prearrangement and/or programming 
of cards. This Master card is provided with its own 
“Hotel Code” that the Master card transfers to the 
reader together with all other data during direct pro-
gramming, and a “Room Progressive code” which is 
automatically incremented by the reader after the 
first setting.  Systems with different zones and/or 
sub-systems can be used provided a Master card is 
supplied for each combination (for ex. 3 zones and 
2 sub-systems = 6 Master cards). Note: The Master 
card (or Master cards) identifies the systems and 

PURPOSES), SUPER-GUEST CARDS, SUB-MASTER 
CARDS, COPIES OF MASTER CARDS, ERASER 
CARDS.
In the network version other cards  are also available; 
DIRECTOR, ROOMKEEPER, RECEPTIONIST, BAR-
MAN/PIANO BAR, SUPPLIER, SERVICE USER.

must then be kept for other configurations.
The system code received by the Master card (toge-
ther with the sub-system code and the zone code) 
is saved by the reader and transferred to all the cards 
programmed by the reader when the customer cards 
and/or service cards are programmed. In the case 
of failure or if the SCR-ALBM1 programmer is not 
available, all access card programming operations 
can be performed by means of the Master card ac-
cording to the reader instructions.

44339CHU-M user card
User cards are cards allowing an access or a servi-
ce. They can be of different types: CUSTOMER 
CARDS, CHAMBERMAID CARDS, MAINTENANCE 
CARDS, PASSE-PARTOUT CARDS (FOR SAFETY 

TX
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USER CONTROL:
The user control function allows to have full control and create the 
access card to rooms so that the hotel staff can carry out its work 

easily. Chambermaids will enter the rooms to make up but only if the 
customer is not in the room. The maintenance staff will have access 

to all rooms except if the customer is in the room, etc.

SFW-ALB04 SOFTWARE

ROOM STATUS: 
The software by AVE for the stand alone system allows the user to know at any moment 

which rooms are booked and for how long.  The room management system allows 
to have full control thus preventing unpleasant inconvieniences to customers, and 
also to create cards with a date of expiry.

SCR-ALBM1

44339CHM-M

44339CHU-M

SCR-ALBM1 MIFARE card programmer 

 SFW-ALB04 software included

44339CHM-M MIFARE Master card 
 Card format: ISO7816

44339CHU-M MIFARE User card 
 Card format: ISO7816 

Nota: 
The SFW-ALB04 software is compatible with Windows XP operating system or later 
versions – architecture x86 or x64

  Cod.  Descrizione  Mod.  Info
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Room outdoor reader                 
44..GA01-M
442GA02-M
Outdoor readers with MIFARE technology allow 
access control to the rooms and  other service 
rooms of the hotel. They can work both in Stand 
Alone mode and in Network mode according to 
their setting and installation.
MIFARE technology allows to generate cards with 
the highest security standard that can also be 
integrated with other services (such as the possi-
bility to integrate in the cards provided by AVE, 
payment services provided by other companies) 
with a reading performance at the top of the ran-
ge. The devices can be set for access to 4 different 
types of rooms:
                                      
• ROOMS: access is authorized to all enabled 
customer cards and service cards in certain con-
ditions (for example, the chambermais card works 
only if the room is not occupied).
                                                     
• SERVICE ROOMS: access is authorized to the 
staff hotel cards but not the customer cards.

• COMMON AREAS: access is authorized to all 
service cards of the staff and authorized custo-
mers.
                                                  
• DEDUCTIBLE CREDIT ACCESS:  access is au-
thorized to the enabled cards of the staff. Custo-
mer cards are autohorized if they have sufficient 
credit which corresponds to a certain number of 
accesses. At every access to the room, the device 
updates the card by reducing the credit.

Weather conditions
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 
25°C - RH 65%
• Operating temperature range: 0°C ÷ +40°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% @ + 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.

Relay auxiliary outputs
• Maximum applicable load (AC resistive load): 5A 
@ 250Vac (cosϕ 1)
• Maximum applicable load (DC): 5A @ 30Vdc 
• Maximum applicable load (AC inductive load): 
3A @ 250Vac (cosϕ 0.4)
• Contact (electrical) life: 50,000 operations (max 
load)
• Maximum (electrical) switchover frequency: 
1,200 cycles/h                                  
• Contact (mechanical) life: 5,000,000 opera-
tions
• Maximum (mechanical) switchover frequency: 
18,000 cycles/h                          

Compliance with the standards
• R&TTE Directive 1999/5/EC – Product Class 1. 
According to harmonized standrds ETSI EN 
300330-2 Ver. 1.3.1 (2006-4)
• EMC Directive 2004/108/EC
According to harmonized standards:
- ETSI EN 301 489-1 Ver. 1.6.1 (2005-09)
- ETSI EN 301 489-3 Ver. 1.4.1 (2002-08)
- EN 50090-2-2:1996 + A1:2002 + A2:2007
• LV Directive 2006/95/EEC
According to harmonized standards EN 60950-
1:2006

Electric data
With DC  supply voltage
• Supply voltage: +12Vdc ±25%
• Power consumption when in standby status (@ 
+12Vdc): ≤ 80mA
• Maximum power consumption (@ +12Vdc): ≤ 
150mA
With AC power supply
• Supply voltage: +12Vac ±30%
• Allowed mains frequency: 50 ÷ 60Hz
• Power consumption when in standby status (@ 
+12Vac): ≤ 200mArms
• Maximum electric input (@ +12Vac): ≤ 
250mArms

Mechanical features
• Enclosure: 3 S44 modules (67.5 w x 45 h x 55.5 
d) mm
• Maximum projection from modules lined level: 
9 mm (plate lined level) for Domus100, Life44 and 
Allumia series; item code AveTouch 442GA02-M 
is hidden under the plate surface.
• Lighting of active zone: by high efficiency and 
ultralow-consumption blue LED
• Protection degree: IP40
• Terminal blocks: 2 + 2 + 10 poles 12A - 
250V
• Programming connector: stereo female jack 
d = 2.5 mm
• Blue light for identification in the dark

MIFARE technology
• Support: ISO7816 (credit card format)
• Transponder: RFID MIFARE 13.56 MHz (stan-
dard ISO 14443 type A)
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67,5 mm 55,5 mm

45 mm

Hotel Management with MIFARE technology
Common components 
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442GA01-M

443GA01-M

442GA02-M

441GA01-M

Terminal Colour Description

A Green “A” RS-485

B Green “B” RS-485

 - Black - Power supply (Input common)

 + Black +Power supply

1 Green Room Status Input (Bell push-button for 442GA02-M)

2 Green Courtesy Light Input

3 e 4 Green Courtesy Light Output

5 Green Common for terminals 6, 7 and 8

6 Green Electrolock Output

7 Green Bell Consent Output

8 Green Guest Presence Output
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DESCRIPTION OF TERMINALS BLOCK 

441GA01-M Outdoor reader with MIFARE technology for Stand Alone and Network hotel 
management system – Domus Touch Series

442GA01-M Outdoor reader with MIFARE technology for Stand Alone and Network hotel 
management system – Life Touch Series

443GA01-M Outdoor reader with MIFARE technology for Stand Alone and Network hotel 
management system – Allumia Series

442GA02-M AVETouch outdoor reader with MIFARE technology for Stand Alone and 
Network hotel management system – AVETouch Series

 To complete with special plates AVE Touch VIP System series

GADS01 Silencing device for AC electrolocks

ALLUMIA Solution with AveTouch outdoor reader
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Example of customization

Ave has created a unique system for access control 
for hotels which perfectly fits the other components 
of the electric system; it is available in five different 
colours.
“Customization of AveTouch System 44 plates”.

Clear white

Water green

Silver grey

Pompeian red

Absolute black

3 mod 6 (3+3) mod

“Ave Touch” glass plates for VIP System 
customizable upon request

44PVTC3NAL/XX

44PVTC33NAL/XX

Note: these items must be matched with code 442GA02-M

Customization

Customization

44PVTC3BL/XX Clear White – 3 modules
 
44PVTC3GO/XX Frosted silver grey – 3 modules

44PVTC3NAL/XX Clear absolute black – 3 modules

44PVTC3RPL/XX Clear pompeian red – 3 modules

44PVTC3VO/XX Frosted water green – 3 modules  
 

44PVTC33BL/XX Clear White – 6 modules (3+3)
 
44PVTC33GO/XX Frosted silver grey – 6 modules (3+3)

44PVTC33NAL/XX ToClear absolute black – 6 modules (3+3)

44PVTC33RPL/XX Clear pompeian red – 6 modules (3+3)

44PVTC33VO/XX Frosted water green – 6 modules (3+3)  
 

Note: these items must be matched with code 442GA02-M + 442TC88 or 442GA02-M + 442TC76
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“Ave Touch” glass plates for VIP System 
customizable upon request

For customization of the plates identified by codes ending with “/XX”, such 
as the hotel plates, a special procedure must be followed.

The formats that can be customized are of two types:
- 3 modules codes 44PVCT3…/XX
- 3+3 modules codes 44PVTC33…/XX.

These plates can be customized as one likes provided the following con-
ditions are respected:
a) all logos/marks/symbols/writings, etc. can be placed only inside the red 
area  (not lighted area) and/or green area (lighted area) as shown in the 
picture below (fig. 3, 3A, 3B, 3C);
b) the progressive numbers of hotel rooms can be reproduced with one 
of the two fonts shown below and only in the areas shown in the pictures 
mentioned above.

The customization order must be accompanied by the drawing, stamped 
and signed by the buyer, made by AVE graphic department to which the 
following documents must be sent:

1. Model and colour of plate to be customized;
2. any logos/marks/symbols/writings, etc. to be reproduced on the plate 
and indication of their position;
3. Room numbers;
4. Any other data which can be useful to carry out the draft.

Costs
An extra-cost of 250.00 Euros must be added to the standard cost of the 
plates and subdivided by the number of pieces in the order, as contribu-
tion for the making of the cliché for laser applications.

Customizable areas

Non lighted area for 
laser application
Lighted area for 
laser application

Fig. 3 Fig. 3A Fig. 3CFig. 3B

Subway Ticker 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
Subway Ticker condensed 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

Times Regular 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
Times condensed 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

FONTS

  CUSTOMIzATION OF AVETOUCH SySTEM 44 PLATES
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Room Indoor reader                 
44..GA30-M
Indoor readers must be placed inside the room to 
allow the activation of room loads and services 
only when an enabled card is used. They can work 
both in Stand Alone and  Network mode according 
to their setting and installation.

MIFARE technology allows to generate cards with 
the highest security standard that can also be 
integrated with other services (such as the possi-
bility to integrate in the cards provided by AVE, 
payment services provided by other companies) 
with a reading performance at the top of the ran-
ge.
The readers are equipped with two auxiliary inputs 
for detecting the status of potential-free contacts 
which respectively control the corresponding ou-
tput “Room Light” and “Thermoregulation Con-
sent”. There are also four relay contacts (always 
potential-free) for control of “Room Light” and 
“Temperature Control Consent”, “EMF Line Com-
mand” and “Do not Disturb”  signal.

Electric data
• DC supply voltage:  12Vdc ±25%
• Power consumption when in standby status 
(12Vdc): ≤ 80mA
• Maximum power consumption (12Vdc): ≤ 
150mA
• AC supply voltage: 12Vac ±30%
• Allowed frequency: 50 ÷ 60Hz
•Power consumption when in standby status 
(12Vac): ≤ 200mArms
• Maximum electric input (12Vac): ≤ 250mArms

Compliance with the standards
• R&TTE Directive 1999/5/EC – Product Class 1. 
According to harmonized standards ETSI EN 
300330-2 Ver. 1.3.1 (2006-4)
• EMC Directive 2004/108/EC
According to harmonized standards:
- ETSI EN 301 489-1 Ver. 1.6.1 (2005-09)
- ETSI EN 301 489-3 Ver. 1.4.1 (2002-08)
- EN 50090-2-2:1996 + A1:2002 + A2:2007
• LV Directive 2006/95/EEC
According to harmonized standards EN 60950-
1:2006

Relay auxiliary outputs
• Maximum applicable load (AC resistive load): 5A 
at 250Vac (cosϕ 1)
• Maximum applicable load (DC): 5A at 30Vdc 
• Maximum applicable load (AC inductive load): 
3A at 250Vac (cosϕ 0.4)
• Contact (electrical) life: 50,000 operations (max 
load)
• Maximum (electrical) switchover frequency: 
1,200 cycles/h                                  
• Contact (mechanical) life: 5,000,000 opera-
tions
• Maximum (mechanical) switchover frequency: 
18,000 cycles/h

Mechanical features
• Enclosure: 3 S44 modules 
(67.5 w x 45 h x 55.5 d) mm
• Maximum projection at the module lined level: 
9 mm (at plate lined level).
• Lighting of active zone: by high efficiency, ultra-
low-consumption blue LED
• Protection degree: IP40
• Terminal blocks: 2 + 2 + 10 poles 12A - 
250V
• Programming connector: stereo female jack 
d = 2.5 mm
Blue light for identification in the dark

Weather conditions
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 
25°C - RH 65%
• Operating temperature range: 0°C ÷ +40°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% @ + 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.

MIFARE technology
• Support: ISO7816 (credit card format)
• Transponder: RFID MIFARE 13.56 MHz (stan-
dard ISO 14443 type A)
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OVERALL DIMENSIONS

67,5 mm 55,5 mm

45 mm

Hotel Management with MIFARE technology
Common components 
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442GA30-M

443GA30-M
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DESCRIPTION OF TERMINALS BLOCK 

Terminal Colour Description

A Green “A” RS-485

B Green “B” RS-485

 - Black - Power supply (Input common)

 + Black +Power supply

1 Green Room Light Input

2 Green Window Contact Input

3 e 4 Green Room Light Output

5 Green Common for terminals 6, 7 and 8

6 Green Thermoregulation Consent Output

7 Green Load Command Output (EMF)

8 Green DO NOT DISTURB Output

441GA30-M

441GA30-M Indoor reader with MIFARE technology for Stand Alone and Network hotel 
management system – Domus Touch Series

442GA30-M Indoor reader with MIFARE technology for Stand Alone and Network hotel 
management system – Life Touch Series

443GA30-M Indoor reader with MIFARE technology for Stand Alone and Network hotel 

management system – Allumia Series

44.. GA33

Timer switch with vertical card

Note: Cheap solution without card identification to be used instead of the indoor reader 
only for Stand-Alone systems.
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Thermostat
44..GA52-T
Thermostats are used to detect room temperature and 
for thermoregulation in a hotel room or in any other 
room. They can control their inputs and outputs in an 
independent way.

The thermostat can also communicate with other de-
vices, such as a room control unit, an outodoor reader, 
and indoor reader and a card programmer, both with 
125kHz and MIFARE technology. Thermostats can also 
operate in Stand Alone and Network mode according 
to their setting and installation.

The device is provided with two auxiliary analogue 
inputs (powered at +5Vdc) for detection of resistive 
values (room/window and water temperature status) 
and four potential-free relay outputs and can control 
radiators and fan coil units.

Temperature measure
• Measuring range: 0°C to 40°C
• Setting range: 30°C (5°C to 35°C)
• Reproducibility error: 0.2°C (max)
• Consistency: 0.3°C (max)
• Thermostat bias: 0.2°C to 2.5°C adjustable
• Expressed in °C or F

Compliance with the standards
• CEI EN 60730-1: automatic electric devices for 
domestic and similar uses (Part 1 – General rules)
• CEI EN 60730-2-9: automatic electric devices for 
domestic and similar uses (Part 2-9 – Special rules for 
temperature-sensitive control devices)

Relay auxiliary outputs
• Maximum applicable load (resistive load): 2A at 
250Vac (cosϕ 1)
• Maximum applicable load (inductive load): 1A at 
250Vac (cosϕ 0.4)
• Contact (electrical) life: 50,000 operations (max load)
• Maximum (electrical) switchover frequency: 
1,200 cycles/h                                  
• Contact (mechanical) life: 5,000,000 operations
• Maximum (mechanical) switchover frequency: 
18,000 cycles/h

Electric data
With DC power supply
• Supply voltage:  12Vdc ±25%
• Power consumption when in standby status (@ 
+12Vdc): ≤ 50mA
• Maximum power consumption (@ 12Vdc): ≤ 150mA
With AC power supply
• Supply voltage: 12Vac ±30%
• Allowed frequency: 50 ÷ 60Hz
• power consumption when in standby status (@ 
+12Vac): ≤ 75mArms
• Maximum power consumption (@ 12Vac): ≤ 
200mArms

Weather conditions
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 25°C 
- RH 65%
• Operating temperature range: 0°C ÷ +40°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% at + 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.

Mechanical features
• Enclosure: 3 S44 modules (67.5 w x 45 h x 55.5 
d) mm
• Maximum projection at modules lined level: 6.5 mm 
(at plate lined level).
• Protection degree: IP40
• Terminal blocks: 2 + 2 + 10 poles 12A - 250V
• Programming connector: stereo female jack 
d = 2.5 mm
• Compatible with all System 44 elements

DESCRIPTION OF THE DISPLAY

ANTI-FREEzING: 
anti-freezing function is active 
(valve open and fan speed 1)

TEMPERATURE MEASURE UNIT: 
°C = Celsius degrees
°F = Fahrenheit degrees
°E = out-of-range temperature

SETTING OFF: 
thermoregulation is manually disa-
bled. Only anti-freezing and overtem-
perature functions are active.

WATER TEMPERATURE: 
supply water temperature (if 53GA91-T 
probe is installed) in undefined range

FAN COIL: 
thermoregulation active (fan icon). 
The vertical bar indicates the fan coil 
unit speed.

NIGHT ECONOMy: 
thermostat set on night economy.

WINTER: 
thermostat set on winter operating 
mode. It flashes if the window is open

ARMBUS ADDRESS: 
used only during programming phase

INTERMEDIATE SEASON: 
operation in spring and autumn. It flashes 
if the window is open

ECONOMy CONTROL: 
time periods controlled by an external clock

SUMMER: 
thermostat set on summer operating 
mode. It flashes if the window is open

OVERTEMPERATURE:
overtemperature control  active

BUS: 
the system is connected to the bus

KEy LOCK ACTIVE

ANTI-FREEzING: 
anti-freezing function active 

Hotel Management with MIFARE technology
Common components 
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441GA52-T

441GA52-T Energy saving thermostat with setting function for fan-coil units or radiators for 
Stand Alone and Network hotel management system – Domus Touch series 

442GA52-T Energy saving thermostat with setting function for fan-coil units or radiators 
for Stand Alone and Network hotel management system – Life Touch series

443GA52-T Energy saving thermostat with setting function for fan-coil units or radiators 
for Stand Alone and Network hotel management system – Allumia series

53GA91-T NTC probe for automatic season switchover in Stand Alone mode
  Not to be used for network system
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DESCRIPTION OF TERMINALS BLOCK

DESCRIPTION OF PUSH-BUTTON PANEL

Terminal Colour Description

A Green “A” RS-485

B Green “B” RS-485

 - Black - Power supply (Input Common)

 + Black +Power supply

1 Green Window Contact Input/ Room status

2 Green Water Probe Input

3 e 4 Green Valve Output

5 Green Common for terminals 6, 7 and 8

6 Green Fan Coil Unit Speed 1 Output

7 Green Fan Coil Unit Speed 2 Output

8 Green Fan Coil Unit Speed 3 Output

- enables/disables thermoregulationin the room (ON/OFF)

- decrease of temperature set-point by steps of 0.1°C

- increase of temperature set-point by steps of 0.1°C

- setting of fan coil unit speed 

442GA52-T

443GA52-T
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Room control unit
53GA72-TM

The 53GA72-TM device is a room control unit that com-
pletes the transponder stand-alone hotel system. It can 
control its inputs and outputs autonomously and can 
also communicate with the various slave devices of the 
same hotel series (outdoor reader, indoor reader and 
room thermostat) or with a master device (monitoring 
PC connected on the bus by the SCR-ALB04 or SCR-
ALBM1 programmer).
The room control unit is provided with four auxiliary in-
puts for detecting the status of potential-free contacts 
and four relay outputs.  It is also provided with an inter-
nal clock  (RTC or REAL TIME CLOCK) with lithium buffer 
battery that enables to manage a clock/calendary which 
is necessary when the card expiry or thermostat night 
economy function is used.
Two LEDs are present on the control unit front side:
a green LED (BATT): indicates the power supply status 
of the device. The light is fixed to indicate that the ope-
ration is OK. The LED flashes to indicate that the battery 
of the RTC group has to be replaced (below the operating 
minimum level) or is not present.
A red LED (BUS): indicates the status of serial commu-
nication. It switches on to indicate that at least one de-
vice has been detected on the room bus (polling respon-
se).

Mechanical features
• Enclosure: 4 DIN modules (69.5 l x 89.5h x 65 d) mm
• Protection degree: IP40
• Terminal blocks: 10 poles + 8 poles 12A - 250V
• Programming connector: stereo female jack d=2.5mm

Compliance with the standards
• EMC Directive 2004/108/EC
According to harmonized standards 
- EN 50090-2-2:1996 + A1:2002 + A2:2007
• LV Directive 2006/95/EEC
According to harmonized standards EN 560950-
1:2006

Electrical data
With DC power supply
• Supply voltage: + 12Vdc ±25%
• Power consumption when in standby status 
(@ +12Vdc): ≤ 75mA
• Maximum power consumption (@ +12Vdc): 
≤ 200mA
With AC power supply
• Supply voltage: + 12Vac ±30%
• Allowed frequency: 50 ÷ 60Hz
• Power consumption when in standby status 
(@ +12Vac): ≤ 150mArms
• Maximum electrical input (@ +12Vac): ≤ 300mArm

Weather conditions
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 25°C - 
RH 65%
• Operating tempearture range: 0°C ÷ +40°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% @ + 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.
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OVERALL DIMENSIONS

69,5 mm
4 DIN modules

65 mm

89,5 mm

Stand-Alone Hotel Management System with 125kHz technology 
Components for Stand-Alone system
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TERMINAL BLOCK

Terminal Colour Description

1 Green - Power supply

2 Green “A” RS-485

3 Green “B” RS-485

4 Green + Power supply

7 Green Room Light Input 

8 Green DO NOT DISTURB Input

9 Green Thermoregulation Consent Input

10 Green GND (Inputs reference)

11 e 12 Green Electrolock Control Output

13 Green Room Light Control Output

14 Green Load control Output (EMF) 

15 Green Thermoregulation Activation Control Output – NC contact

16 Green Thermoregulation Activation Control Output – NO contact

17 Green Common for terminals 13, 14, 15 and 16
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53GA72-TM

53GA72-TM Room control unit for stand-alone systems
 4 DIN modules 
 
GADS01 Silencing device for AC electrolocks
  
GA-RTC Portable device for date and time programming. 
 Allows replacing a portable PC during update of 
 date and time of room control unit

Attention: 
For installation refer to installation instructions

GA-RTC
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Card programmer
SCR-ALB04

The SCR-ALB04 device is a 125kHz transponder 
card programmer which can communicate with 
the devices of the hotel series. It is provided with 
a USB interface (compatible with USB 1.1 and 2.0 
specifications) for direct interfacing with a moni-
toring PC for programming the transponder cards 
and/or monitoring and/or programming of all the 
devices of the hotel management system.
The SCR-ALB04 device works if connected to a 
PC provided with the specially-supplied card pro-
gramming software. There are two types of sof-
tware: a user-friendly software for final users and 
a second technical software for installers  and/or 
technical service centres.

Light signals (led)
• L1 (Red): NOT EXEC
Indicates the last command which was sent was 
not executed properly.
• L2 (Green): EXECUTED
Indicates the last command which was sent was 
executed properly.
• L3 (Yellow): WAIT
Indicates the programmer is free and can receive 
new commands (flashing light) or a previous com-
mand is being completed (fixed light).
• L4 (Yellow): TX
Indicates a communication is under way  from 
SCR-ALB04 programmer to the PC by USB inter-
face.
• L5 (Yellow) RX 
Indicates a communication is under way  from the 
PC to the SCR-ALB04 programmer by USB inter-
face.

Operating mode 
The SCR-ALB04 transponder card reader/pro-
grammer can be used as a simple programmer 
for transponder cards used for 125kHz hotel ma-
nagement (in association with a user software) 
and as a programming device of all modules for 
hotel management in combination with an addi-
tional software  (for technicians and/or installers). 
It allows updating the management firmware and/
or changing  the configuration parameters of the 
various devices of the hotel series. 
It also allows monitoring the traffic on the room 
bus (Sniffer) by reporting all messages and/or 
commands stored on the bus.

Electric data
• Supply voltage (DC):
+5Vdc ±10% self-powered through USB port
• Power consumption when in standby status (@ 
+5Vdc): ≤ 50mA
• Maximum power consumption (@ +5Vdc): 
≤ 100mA
• Compatibility USB interface: USB 1.1/2.0

Weather conditions
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 
25°C - RH 65%
• Operating temperature range: 0°C ÷ +40°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% at + 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.

Mechanical features
• Enclosure: 123 w x 30 h x 68 d mm
• Material: ABS (UL 94 HB)
• Colour: Black (RAL 9005)
• Protection degree: IP40
• PC interface: USB 1.1/2.0 (Type B connector)
• ARMBus interface: Stereo jack 2.5 mm
• Compatible with all components of 125kHz ho-
tel system

Card
44339CHM-T
44339CHU-T
The 125kHz cards for hotel management have a 1 
Kb rewritable memory.

44339CHM-T master card
The system requires the use of a Master card for any 
operation of prearrangement and/ programming of 
cards. This Master card is provided with its own 
“Hotel Code” that the Master card transfers to the 
reader together with all other data during direct pro-
gramming, and a “Room Progressive code” which is 
automatically incremented by the reader after the 
first setting.  

44339CHU-T user card
User cards are cards allowing an access or a service. 
They can be of different types: CUSTOMER CARDS, 
CHAMBERMAID CARDS, MAINTENANCE CARDS, 
PASSE-PARTOUT CARDS, SUPER-GUEST CARDS, 
SUB-MASTER CARDS, COPIES OF MASTER CARDS, 
ERASER CARDS.

Systems with different zones and/or sub-systems 
can be used provided a Master card is supplied for 
each combination (for ex. 3 zones and 2 sub-sy-
stems = 6 Master cards). Note: The Master card (or 
Master cards) identifies the system and must then 
be kept for later configurations.
The system code received by the Master card (toge-
ther with the sub-system code and the zone code) 
is saved by the reader and transferred to all the cards 
programmed by the reader when the customer cards 
and/or service cards are programmed. In the case 
of failure or if the SCR-ALB04 programmer is not 
available, all access card programming operations 
can be performed by means of the Master card ac-
cording to the reader instructions.

Stand-Alone Hotel Management System with 125kHz technology 
Components for Stand-Alone system
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SCR-ALB04

44339CHM-T

44339CHU-T

SCR-ALB04 125 KHz transponder card programmer
 software SFW-ALB04 included

44339CHM-T 125kHz transponder Master card 
 Card format: ISO7816

44339CHU-T 125kHz transponder User Card 
 Card format: ISO7816
 

  Cod.  Descrizione  Mod.  Info

USER CONTROL:
The user control function allows to have full control and create the 
access card to rooms so that the hotel staff can carry out its work 

easily. Chambermaids will enter the rooms to make up but only if the 
customer is not in the room. The maintenance staff will have access 

to all rooms except if the customer is in the room, etc.

SFW-ALB04 SOFTWARE

ROOM STATUS: 
The software by AVE for the stand alone system allows the user to know at any moment 

which rooms are booked and for how long.  The room management system allows 
to have full control thus preventing unpleasant inconvieniences to customers, and 
also to create cards with a date of expiry.

Nota: 
The SFW-ALB04 software is compatible with Windows XP operating system or later 
versions – architecture x86 or x64
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Room outdoor reader
44..GA01-T
Outdoor readers allow to control the access to the 
rooms and other service rooms of the hotel by 
means of transponder cards. They can control 
their own inputs and outputs autonomously and 
do not need other devices of the same hotel seri-
es to operate.
The devices can be set for access to 4 different 
types of rooms:
• ROOMS: access is authorized to all enabled 
customer cards and service cards in certain con-
ditions (for example, the chambermais card works 
only if the room is empty).
• SERVICE ROOMS: access is authorized to the 
staff hotel cards but not the customers’ cards.
•  COMMON AREAS: access is authorized to all 
service cards of the staff and authorized custo-
mers.                                                  
• DEDUCTIBLE CREDIT ACCESS:  access is au-
thorized to the enabled cards of the staff. Custo-
mer cards are autohorized if they have sufficient 
credit which corresponds to a certain number of 
accesses. At every access to the room, the devi-
ce updates the card by reducing the credit.

Transponder technology
• Support: ISO7816 (credit card format)
• Transponder: RFID 125kHz Opt64

Compliance with the standards
• R&TTE Directive 1999/5/EC – Product Class 1. 
According to harmonized standards 
ETSI EN 300330-2 Ver. 1.3.1 (2006-4)
• EMC Directive 2004/108/EC
According to harmonized standards:
- ETSI EN 301 489-1 Ver. 1.6.1 (2005-09)
- ETSI EN 301 489-3 Ver. 1.4.1 (2002-08)
- EN 50090-2-2:1996 + A1:2002 + A2:2007
• LV Directive 2006/95/EEC
According to harmonized standards EN 60950-
1:2006

Relay auxiliary outputs
• Maximum applicable load (AC resistive load): 5A 
at 250Vac (cosϕ 1)
• Maximum applicable load (DC): 5A at 30Vdc 
• Maximum applicable load (AC inductive load): 
3A at 250Vac (cosϕ 0.4)
• Contact (electrical) life: 50,000 operations (max 
load)                               
• Maximum (electrical) switchover frequency: 
1,200 cycles/h                                  
• Contact (mechanical) life: 5,000,000 opera-
tions
• Maximum (mechanical) switchover frequency: 
18,000 cycles/h

Electric data
With DC  supply voltage
• Supply voltage: +12Vdc ±25%
• Power consumption  when in standby status 
(@+12Vdc): ≤ 80mA
• Maximum power consumption (@+12Vdc): 
≤ 150mA
With AC power supply
• Supply voltage: +12Vac ±30%
• Allowed frequency: 50 ÷ 60Hz
• Power consumption  when in standby status 
(@+12Vac): ≤ 200mArms
• Maximum power consumption (@+12Vac): 
≤ 250mArms

Mechanical features
• Enclosure: 3 S44 modules (67.5 w x 45 h x 
55.5 d) mm
• Maximum projection at  modules lined level: 9 
mm (at plate lined level).
• Lighting of active zone: by high efficiency and 
ultra-low consumption blue LED
• Protection degree: IP40
• Terminal blocks: 2 + 2 + 10 poles 12A - 250V
• Programming connector: stereo female jack 
d = 2.5 mm
• Blue LED light for identification in the dark

Weather conditions
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 
25°C - RH 65%
• Operating temperature range: 0°C ÷ +40°C
•  Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% at + 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.
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Stand-Alone Hotel Management System with 125kHz technology 
Components for Stand-Alone system
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  Code  Description  Mod.  Info
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441GA01-T

442GA01-T

441GA01-T Outdoor transponder reader - 125kHz 
  Domus Touch Series

442GA01-T Outdoor transponder reader - 125kHz 
Life Touch Series

GADS01 Silencing device for AC electrolocks

Terminal Colour Description

A Green “A” RS-485

B Green “B” RS-485

 - Black - Power supply (Inlet common)

 + Black +Power supply

1 Green Room Status Input 

2 Green Courtesy Light Input

3 e 4 Green Courtesy Light Output

5 Green Common for terminals 6, 7 and 8

6 Green Electrolock Output

7 Green Bell Output

8 Green Guest Presence Output
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DESCRIPTION OF TERMINALS BLOCK

IP55 installation
by item 44SP43B

44SP43B
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OVERALL DIMENSIONS

67,5 mm 55,5 mm

45 mm

Indoor card readers
44..GA30-T
Indoor card readers must be placed inside the 
room to allow the activation of room loads and 
services only when an enabled card is used. They 
can control their own inputs and outputs autono-
mously and do not need other devices of the same 
hotel series to work.
They can communicate with other devices, such 
as room control unit, outdoor reader (for access 
to the room) of transponder cards, room thermo-
stat and transponder card programmer.
The readers are equipped with two auxiliary inputs 
for detecting the status of potential-free contacts, 
and four relay outputs (always potential-free).

Electric data
With DC power supply
• Supply voltage:  12Vdc ±25%
• Power consumption when in standby status 
(@+12Vdc): ≤ 80mA
• Maximum power consumption (@+12Vdc): ≤ 
150mA
With AC power supply
• Supply voltage: 12Vac ±30%
• Allowed frequency: 50 ÷ 60Hz
• Power consumption when in standby status (@ 
12Vac): ≤ 200mArms
• Maximum power consumption (@12Vac): ≤ 
250mArms

Compliance with the standards
• R&TTE Directive 1999/5/EC – Product Class 1. 
According to harmonized standards 
ETSI EN 300330-2 Ver. 1.3.1 (2006-4)
• EMC Directive 2004/108/EC
According to harmonized standards:
- ETSI EN 301 489-1 Ver. 1.6.1 (2005-09)
- ETSI EN 301 489-3 Ver. 1.4.1 (2002-08)
- EN 50090-2-2:1996 + A1:2002 + A2:2007
• LV Directive 2006/95/EEC
According to harmonized standards EN 60950-
1:2006

Relay auxiliary outputs
• Maximum applicable load (AC resistive load): 5A 
at 250Vac (cosϕ 1)
• Maximum applicable load (DC): 5A at 30Vdc 
• Maximum applicable load (AC inductive load): 
3A at 250Vac (cosϕ 0.4)
• Contact (electrical) life: 50,000 operations (max 
load)
• Maximum (electrical) switchover frequency: 
1,200 cycles/h                                  
• Contact (mechanical) life: 5,000,000 opera-
tions
• Maximum (mechanical) switchover frequency: 
18,000 cycles/h                          

Mechanical features
• Enclosure: 3 S44 modules (67.5 w x 45 h x 55.5 
d) mm
• Maximum projection at module lined level: 9 
mm (at plate lined level).
• Lighting of active zone: by high efficiency, ultra 
low consumption blue LED
• Protection degree: IP40
• Terminal blocks: 2 + 2 + 10 poles 12A - 
250V
• Programming connector: stereo female jack 
d = 2.5 mm
• Blue LED light for identification in the dark

Weather conditions
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 
25°C - RH 65%
• Operating temperature range: 0°C ÷ +40°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% at + 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.

Transponder technology
• Support: ISO7816 (credit card format)
• Transponder: RFID 125kHz Opt64

Stand-Alone Hotel Management System with 125kHz technology 
Components for Stand-Alone system
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441GA30-T

442GA30-T

441GA30-T Indoor transponder card reader with pocket – 125kHz 
 Domus Touch Series

442GA30-T Indoor transponder card reader with pocket – 125kHz  
Life Touch Series

441GA33 Timer switch with vertical card
 Domus Touch Series

442GA33 Timer switch with vertical card  
Life Touch Series
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DESCRIPTION OF TERMINALS BLOCK

Terminal Colour Description

A Green “A” RS-485

B Green “B” RS-485

 - Black - Power supply (Inlet common)

 + Black +Power supply

1 Green Room Light Input

2 Green Window Contact Input

3 e 4 Green Room Light Output

5 Green Common for terminals 6, 7 and 8

6 Green Temperature Control  Consent Output

7 Green Load Command Output (EMF)

8 Green DO NOT DISTURB Output

44.. GA33

Timer switch with vertical card

Note: Cheap solution without card identification to be used instead of the indoor reader 
only for Stand-Alone systems.
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Thermostat
44..GA52-T
Thermostats are used  to detect  room tempera-
ture and for thermoregulation in a hotel room or 
in any other room. The thermostat can communi-
cate with a room control unit which controls it vas 
well as with the external and internal card reader 
to check the room status. 
The device is provided with two auxiliary analogue 
inputs powered for detection of resistive values 
(room/window and water temperature status) and 
four potential-free output relays and can control 
radiators and fan-coil units.

Electric data
With DC power supply
• Supply voltage:  12Vdc ±25%
• Power consumption when in standby status 
(@+12Vdc): ≤ 50mA
• Maximum power consumption (@12Vdc): 
≤ 150mA
With AC power supply
• Supply voltage:  12Vac ±30%
• Allowed frequency: 50 ÷ 60Hz
• Power consumption when in standby status 
(@+12Vac): ≤ 75mArms
• Maximum power consumption (@12Vac): 
≤ 200mArms

Compliance with the standards
• CEI EN 60730-1: automatic electric devices 
for domestic and similar uses (Part 1 – General 
rules)
• CEI EN 60730-2-9: automatic electric devices 
for domestic and similar uses (Part 2-9 – Special 
rules for temperature-sensitive control devices)

Relay auxiliary outputs
• Maximum applicable load (resistive load): 1A at 
250Vac (cosϕ 1)
• Maximum applicable load (inductive load): 2A 
at 250Vac (cosϕ 0.4)
• Contact (electrical) life: 50,000 operations (max 
load)
• Maximum (electrical) switchover frequency: 
1,200 cycles/h                                  
• Contact (mechanical) life: 5,000,000 opera-
tions
• Maximum (mechanical) switchover frequency: 
18,000 cycles/h

Weather conditions
• Reference temperature and relative humidity: 
25°C - RH 65%
• Operating temperature range: 0°C ÷ +40°C
• Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% at + 35°C
• Max. Height: 2000 m a.s.l.

Mechanical features
• Enclosure: 3 S44 modules (67.5 w x 45 h x 
55.5 d) mm
• Maximum projection at modules lines level: 
6.5 mm (at plate lined level).
• Protection degree: IP40
• Terminal blocks: 2 + 2 + 10 poles 12A - 
250V
• Programming connector: stereo female jack 
d = 2.5 mm
• Compatible with all System 44 elements

Temperature measure
• Measuring range: 0°C to 40°C
• Setting range: 30°C (5°C to 35°C)
• Reproducibility error: 0.2°C (max)
• Consistency: 0.3°C (max)
• Thermostat bias: 0.2°C to 2.5°C adjustable
• Expressed in °C or F

DESCRIPTION OF THE DISPLAY

ANTI-FREEzING: 
anti-freezing function is active 
(valve open and fan speed 1)

TEMPERATURE MEASURE UNIT: 
°C = Celsius degrees
°F = Fahrenheit degrees
°E = out-of-range temperature

SETTING OFF: 
thermoregulation is manually disa-
bled. Only anti-freezing and overtem-
perature functions are active.

FAN COIL: 
thermoregulation active (fan icon). 
The vertical bar indicates the fan coil 
unit speed.

NIGHT ECONOMy: 
thermostat set on night economy.

WINTER: 
thermostat set on winter operating 
mode. It flashes if the window is open

ARMBUS ADDRESS: 
used only during programming phase

INTERMEDIATE SEASON: 
operation in spring and autumn. It flashes 
if the window is open

ECONOMy CONTROL: 
time periods controlled by an external clock

SUMMER: 
thermostat set on summer operating 
mode. It flashes if the window is open

OVERTEMPERATURE:
overtemperature control  active

BUS: 
the system is connected to the bus

KEy LOCK ACTIVE

ANTI-FREEzING: 
anti-freezing function active 

Stand-Alone Hotel Management System with 125kHz technology 
Components for Stand-Alone system
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441GA52-T

442GA52-T

441GA52-T Energy saving thermostat with setting function for fan coil units or 
radiators for Network hotel management system

  Domus Touch series 

442GA52-T Energy saving thermostat with setting function for fan coil units or 
radiators for Network hotel management system

  Life Touch series

53GA91-T NTC probe for automatic season switchover 
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DESCRIPTION OF TERMINALS BLOCK

Terminal Colour Description

A Green Pole “A” RS-485

B Green Pole “B” RS-485

 - Black Power supply negative (input common)

 + Black Power supply positive

1 Green Input (for ex. Window/Room status)

2 Green Input (Water Probe) 

3 e 4 Green Output 1 (for ex. Valve)

5 Green Common for terminals 6, 7 and 8

6 Green Output (for ex. Fan Coil Unit Speed 1) 

7 Green Output (Fan Coil Unit Speed 2) 

8 Green Output (Fan Coil Unit Speed 3) 

DESCRIPTION OF PUSH-BUTTON PANEL

- enables/disables thermoregulation in the room (ON/OFF)

- decrease of temperature set-point by steps of 0.1°C

- increase of temperature set-point by steps of 0.1°C

- setting of fan coil unit speed 
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Complementary components 

Accessories

5349

5347 230/12-24Vac 30VA transformer – 2 DIN modules 
  
5349 230/12-24Vac 40VA transformer – 4 DIN modules
  
53ABAUX12V 230/12Vdc 2A power supply unit – 2 DIN modules

AF53899 230/12Vdc 2.2A power supply unit – 6 DIN modules

532RP-230 Step-by-step relay with 230Vac coil In 16A power circuit 250Vac 2NO – 1 
DIN module

 To use in the network system as a step-by-step relay for EMF activation.

44A/45B Hybrid frame that allows to use System 44 devices with 
 System 45 plates.

44SP43B 3 IP55 module plate with membrane complete with clipping system for 
System 44 modules.

 To use to position card readers externally.

INSTALLATION EXAMPLE

Installation of IP55
By item 44SP43B

44SP43B

ASSEMBLy FOR INSTALLATION OF DOMUS 100 WITH SySTEM 45 PLATES

Yes 45 plate

System 44
DomusTouch

System 44/45

System 44/45System 45

44A/45B

Zama plate

Banquise plate
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442076

441070/1

442086

442076 Protruding signalling lamp (out-of-door) with red diffuser
  for  lamps with E10 connection 10x28 mm 230V~ 3W max

441070/1 Stair riser light  - 12-24 Vdc/ac or 230Vac power supply
  High efficiency white led
  Domus Touch series
   
442070B/2 Step marker light  - 12-24 Vdc/ac or 230Vac power supply
  High efficiency blue led
  Life Touch series

442070W/2 Step marker light  - 12-24 Vdc/ac or 230Vac power supply 
  High efficiency white led
  Life Touch series
 
441017 1P NO+NC 10A pull cord push-button 
  cord made of insulating material 1.5 m - Domus Touch series - 1 module

441083 Three-tone electronic bell - 12Vdc/ac power supply with possibility to choose among 
6 different tones; setting of sound intensity on front side  – front signalling led for 
acoustic pressure 71÷76 dB at 1 m according to the activated sound – 2 modules

442086 Removable anti-blackout light with base for recharge – with rechargeable 
and replaceable batteries – lamp: high efficiency white led – front switch for 
power off in case of power failure – recharge time 12 hours – operating life 
operating time in battery mode 2 hours – 230 Vac power supply – Life 
Touch series

442017 1P NO+NC 10A pull cord push-button
 cord made of insulating material 1.5 m - Life Touch series - 1 module

442083 Three-tone electronic bell – 12 Vdc/ac power supply with possibility to  
 choose among 6 different tones; setting of sound intensity on front side–  
 front signalling led - acoustic pressure 71÷76 dB at 1 m according to the  
 activated sound - Life Touch series - 2 modules

Note: For Life44, Allumia and Domus100 series (in their catalogues) more than 200 functions and 
different socket-outlets are available which can be technically and aesthetically matched with the 
products shown in this catalogue.

442070B/2
442070W/2

442017

442083
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441GA01-T Outdoor transponder reader – 125kHz
   Domus Touch series

442GA01-T Outdoor transponder reader – 125kHz  
   Life Touch series

443GA01-T Outdoor transponder reader – 125kHz  
Allumia series

441GA30-T Indoor transponder reader with pocket – 125kHz
   Domus Touch series

442GA30-T Indoor transponder reader with pocket – 125kHz  
   Life Touch series

441GA33 Timer switch with vertical card
 Domus Touch series

442GA33 Timer switch with vertical card
 Life Touch series

SCR-ALB04 Transponder card programmer 125kHz
 
44339CHM-T Transponder card 125kHz Master type
   Card format: ISO7816
 
44339CHU-T Transponder card 125kHz User type
   Card format: ISO7816

Code summary

Stand-Alone system 
with 125kHz 
technology

Stand-Alone system 
with MIFARE 
technology

441GA01-M Outdoor reader – MIFARE
  Domus Touch series

442GA01-M Outdoor reader – MIFARE
  Life Touch series

443GA01-M Outdoor reader – 125kHz
  Allumia series

442GA02-M Ave Touch outdoor reader - MIFARE
  Ave Touch series

441GA30-M Indoor reader with pocket – MIFARE
  Domus Touch series

442GA30-M Indoor reader with pocket – MIFARE
  Life Touch series 

443GA30-M Indoor reader with pocket – MIFARE
  Allumia series

SCR-ALBM1 MIFARE card programmer
  
44339CHM-M MIFARE card Master type
 Card format: ISO7816
 
44339CHU-M MIFARE card User type
 Card format: ISO7816 
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  Code  Description  Mod.  Info

Common items for 
Stand-Alone system 
with 125kHz and 
MIFARE technology

441GA52-T Energy saving thermostat with fan coil unit or radiator control for Stand-
Alone hotel management system

 Domus Touch series 

442GA52-T Energy saving thermostat with fan coil unit or radiator control for Stand-
Alone hotel management system

 Life Touch series

443GA52-T Energy saving thermostat with fan coil unit or radiator control for Stand-
Alone hotel management system

 Allumia series

53GA72-TM Room control unit for Stand-Alone systems
  
GA-RTC Portable device for time and date programming 

Network system with 
MIFARE technology

441GA01-M Network MIFARE outdoor reader
 Domus Touch series 

442GA01-M Network MIFARE outdoor reader 
 Life Touch series 

443GA01-M Network MIFARE outdoor reader   
Allumia series

442GA02-M Network MIFARE outdoor reader
 Ave Touch series

441GA30-M Network MIFARE indoor reader
 Domus Touch series

442GA30-M Network MIFARE indoor reader
 Life Touch series 

443GA30-M Network MIFARE indoor reader   
Allumia series 

441GA52-T Energy saving thermostat with fan coil unit or radiator control for Network 
hotel management system

 Domus Touch series

442GA52-T Energy saving thermostat with fan coil unit or radiator control for Network 
hotel management system

 Life Touch series

443GA52-T Energy saving thermostat with fan coil unit or radiator control for Network 
hotel management system

 Allumia series

53AR01-485 Hotel control unit for network system
 version for DIN - room management

53AR02-485 Hotel control unit for network system
 version for DIN - common areas

AR-NET01 Ethernet interface for network system - 9 DIN modules

SFW-ALB05/06/07 Software for hotel management

44339CHM-M MIFARE card Master type
 Card format: ISO7816

44339CHU-M MIFARE card User type
 Card format: ISO7816 

  Code  Description  Mod.  Info
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Network system with MIFARE technology
Standard room
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Attention: 
Use only cable code CVAVEBUS with by-pass connection. Refer to installation instructions 
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Network system with MIFARE technology
Suite room

Attention: 
Use only cable code CVAVEBUS with by-pass connection. Refer to installation instructions 
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12V DC  2A MAX

Network system with MIFARE technology
4-pipe temperature control 
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12V DC  2A MAX

Network system with MIFARE technology
4-pipe temperature control 

Attention: 
Use only cable code CVAVEBUS with by-pass connection. Refer to installation instructions 
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Network system with MIFARE technology
Motel room 
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Attention: 
Use only cable code CVAVEBUS with by-pass connection. Refer to installation instructions 
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12Vac

WIRING DIAGRAM CAMERA CON 
DOMOTICA AVEbus

Stand-Alone system 
with MIFARE or 125kHZ technology
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12Vac

Attention: 
Use only cable code CVAVEBUS with by-pass connection. Refer to installation instructions 



Today also advanced home automation
Ave Touch, the continuing revolution

For more information

www.ave.it
www.avetouch.it
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of 5 years except for the products of division “green” of the current cata-
logue as safety division products (anti-intrusion series/systems, fire de-
tection series/systems, technical alarms series/systems, sound diffusion 
series/systems, emergency equipment) and Domina division products 
(home automation series/systems and hotel management series/systems) 
for which the warranty is of 2 years, subject, in both cases, rights and 
obligations  of the Italian laws in force (example: art. 1490 c.c. and ss.,  
art. 1497 c.c. e ss., 1512 cc. e ss., D.Lgs n. 206/05, Direttiva 1999/44 CE). 
If the same product is present both in the division “green” and in other 
divisions of the current catalogue, the warranty is in any case of 2 ye-
ars.
The warranty of 5 years becomes effective from the products delivery 
proved by a regular  purchase document. As to the products of division 
“green” the warranty of 2 years start from the installation date that must 
be proved by a regular purchase document headed to the subject at which 
the system/product is installed. In the absence of such document the 
warranty starts from the manufacture date of the product. Unless in case 
of deceit or fault by AVE S.p.A., the Buyer (Purchaser) loses his right to the 
warranty of 2 or 5 year if he does not prove the goods have been kept in 
compliance with the instructions given in section 1) above or, if the goods 
have already been installed, if he does not prove the installation was 
carried out according to the dispositions of the laws in force and of D.P.R. 
n. 224/88 and according to the disposition  of the technical standards in 
force.. In any case, AVE S.p.A. is not liable for any defects or faults beyond 
its power. The warranty covering defects and quality faults is limited to 
the replacement/repair of faulty pieces. All complaints for defects and 
quality faults, apparent and/or easily detectable defects or faults as well 
as any discrepancies on quantities, must be presented in writing within 8 
(eight) days of receipt of the goods. All complaints for latent faults must 
be presented in writing within 2 (two) months of discovering the defect.
Activities covered by the warranty will be performed by the Ave Spa or by 
the technical assistance centres as listed below. When the warranty ser-
vice is carried out at the customer’s home, he has to pay to the technical 
assistance the fixed call fee according to the tariff in force. This warranty 
service action is free if done at the technical assistance service center, 
where the customer has brought the product at his own expense .In 
special cases prior Ave spa authorization, the costumer can send the 
product directly to Ave spa, for repair. Ave spa has the right to decide to 
replace or repair  that product. The customer has to pay the carriage cost 
.In case of disagreement about to the product working ,the final decision 
is up to Ave spa technicians. The product  should be sent to technical 
service centre of Ave spa complete with all his parts and accessories, 
included the package, otherwise the warranty is void. If the products are 
sold in kit the customers has to send back the whole KIT of the product. 
Ave spa cannot extend the warranty if the repairs are carried out during 
the period in which the warranty is valid. The technical assistance center 
does not take care of any installations, unless otherwise agreed with the 
technical service centres and the customer.

3) TECHNICAL WARNINGS FOR THE INSTALLER
• More detailed information are available on the instruction manual of 
product on the company website. 
• Ave spa is not responsible for any damage or injury resulting from 
tampering of your device by unauthorized personnel.
• Ave spa is not responsible for any damage to things and persons resul-
ting from the tampering of the devices by unauthorized personnel
• Ave spa is not responsible for any damage to things and persons resul-
ting from the  incorrect installation of the devices by unauthorized per-
sonnel
• Ave spa is not responsible for any damage to things and persons resul-
ting from the  failure of the instructions manual, by the incorrect use, by 
the tampering of any single part of the device and using spare, not origi-
nal parts
• Read the instructions carefully before installing the device, follow the 
instructions and keep them in a safe place

• All previous price lists are cancelled and replaced by this price list; 
for cost adjustment, the supplier AVE S.p.A. reserves the right to 
change prices when orders are placed. Prices indicated are VAT 
excluded.

• Articles without price are in progress. Delivery dates are indicative 
and not binding

• The products made upon request are subject to specific delivery 
times and minimum quantities; for supplying conditions and details, 
please contact Ave Spa

• Order confirmations are valid except in cases of force majeure and 
prior verification of the payments from the customer

• Delivery dates for new articles are approximate and subject to mo-
difications. In AVE website (www.ave.it) delivery dates are updated 
on a regular basis

1) GENERAL WARNINGS 
The Buyer (Purchaser) shall handle packaging with care and keep mate-
rials stored properly in dry rooms with a temperature not lower than -5° 
C and not higher than +40° C. The Buyer (Purchaser) undertakes to inform 
his customers about the conservation modes of the materials supplied by 
AVE S.p.A.. The Buyer (Purchaser) shall sell the materials  in their original 
packings with no alteration. Where this is not the case, the Buyer shall 
transmit  the instructions for use concerning Ave S.p.A. products to his 
customer. These instructions are also published in catalogues, technical 
bulletins, leaflets, inserts and on AVE website (www.ave.it). Should the 
Buyer (Purchaser) open the packing before selling the product, he shall 
check  the product’s apparent integrity; in case of doubt, do not use the 
equipment and consult skilled personnel. Products must be used accor-
ding to the purpose they have been manufactured for and according to 
the standards applicable to various types of systems taking into conside-
ration the catalogue and the instruction manuals. The personnel in char-
ge of testing shall check the equipment before operating the product in-
stalled, in order to ensure it operates well and complies with safety rule 
in force.
The manufacturer disclaims any  responsibility  for the improper use of 
products, the failure to comply with: safety standards, technical specifi-
cations and operating instructions. The products that do not meet stan-
dards and technical specifications in force within the European Union will 
be supplied to the purchaser provided that this latter specifies in his order 
that such products are for the installation and the use in a non-UE count-
ry and he states that all safety requirements in force in such non-UE 
country have been checked.
AVE S.p.A. reserves the right to modify the characteristics of the products 
shown in the catalogue and indicated in the price list at any time due to 
the continuous productive, technical and standards development. The 
product’s technical data or other similar documents are available, upon 
request, at the Technical Assistance Department of AVE S.p.A. It is recom-
mended to consult the website (www.ave.it)

2) WARNINGS, WARRANTIES AND COMPLAINTS 
Products are checked and tested by the AVE quality department. As re-
gards safety, products by AVE are duly manufactured. If used correctly 
they are safe for people, animals and objects. Ave gurantees its products 
against defects and non conformities due to the Manufacturer for a period 

Note   Warnings
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• The packing materials (plastic, polystyrene, etc..)must be kept out of 
reach of children, because are potentially dangerous
• This product has been designed and manufactured entirely for the spe-
cified use indicated in this documentation .Any other use of this product 
that is not specified in this documentation, will be able to damage  the 
device and/or it could be dangerous
• Do not install the device in an explosive place or condition, do not install 
it in presence of flammable gas because it could be dangerous as for you 
safe and health
• For any repair, contact  technical service centre only authorized by the 
manufacturer
• After removing the device from the package, make sure of the integrity 
of the product
• The assembly of the device must comply with the safety and standard 
and regulations
• The manufacturer is not responsible for any damage for wrong and not 
responsible use
• For any repair contact only authorized technical service centre
• The manufacturer is not responsible for any damage for wrong and not 
responsible use
• Do not block ventilation openings, or heat dissipation
• The installer has to explain all the technical information  about the 
manual operations of the system in case of emergency. The installer has 
to commit the instructions manual to the user
• The failure to comply all the instructions, it might be dangerous for the 
device safety
• Make sure that inside the walls, where you install cables and the devi-
ces, are not present heat sources such as flues or others
• Maintenance: schedule the functional test of the system, pay attention 
for the efficiency and security of the devices (gas detectors, leak water 
detectors, RCCB’s)
• Everything that is expressly specified in these instructions is not per-
mitted

Ave spa is not responsible for any direct or indirect damage to things and 
persons resulting from the failure of all the instructions mentioned in the 
technical documentation attached to the product and, especially, from the 
failure of the warnings for installation and use of the product.

STANDARD CONDITIONS OF SALE, ONLY FOR EXPORT
The Buyer (Purchaser) accepts the conditions of sale even if they were 
not  expressly stated when the order was placed. All that is not covered 
by these conditions shall be governed by the Italian Civil Code.

1) ORDERS 
By passing an order in any form whatsoever, the Buyer (Purchaser) ac-
cepts all the conditions of sales of this document and renounces his ge-
neral conditions of purchase,  except in case of contrary agreement spe-
cifically accepted in writing by the supplier AVE S.p.A.. The purchasing 
order is binding for the Buyer (Purchaser). The order is not binding for AVE 
S.p.A. who is free to accept it or not. No order cancellation is accepted if 
not previously agreed. The supplier firm AVE S.p.A. can require an indem-
nity for charges borne and arising from this cancellation. The minimum 
amount which can be invoiced is  2.500 €. The prices indicated in the 
price list are inclusive of standard packaging in cartons. In case of special 
packaging or goods sold carriage free, all costs will be paid by the Buyer 
(Purchaser) and invoiced. The minimum quantity of single items ordered 
is indicated in the price list and in case of discrepancy AVE S.p.A. reserves 
the right to increase their numbers to reach the standard quantity.

2) PRICES  
This price list cancels and replaces all the previous price lists. The supplier 
AVE S.p.A. reserves the right to change prices when orders are placed for 
cost adjustment. All listed prices are the same as indicated in the price 

list of AVE S.p.A. in force at the time of despatch and are VAT excluded. 
All prices listed in the price list  are indicative of goods delivered ex-
works AVE S.p.A. in Rezzato (BS)-Italy.

3) TERMS AND LIABILITY   
AVE S.p.A.  shall not be deemed  responsible for any delay beyond its 
intent or fault. The delivery terms are not binding.

4) DELIVERY AND HAZARDS 
Products relating to orders being accepted by AVE S.p.A. will be delivered 
as soon as possible according to the manufacturing requirements. Deli-
very shall be deemed to take place when the products are delivered to 
the forwarding agent and/or carrier. From the time the goods are delivered 
to the carrier and/or forwarding agent, AVE S.p.A. shall not be liable for 
any hazards nor responsible for events of any nature whatsoever occur-
ring during transport. This is also valid in case of goods sold ex-works 
Rezzato.

5) RETURNS 
Goods cannot be accepted for return without previous written consent of 
AVE S.p.A.. Replacement by AVE S.p.A. of obsolete goods cannot be ac-
cepted. Only goods delivered 24 (twenty-four) months before the demand 
for return will be taken into consideration. Only goods of current design, 
present on the price list of AVE S.p.A. at the time of the request will be 
accepted for return, provided that they are packed in the original integral 
carton. Returned goods will be credited at the price agreed, which cannot 
be higher than the purchase price, less a 20% refund of expenses. Any 
testing, re-packing and re-conditioning operations could result in a signi-
ficant increase in the minimum reduction mentioned above. In the case 
of consent, the goods must be sent carriage free to the supplier’s ware-
house: CONSIGNEE and DESTINATION: AVE S.p.A. - Via Mazzini, 75 – 
25086 REZZATO (BS).

6) PAYMENTS AND INTERESTS  
Invoices payment must be settled punctually within due date and for the 
agreed amount. Any delay in payments will result by full right in interest 
accruals and without any placing in default. Interests correspond to the 
prime rate + 3 percentage points. Failure to pay for any reason whatso-
ever, entitles AVE S.p.A. to stop further deliveries and recover its credit by 
legal proceedings.

7) COMPETENT COURT   
The Court of Brescia is competent for any dispute.





AVE S.p.A.

Via Mazzini, 75 - 25086 Rezzato (Brescia) - Italy

Export Department
ph.+3903024981 - fax +390302594595

export@ave.it

For more information
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www.ave.it
www.avetouch.it
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